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_»’&__Y_3E3i_£1‘_~’»_‘:£_f_J‘_1E_i_!f_Qil '*i:_n§;ii1g.tite
eriodie out ut sivnai from the oscillator.

the iriie.t‘0t:t'inti'oller selectivelv rovidin;

5}.satst}.__9_2itn.1it_fresh:net_e_s__t9__a_gl_t2§e}x

spaced array of input touch terminals of a

.li_t"2)i12‘_%t§__~._El‘!5:.3BEE1_£Q£%§h__§§§£{!itt§3_§
coin risino first and second in ut touch

terniiiiais;
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(.?‘H‘ClllEl"y shown 11’! Flt}. 6 is Very stable 0

temperature range of -40” C. to 105” C. The

output of the touch switch circuitry drops at a

rate of appiroxiinately 40 inV/“C when

temperature fails heiew 0° C. if application

requires eperatioh at law temperatures (-4-€'_‘:°' C.)

the foliowing three niethocis they be used to

increase the output of the switehiincrease the

oscillators regulateci supply Vnita increase. the

resistance of resistor 436, and use a 40 higher

gain il‘fit1S,iSi'0f(' 410, Ail at‘ these methods would

increase sensitivity at high terhperaturesf’ Colt
l6:33-4}.

See Figures 4, l i; and Ciairnxs 7.29 ,6? 27.

The “ i 83 Patent discioses “The touch £i€t€Ci:iOil

circuit of the present invention i"eatui'es operation

at frequencies at er above 5f0kHz and preferably
at or above 800 i<:l—iz to minimize the effetzts of

siirfaee eohtaniination for materials such a skiii

oils and. water. it also Offers improvements in

detection sensitivity that allow close control of

the degree of proximity {ideally very ciese

proximity) that required for acttiation ant} to

enable empioyrneiit of a multiplicity of smali

size tench terminals in a physiczal close array

such as a i~:eyho-mil.” Coi. 5:4_‘}~57.

The ‘ E83 Patent discloses “hi 2: first preferred
ernhedirnent the circuit offers»: enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pacts." Coi. 6:l~3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferrecl frequency is at or {1i‘It‘iV‘t3 K30 kc}-iz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies low as 50 lqliz

could he used provided the frequency creates a

ciitterence in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is .~;ui"l"icient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adj acent pad. Us of freque1i»:ies as

tow 50 kt-la mar aiso he nssihle de ‘iendin

*7,
Page of 5,
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upon the type ot gin ' or COV(’.1'¥t"t.~ or the

thickness thereof used for the tcsueh pad.” C01.
i 1:19-27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discioses “Upon being powered

by Voitage regulator ‘:00, osciiiatnr 20%

genei‘ates a square wave with a frequency of 50

t~:H;:, and preferably greater than 800 kHz. and

having .3111 anipiitude of ;;6 V peak. The square

wave geiiemted by esciiliator 209 is sunpiied. Via

line 201 to a tinating curnriinn generator 300, 21

touch pad shield plate 460. a touch circuit. 4%.,
and aniici“0c<3nti“o1iei'500. Oscillator 200 is

described below with rei’ei'en<:e tu FIG. ti.

Floating common generatoi‘ 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave froth osciiiator 200 and

eutputs Z5, regulated floating eoinihon that is 5

Veits heiew the Square wave output frnni

oseiiiator 290 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wttve. This

floating common output is suppiiieci to touch
csiteuit 43-00 and miei‘eeontruiiei“ 500 via hue 30E

such that the output square wave from nsciiiiatm

200 and floating common i'5tEfpt,EE "from floating

eoninien generator 308 provitzie power to touch
ci1'cuit4DO and 1T1iC1‘OCO11t1‘0ii(‘;t” 500. Detaiis of

floating cotrunen generator 300 ate diticussed
heiow with reference to FIG. 7. Touch circuit

400 senses capacitance ttoin a ttmch pad 450 Via

line 4-5! and outputs a si gn :11 to mierecentreiier

500 Via line 401upon detecting a capacitance to

ground at touch pat} 450 that exceeds 3. threshoid
Value. The details of touch circuit 400 are

tieserib-ed below with reference to FIG. 8.

Upon i’eeeivnig an iiidiea.tien ftum tench circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typicniiy at Eeast 20 pi?) is present at touch pad

450, niiere<:oritroTiei' 5630 outputs 21 signal to a

toad--controiiing ihicrocontroiier 600 Via iine

50.1, which is pi‘et'ei‘ahiy 3 two way optical

coupling “nus.” C01, i2:6-33.

The ‘ T33 Patent diseioszes “As will be apparent
to those skiiied in the :;ut, the V§;tiU(')S of the
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the first and . eond, touch

terininais defining, areas for an operator to

proviide an input by proximity and touch:
and

N./»\R—5796i 83RX

resistors and capacitors with ,(i in osttiiiatot

may be varied from those disciosed above to

provide for different oseii.iatoi' output

frequencies.” Col” i4:22i~25.

The ‘ 133 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constiucted in accordance with the second

embodiment is shown in HS. 11. in the seeonsfi

enihodimeiit of FIG. ii, components similar to
those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4 are

tiesighateo} with the same retetehces t_uniiera.is

and will not be discussed in detail. The rnuitipie

touch pad circuit is a variation of the ‘first

embodiment in that it includes an array of touch

circuits designated as 9001 through 'E3£30inh,
which, as shown, ineiude both the touch circuit

400 shown in FIGS. 4 and S and the input touch

terminai pad 451 (FIG. 4). Mieroconttoiier 500
selects each row of the touch circuits 9991

through 90011111 by providing the signal from
oseiiiatoi‘ 200 to selected rows of touch circuits.

in this iiiaiiiiei’, nii<:1‘-octet;troiier 500 can

sequentially activate the touch circuit rows and

associate the received inputs front the columns

of the array with the activated touch eireuittjs).

To keep the path length 45E between the touch

pad 4-5!) and the base to the detection tramsistot
410 to :1 mininiuni, the detection circuits 903 are

physicaiiy ioeatetl directiy beneath the touch

pads. To Si,1’1’)piifj assembly, a tiexibie circuit

board such as V’t311Cit3Ci by Sheiciahii inc. Oi‘Cii’C1.Eii

Etching 'i"eehhics;, hie. can be med for this

purpose. ideally, the printed circuit will he fixed

tiirectiy against the surface (typically glass)

i>e:»3.i'ing the conductive touch pads to eliminate

an gaps and the need for conductive foam pads

and spring eontucts which were used to fiii air

gaps,” Cot, i8:3r-L59.

See Claim 27.
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:1 (ietector circuit coupieti to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output Sigtlai from said oscillator. and

coupled to said first anci second touch

terrninais, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said osciiiator

Via said niicrocontroiier and [the] gt

presence of an operator's “body capacitance

to grourid coupled to said first and second

touch tertninats when proximal or touched

by {an} f_ti_e_ operator to provi-dc a control

output signal for actuation of the

controiied device, said detector s:ircuit

being eon {figured to generate said controi

output signai when {an} 3; operator is

proxirnai or touches said second touch

terminal after the operator is proximal or
touches said first touch ternrinai.

N./»\R—5796i 83RX

See Figures 4-, i E and Liaitns 8, :

The " i 83 Patent discloses “Upon heing powered

by voitage regulator £00, osciiiator 290

generates a square wave with E1 frequency of 50

kHz, and pr'eferahiy greater than 800 i<H;:, and

havin an amplitude of 26 V peak. The square

wave generated by osciiiator 200 is supplied via

tine 201 to a floating connnon generator 300, a

touch pad. shieid piate 4&1), at touch circuit 400,
and a mieroeontrxflier 509. t'}sciiiator 200 is

tiescribed below with reference to FIG» 6,

Fioatiiig common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

Volts heiow the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received. square wave. This

tioating eornrnon output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and 1’1’1iC1‘e'_K.?Q11t1‘(Jii=;”;1' 500 via line 30i

such that the output square wave from osciiiator

200 and tioating eoninion output troifo floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and niicrocontroiier 50(). Detaiis of

floating contrnon generator 300 are discttssed
beiow with reference to FIG. '7 . Touch circuit

400 senses capacitance front a touch pad 450 via

line 45 i and outputs a signal to H1it£?i“0,(_‘.01‘tE1“0iif)1‘

500 via Eine 40i'upon detecting 2. capacitance to

ground at touch pad 450 that exceeds £1 thresh oid
Value. The detaiis of touch circuit 400 are

described heiow with reference to Fifi. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typicaiiy at least 20 pi?) is present at touch pad

450, inicrocontrolier 500 outputs a signal to a

lOmii—CGt’1it‘Oiiittg rnicr'ocontroiler ('i(}(} via iine

501, which is meferahiy a two way opticai

coupiing bus.” Col. 12:63-33.

The “ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance with the second

ernbodirnent is shown in FIG. i i. in the second

einboditnent of FIG. ti, components sirniiar to
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J. New Ciaini 38

the. in the tirst embodiment in Fifi 4 tire

designated with the sanie references numerals

and will not be discussed in detail. The multiple

touch pad circuit is a Variation of the first

enibodinient in that it includes an array of touch

circuits designated as 900i through 9GOnrn,

which, shown, include both the touch circuit

400 shown in l?7l{3S. 4 and and the input touch

terniiiial pad L‘!-Sl (HO, 4). l‘vllCl‘OCOl'iil'Oilt.’.1‘ 500
selects each row of the touch circuits 9001

tlimugli 900nm by pmviciing the signals from
oscillator 200 to selected IOWS of touch circuits»

in this manner, n1ici'oconti'ollcr 500 can

scquciitially acti»'ate the touch circuit rows and

associate the received inputs from the colunins

of the array with the activatea;l touch cii‘cuit(_s).

To keep the path iengtli L‘l5l between the touch

pad 450 and the base to the detection tiaiisistor
4-10 to a minitniim, the detection Cll”Cll‘ii'S 90% are

physically located directly beneath the toricli

pads. To siinplify assernbly, a flexible circuit

laoard sncli venclcd by Si')€i£.l.§ii’ll,, lnc. Ol‘ Ciiciiit

Etching Technicsl inc. can be used for this

piirpose. ldeally, Elle printed circuit will be iixedi

directly against the surface (typically glass)

bearing the conductive touch pads to eliminate

air gaps and the need for coiiductive loain pads

and spring contacts wliicli were used to fill air

gaps.” Col. l8:34~59.

icsponsivc elect: oma.

switching circuit as defined in claim 37,

wherein feedback to the operator is

provided by an indicator activated by the

fl’lli3l’€fi;C)Ill;l'Oillt3F alter the operator touches
the second tnucli terminal,

N./»\R—5796l 83RX

Ci ms 4,.-,. _;.

The ‘ l83 Patent discloses “The microprocessor
also allows the use of Visual indicators such as

l_,El)s or annunsziators such as :2; bell oi‘ tons’:

generator to confirm the actuation of a given

touch switch or switches. This is particularly

useful in cases whcic a scquciice of actuatioiis is
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R. New Ciaim 39

39. The capaci ve r ‘pensive eiectroniec

;~;wite:hing circuit defined in claim 37.

wherein sziiti detector circuit

conapares 3 sensed body capaeitamze

chzmge caused by body capacitance

to the operator pro,v1de,d by 3 Vistlzfi or audio

indicator activated by the microprocessor in

response to intermediate touches in :1 required

sequence can minimize time lost and/'0r

h'ustr;1‘Lion on the part of the operzator due to

faiied aetuations from partizfl touches or wrong

actuations from touching the wrong pad. in a

given requirefi sequence or combination of
touches.” C01. 6:31-42.

The ‘ 133 Patent discIo9.e:2. “A furthet‘ option is to

provide one or more LEDS 2205 or audible
annumciators for visual or audible feedhaols; to

the opera.to1'. Specifically, in HG. 19 the LED
2205 will come on when button 220} has been

suocessfuiiy activated to we the operator that it

is time to move to button 2202. ‘vVhere required
a second. LED with 21 different color than the first

(yellow for the first LEE) and red for the second)

can he provided to provide Visual confirnmtion
that the second button 2202 has heen activated or

that the Jfequhed combination of the two buttons
has been activated. Two d.ift"erem: audibie tone

or sound {generators could ztiso he used in lieu of

the LEDS to provide feedback to the operator,”
C01. 23:1--12.

The ‘ E83 Patent disclosea “A red LED 2395 on

top of the device shows the completion of the

two Step tum—on and activation of output relay
Z310.” Co1.23:2S--30.

Claim

See Figure 3 1; and Claims E, 32”, E6, E87 27, 28.

The " E 83 Patent diescioses “Another method for

N./»\R—5796i 83RX
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tieci‘eus~;ing a. second touch terminal signal

on the detector to giouiici when proximate
to the second touch termiitai to :1 threshold

level to gent:.ra,te the control output signal,
and

N./»\R—5796l 83RX

impiememiug capacitive touch .‘~%Vv’lTIChf)H relies: on

the change in capacitive coupling between a

touch terminal and ground. Systetris utilizing
such 21 method we described in US. Pat. No.

4,758,735 and US. Pat. No. :'Z,€}87,825. With

this metliodology the detection circuit consists of

an oscillator (or AC line Voltage a:ieriVa.tive)

providing 21 signal to a touch terminal whose

voitagts is tlleu l’I10l1il.0£'f_’.£i by at (,i§."iC£TtOl‘. The
touch terminal is clriven in electrical series with

other cotnponeiats thztt function in part it

charge pump, The touch of an opei‘ator then

provides :2. capa.<:itive short to ground the

operalofia own body capucittahce that lowers the

amplitude of oscillator Voltage seen at the touch
te1‘mii1ai.” Col. 15:44-56.

Tile ‘ i83 Patent discloses “The touch tietectioh

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 5Gl:Hz and piefmubly
at or above 800 icliz to miitiinize the effects of

sm‘t‘a.oe C0lliTEif,Tl'iF1€ti.',iOil for tiuaterials such :1 skin

oils 1‘-.hd.Water. it also o1°fei's improvements in

tietection sensitivity that allow close control of

the degree of proximity {ideally very close

proximity) that required for actuation and to

enable erhployrneitl of a multiplicity of small

size touch torhilnsils in 21 physical close array

such as a i~:eybo-Md.” Col. 5:4-_‘3~57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

pi'e'i’en“e(l tlequeilcy is at or 3.‘-‘Jove M30 kl-lz, and

inore preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies low as 50 kHz

could he used garovitied the litequeilcy creates at

diffeteiice in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is scufficiem etiough to accurately

distinguish ‘oetweeti an intended touch and the

touch of an adj aceitt pad. Us of frequencies as

Eow as 50 kl-lz may aiso be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
11:39-27.
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wherein feedback to the opetatoi‘ is

provitied by an indicator activated hy the

niicrocontroliei‘ after the operator touclies
the second touch terminal.

N./»\R—5796l 83RX

The ‘ E 83' Patent tiiaeloites Touch eiretiit 400

senses capacitance from a touch pad 456' Via line

r-1-Sal and outputs a signal to nii.er0c0ntreiler 0

via line élillupon tletectiiig 21 capacitance to

ground at toueli pad 450 that exceeds 3. thre:’~:h0ld
value. The details of touch circuit 4-00 are

£i€’.SC1’il‘IF;‘.d below with reference to FIG. 8.” Col.

12:24-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent cliselcrses “AS will be appareiit

to those skilled in the art, the Values et’ the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 2.00

may be varied train these disclosed aheve to

pres/ide for different ese,il.latei' output

frequencies?’ Col. l4:22.-25.

See Claims 27, 32.

The ‘ l83 Patent cliseloses “'l‘lie microprocessor
also allows the use cf visual intliszators melt as

LEDS Oi‘ anituntqiategs such as a hell or time

genei'ate1"tcs eenfirin the actuation of at given

much switch or S‘NilCi’1f5S, This is particularly

useful in eases where St3q1.1t311CC of aettiations is

required hv:-:i"'01‘e an action oeews. The feedback

to the operatoi‘ provided by a Visual or audio

ilidlcfitm‘ activatetl hy the microprocessor in

respense to intermediate touches in a .i‘equii'ed

sequence can ininirnize time lost and/'er

fi'ust1‘ation on the part of the operator due to

failed aetuatiems from partial tou<:he:~: or wrong

aetuations from touching the wrong pad in a

given required sequence or combination of
touches.” Col. 6:314-2.

The ‘ l83 Patent zliseloses “A furthei' option is to

provide one or more LED5 2205 or audible
annuiieiators for Visual or 2-.ud.ihle feeclbaeli to

the epera.t0i'. Specifically, in E316. l9 the LED
"V3.05 will come on when huttoh C_’t'.7.’.t“)l has heen

successfully activated to we the 0pei'at:3r that it

is time to move to button 2202. Whei'e required
:1 second. LED with a cliffeteiit color than the first

( ellow for the lirst LED and red for the second)
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can be provided to provide vima} c¢_mfi1'ma.ti0n
that the second lmtton 2202 has been activated or

that the raqtiired c<>rr;.bina1'_ion of the two buttons
has hem activated Two different audible tone:

or sound generators could aiso be used in lieu of

Ehéf LEDS to provide feedback to the operator.”
C01. 23:1--E2.

The " 183 Patent disckyses “A red LED 2305 on

top 01” the device shows the C-:=mpieti0:ra of the

two step tum—0n and a.<:ti,vati0n of Qutput rc‘.lay
2310.” C01. 23:28-30.

N./»\R—5796i 83RX
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V. Corwiusizsn

In View of {ha :a.b0v:3., Fatclat Owner submits that the claims in condition for

afimvance. No new mamer has been addad by this submission. If Examiner should have any

questions, plsase Contact Patent ()wner’s Atiomey, Brian A. Carlson, at 9‘72—732—‘i (301. The

Comniissiozaer is ‘hereby zmthorized to charge any fees due in connsction with this fiiing, or

credit any'cVe1fpay1ne11t, to Deposit Account No. 50-1065.

Respectfufiy submitted,

November 19. 2012 ,"Bri.3m A. Carlson!’

Date Brian A. Caflsron

Atbmfrley for  Pat'ctm Owner

N0. _ 7,793

SLA'I‘iEiR MATSEL, L.L.P.
17950 Pmston Rd. Suite: 3000

Dallas, 'I‘exas 75252
T61.: 972»-732»1€)O]T

Fax: 972-7329218

N./»\R—5796i 83RX
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E iJNF:‘F.}‘> STA"'“ "9 KP/—\"F}71N’E‘ AND ’E‘‘;«;.»\. D‘=’—trvIAR‘r< 0§‘«'{—‘-'m’~:
-';' UNITFI) ETATFSI DFT‘ART,V‘EEj\'T OF CUMIVIERCE. ‘ mt nd Track-Inark Office

J‘-3. FOR P. NT-S

131357

9:‘./oi 2,439 (‘:8/‘: 7'./20’: 2

25962 7590 04/1:)/:2-:33

SLA'1‘ER & MATSIL, L.L.P.
E7950 PR , TON RD, SUITE 1C:a'J{)
DALLAS, '1'}; '75252—5'793

MAIL DATE > DI1I,J‘v’ERY1“\/{ODE}

04/10/201 3 P!—‘..PE}'{

Piease fiznzd beiow am‘:/‘Gr aiimtiyed an ()§°fi3ce «:43-mmunicaiiun ssuncerning this appiicaiian (pr prgcaeeiing.

The. time period1“orrs3piy. if any, is 56'. in ‘thf: attached communication.

PTOL—90A (Rev. 01/07)
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. Contmi No. Patent Under E‘-ieexaminetion

Netiee of intent tie Issue 90/0i2i439 5795’i33
EX Pa:/te Reexamination Certifieate iexaminer

. L.iNi-i Ex/i. i\iGLiYEi\i

-~ The MMLING HA TE of this communication appears an the cm/er sheet with the correspandence address v~

i. E] Prosecution on the merits is (or rernaihs) cieseci in this ex pane i'ee..<arninatieri gsmcee-;iing. This proceeding is
subject to reopening at the initiative of the Office or upon petition. (Sf. 37’ CPR t.313(.-3). A Certificate wiii be issued
in view of

‘ Patent i3wner‘s ci3i'nmtihicatien(s) flied:
E] Patent i3wner’s faiiure to fiie an appropriate timeiy response to the Office action matted:
E] Patent i:iwner’s faiiure to timeiy fiie an Appeai Brief (3? CFR 4‘i.3‘i).
{:1 The decision on eppeai by the {:5 Beard at Patent Appeais an-Ci interferences {:2 C-C‘L.ii'T. dated

{:1 Other:

" i. Fteexaminetion Certificate wit: indicate the feiiewing:
Change in the Specificatien: E] Yes E No
Ghaitge in the Drawihgis): E] Yes No
Status of the Ciai:”Yi(S)i

(1) Patent ciaim(s) eriiirrned. .
(2) Patent Ciaint(s) amended (ineiLdis'ig depeitderit er‘: arnemied Ciaim(s)): i8 2.7.28 and 32
(\) Patent ciairnis) caitceieri: .
(4) Newiy presented oiaimis) eaientabie: 33-39.
(5) Newly preseitted c;—ti‘ieeied Ciaims: .
(a) Patent ciairitifs) previousiy [Ti currently diseiaimed:
(7') Patent ciaim(s) notsubect tb i'eexamihation: M?’ 19-26 and 29-81.

4 Note the attached statement of reasons fer patentabiiity aha‘/or cem‘irmatien. Any comments eorisidered necessary
by rsatent owner regarding reasens for petentabiiity and/or iwniirmatioh must be stihinitted premptiy to avoid
processing deiays. Such sui3missi0n(s) shotiid be iabeied: “Comments On Statement of Reasons for Patentabiiity
enr.i/er Corii‘irmatieii.”

Note atteetted i\iOTiC-E OF REFERENCES CETED (PTO—8Q2i

Note attache-Li LIST OF REFERENCES CiTED (PTO./SB/'08 or PTO/'88./"O8 substitute).

_ The -cirawihg correction request tiied on is: E] approved [:3 disap-pi'oved.

Acitriewiedgrnent is made of i‘ e priority ciaim under 35 § 119(a)—(d) or (f).

a)[] Ali bjfi Sorne* e)[:} None of the izertiiied castes have
E] been received.
E] not been received.

E] been tiied in Application No. .
[3 been tiie-Ci in i'ee><einihation (_‘.ontroi Ne. .‘\ ru-

[:3 been received by the Entei'natienal Sweat: in -ii“ Applicatien Ne.

* Certified cepies not received:

8. E] Note atiaished Exaihiner's Anieitdnteitt.

E] Nate a tached Interview Summary (PTO-474).

to. [:3 Other: .

Aii eerrespendenee relating; to: this i'eeXai'fiiflaTiOfl preceee'irig shouid be directed to the Certtret Reexeminatien Unit at

the ntaii, FAX. or hahd—carry ettdresses given at the end of this Office actiori.

cc: Requester (iE"'{i3i1‘-151:7-£il‘ty requester‘)
U3. Patertt and Trademark Qffice

PTOL-469 (Rev. 67-16) Ncstice cat intent ‘Be issue E3: Perte Reexaminetien Certificate Part at Paper ixie 2t‘.-‘E30327
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AppLi<:a.t_im1/Con U701 Number: 90/0 .1 2,='-139

Art Unit: 3992

Naiice fif fimeni $0 issauee: Reexaminatims {femifissaie

This is 3. reexan1i11a,ti0n uf United 813.333 Patent Number §,,'}’9=i3,183 (“the 183’ patc311t”). in

the }‘€3t§XE1.fIli1'1£i‘ti()I) request fiictd O8,/E ‘.7/203 2 (“Requé:s£”), by Patant Owner, 2: s‘.u‘r3st:mtia1 new

question {SNQ) of patentabiiiiy was raised as ‘to Claims 18 and 27. These claims are thus

reexamined herein. Rcaexaminatioil was met reqixested of claims 1--17, 192.6 and 28-32.

Th:-:1*c3f01‘e‘, c;:iaims. L17, i9~26, and 27531 W111 110: be, 1‘CCXi:‘:11‘1il1€d. MPEP 224-3. Howcveic,

claims 28 and 32 wiii ba I“€€5X'<‘11’ilif1€d, as fu1'Eher expiairaed below.

A Pateifit Owner Statement was filed 11/1.9/2012, in which ciaims E8 and 2? were

amended, weli as c1a'm1s 28 and 32 due to their deapendenciess from Ciairn 27. Furfl1e1'mo1*e,

new clainis 333:9 were added.

Vv"1"€'1ira the e><a?n'1im3r‘s ciisctmtiun, the néswiy acidfid c}a.in1s 33-39 and the, nonxaquested

amendad claims 28 and 32 are new subject 10 reex zxmination.

References

Boie st 211., US. Pate11tN0. 5,463,388, filed on .Ea11ua1‘y 29, 1993 and issued on October

L (“Boie ‘388"Ta.
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Staafenw;m' i?fR‘E‘£$S(§FlS fier ,§"::ttent:.z!)iIit_v and/or E'.7n:zj}7rnza£'i0n

tliaims E8, 27, an'1e:'1ded not1—:'equeste.d C1£ii1’1’}':%. 28, 32 and newly added eiaims 33-39 are

patentabie.

The exa1ni11e1*has no opinion as to the cslaims that were next reexa1nined. The following is

an exatn'1fmer’s statement efieasona ‘tint patetttabiiity of the claints found patentable in this

reemmination proceetiingi

There is not taught or disclosed in the print art (.2 c'apa(:iiive ?”:?§p(.I2‘I.§'.5t7€‘ electrorut

SWl'i(3}'ii7'£g 4'f.'!'!"(f'!/ti! havmg a rrzicr0t:(mtraiier ztsirzg the pe:"i0z,ii<: ()lr£fj}i/ifSigllra11[fi”()IG"! the 0.::cii!(zt(2/';

rite rrzi(.’r0c0ztzt.t:'r)Zler .seiec*tit>eZ)> ,g‘)E":’.?“v‘I‘,t2]Z‘,.i”£g’ signal! ompztzfi*eqz,te22<?ie5‘ to L1" ,m'zt:"aIizj; of weal! sized

input muciz rerrm'naZs of {I keypaci, as called for in independent claim 18; 11:3: 5: capctcirive

re5,*:rmm'iws electrnnic ,swit(rlzintg circuit havirig a n’zim*<.>c>m:trailer .=tsin;,> the ;;=e‘ri0tiic ompmi s.r7;,>nai

from the osciilatm", alts: rr:zt'r0(i(2mr()!ler .<;eZet,>tz't.=eE_v ‘z7i'(>via:i.i:«zg ,S‘igilt1I,r (.PZ47£pl:7£f?"€q££8ilt3i€.§ to a

Clmely sgmxced o:r'ra)»' rrfinépztr mum’: tesvmimzls ofa iceypari, the inpztz tnmfh terminals‘ rforngprising

firsif and secoztzcf input mam’: ternziztzaix, as called for in inde,pemie11t claims: 27 anti 37. The

examiner agtee:«: with the discussion articulated by Patent Owner in the S‘.TE3.{§3!'I},€:I11 that Sofie does

not teach or suggest these ciaiin eiements. Rather, Bole discloses that “RF oscillator 408

pmvides an RF signaL for exampie, 100 kiiohertz, to circuits 401, synchronous deteetcsr and fiiter

404 via inverter 410, and guard plane 41 Boie, en}. 3:67—eni. 4:2‘ Beie further discloses that

“[t}he effetzts tn“ electrode—t0—e1e<:tr0de capa.cita.nees, wining :;:»3.p;1<:it:mees anti other extraneous
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capacitatlccs am: Inillillliltifl by driving ail eiectmrdcs and guard pialle 411 in unison with the

same RF signai from RF os<:i11at0r408." Id. at (301. 4:58-60 {emphasis added); see id. at Fig. 4.

Thus Bake. ciis.<:i08¢s drivirxg the eiec;1i1‘0dc':s 0fe.1e:':<;Uf0de a.1ira.y 100 and guarci pE:1I1e»i11l with a

singla RF signai, Efioie does not teacii or suggest providing signal eutput frequencirss to these

components. A»:cto1‘ding1y, ciaims E8, 27, amended I‘:-311--E‘€q‘dCST€d claimg 28, 32. and newly

added claims 33-39 are patent:/£319.

Any CO’-f11111€‘.i}iS <:<;v11;sia;i::rc=L“‘a necessary by PATENT O‘WNER regarding the above

statement must be sub1nitte»:.i promptly to avoid procsssing delays, Such submisgien by the

patiem; ownfir should be Eabeicsdz "Comments on Stateinem. of R.r':asc>ns for Ffltflfliélbiiiiy andfor

C0nfi1‘r1'3ati0n" and WM E36 placed in the reagaminaticrn file.
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Ci;rre.s‘p0nxiem.fe

ARE cui‘i'atsp<>t3Liex:c<a 1‘c:i;1iing 10 this i?1l<2i‘ pa,rze.s' 3'r::xa31iii)aEi<>'(1 p1‘o=;¢<;‘Liit3g should be <ii3'ecEcd:
By Mail to: Mail Stop Inter Parres Reexzinx

Ann: Cemrai Reexainination Ujnif
C()11‘:111i1SSi0l1E)1’ for Patcms
Unitaad Slates Pmem: 5%; Trademzifl" O:"fi(:e
PD. Box 1450

/—\1exandria, "v’,/—‘s 22313-1450

By FAX to: (:57 1) 27 3 3900
Cellirzil Rv3EE>L€EIIli£1aEiO£1 Unit

By hand: Custnmer SEfi'ViCEf Vv'ii*.dmV'

Randoiph Building
401 D1aE2myS1r<:et
A1ex:md3'i;4, VA ‘Z2314

Registered users of EFS-—Web1nziy i11[S1'11€E[i‘v’€i§" submit such CC1-i‘I'(fSp()I1£i€I1é)EE Via the eiectronic filing 35/513111

F,FS~We:h, in hit .'~;:;"/efmis t0.m)v,/efiie/nw3011:}?/efs—res:istared ‘EFS-Vv'eh nffem the hemafii ofquick
submissmn EU the p'.1::'iia:ulur area of the Ciifiue that llflifids its act 011 {ha uoxrsspxsndeiics, Also, EFS»W'eb
suimnissions. am: “soft scaimed” (i.e., eiectroaaicaily uploaded) direciiy into the official fiie for the
rees>;2m1ii1aiioi1 proceeciiilg, which 0ffer< pariies the opporiuiiiiy in review the <:-amem {if iheir sukmiissiorxs after
the “soft scan‘nii1g” prosxzss is <:0mpiet'v::.

Any inqufiy catsncemjng this -:.0i1imui1ia:aIia:in OE’ c—:arii<—:r cominimications from the c—:xa.n1ineJ; or as recs the
stains of lhis procccdin simuid be dirccicd lo the Ccmral Rccxaminaliori Uni! at tclcphonc mam‘bc1f (571) ’ 7}
“()5I A .

/'Li11h M. Nguycnl
P1’ii111Ell'V Examiner, Art U 1 3992

Camfereies:

/James Menefésl

Primary Examincp. Unit 3992

./Démiel Rymzm.’

Supervisory Patent Exaniiner, Art Unit 3992
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prises an oscfilator providing a periodic amp‘-.\t sigml bzwiug
a freL{=.Jenc_V L:-J‘ 50 kHz -:)r grealer, an inpul L-:)u:;E3 lerminail
dcfi11l11g an area for an up “tor provide :u1i11putby proximity
and tench and dmec cuit couplrsd to the osciliator fvr

an 0perat0‘r’s
touchtc '

pr()‘./kia a mrc.-1 output
vidcs 2: pcriudic: uulpui

Preferably: 1,1190 .
5 lmviuw a lh:quz;t11uy 4)fS001«;H,;

or greener. An array 0: much tsrnzxu be pr:-vicbad ' 1
close proxhnity due to the red‘-Jcticvr: in stalk that :y
1'es'uit from comaminams by utilizing am oscillator otripuftixlg
:3 :;ig‘-.13! luwing :3 frequency s>E'5U M125 or greater.

FLQATSNG
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CONTROLLER

TOUCH
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M E\-HERE»<I2ON'T'RC3LLER
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i’ART iI

RI" .XAl\'HNA'E7I€3N C ERTE i<‘iE{.‘A(i‘ Ei1

ESSUEEIE) 1.‘,-NEEER 35 U.S.C. M37

Tlilif I’A(IEN'I IS ‘
INDICA

JDE‘-D AS

Matter encimied in heavy iirackets [ E apgiearetl in the
patciiti but has been deleted and is my ledger a part of the
patent; matter printed in italics indicates adtiitisns made
tax the patent.

AS A RESULT OF Rh
l)i:'l‘l3Ri\/iiiwlil) THAT:

A.l\/iiNA'i‘l()N. IT HAS BEEN

Cl aims IS. 27, 28 at:-zi 32 are -zietermined t-:2 be pat-entaivle as
at-.1-313 ded .

New claims 33-39 are added and determined be

pater‘-Jabie.
Claims 1-17, 19-26: 29-31 were not reexainiried.

18. A crapacitivc l”(3Sp-t)i‘C\SiV(3 elcctri, tic switehii __ frcuii
eorripr Rig:

an oscillatiir pit, f 2: periodic output signal i‘~.avir\g a
prcdeiiiied freqneiicx

r1 mii"r.9rmz/r.9i.I'er Lcsing .r,‘/';'elt1(’r'.v,'.r;.'1.i.r‘ o7..',fp7,',t signal {rant Ike
05cf1'/aim, zizc anicmi*aizIr0i:’er' se:’ectiveiy pro‘/zdirzg sig-
nal ozilpzzifreqeicmrics to :2 _/Jizmzliiy Q/is’/rial! ' input
£0241;/i le.I'mimu',s' oft: kct;£1a<.";
tire :li1li‘€'.iif'y 0i’s.n-ml! sized input touch terniinais defin-

ing atijacerii areas cm 3 dieiectric si11“:strat,e i‘-er an opera-
tor to provide iitpaits by proximity and miiczhg and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving;
said periodic output Si"{Eiéii i'mii1 sai-Li c,-scillat-Jr. and
cmipieri to said input i0".lCi1it3I1Iiil1€:iS, said detector cir-
cuit bcirig respimsive to signzzirs frorii said. -zisci zitor via
said m‘ér0mm‘ro.<'Zcr' and {the} a presence 0 an opera»
tur’s body capacitaiirse to gruurid cutzpieii to said tuticii
lS1“:}’1‘i]1:?.iS1 ‘t7S’i’ir'¢l}pt‘I'.)Xi]112li or touched by [an] fizz» operzatcir
to provide 3 eontml mitpiit signai,

wherein id predefined frequency of said oscillator’ {is}
airri said sigma’ 0.u.jv.w.*. _;‘}*e:guencies are selected to
decrease {the} ajirsl iiiipeciance of dielectric sub-
strate reialive In {the} (‘Z .se.<-om! irnpe-ziance oi‘ any cori-
taniinatc that may Create an electrical path on said
dielectric substrate ‘new 11 said adjaeeiit areas defi/zed
by tlzeplziralizy ofsma/.'l 5 d inpz,/I to: :h ter'JJ'rina/sq and
wherein said detector circuit compares [the] (e sensed
body ca_ ‘:tar.ce .~‘:imr I > tr: gmnrid proximate at int‘.-iii
touch terminal to is tiircshoid, level t0 prevent iiiadverterit
geiieratioii of tire control output signal.

2’/'. A atapsici tive respimsive eiectmt-.i
3 coritrclied Ii ' ml device conip "sing:

an O51Cilia[()I‘ pro .cric>dic output signai i"i£i'Vii'1§'; a

'e‘peri.r)dic output .s'igr2ai_fi"0,-2: lite
Jrrividirzg. '

_ (l7’f'{1/'-" (aft .".'[}?/ll
touc/z zei'n'zir1a'.Zs qfia Dad, the iizpu: mac}: z‘ern:im:l5
C0mp}'fSfWg_fiV.S‘f and Se , ' ‘ ‘ -uh fermimzls,‘

2129 first arid ‘ ‘arid i. ‘ii! ton-cli tern iiais defiiiiiig, for
an npereinr in prnviiie an input by prnximity and touch;
and

a detector circuit enupled to said osciilat-zir for r-eceiviiig
said periodic output signal from said, oscillator, and
cziupied to i id first and second tiztich terniiiiais. said

2

detector circuit being resporisive to signals from
()5CiiiéiiOL” via said riiicroroiztroller and {the} a preseiice
of an operate. . 'n0d.y ciipacitaiice ti’; ground coupled to
said i gt am, seem:-il tm.*.<:h teiiniiials when prxixiriizai -zir
tr.-ticlied by {an} the vzipc:-rater ts} ;omV‘i<ic a control output
signal for aCt'u¢’ii.i(}i10fti1€: controlled .I’u>;-ypad device, said
detector circuit being Ck . igured to geiierat-e s lcoiiirt:-l
output sitiiial when [an] rh.-3 op ate ‘ is pmxinial or
touches said secmid tntieh terminal after the operator is
pmximai ort aiches said first ttnicrii terminal.

2.8. The capac . e responsive electronic SWitCi1il’ig circuit
as defined in -claim 27, wherein said detector -sircuit g-eiierates
said control signal 0niywi1ei1[aii}i./re‘ operator is pro:-uziniai or
touclies said SCC011d touch tcrniiiiai within prodctcrrriincd
time period after the op .:3I(‘.-1’iSpI‘OKi1’\‘i{ii ort<)uche. . aid first
touch terniinzti.

32. Tine Cam :3 respori I re electronic «wit I ‘rig circuit.
as dcfinecl in claim 27 and further including an indicator for
iridicattng when said detector circu’ deterrriines . at the
()p€‘.1‘13C(Ot‘iS proximal ()1“t()tE(3i)eS said first toaici‘-. termiiizit,

The (:c."tIaci{“ ‘e re.\[r»om'ivc eiei II ' _~'wi!cl ' Ag: circuit
rzlrer com _. ‘fig wlzerein .mia' defer»

com‘ colnpares the sei;.s‘ert bod}; capwizaitce c.I".r./mg?)
c:m.s'e:I by :12: body cc.;Uac:'larzce-‘ ck-‘i‘reasing ah‘ in;-:41 .'oz:c/2
Iermi (ii signal are rhea detector :0 ground wheat pm ‘Maze 2:)
the 1:1]/I24! tmzcii lerrrtirzai t-:1 (4 secunci thre‘S,".'-aid‘ level I-:7 ;;em-tr»
air? /he ./,'Ol’7Z}“0!' rmzfpui signal.

34. 1719 capacitive re.9p.7.7z.vi\>e eleciroizic switcr’2i72g Ci‘ mix
as define in claim .7 3,fi1rII/tar compri ‘ 2'wI'zc‘rci'n saizi (it-‘tec-
tor circuit r.'()r/zpareir the sci/zsed bad}! 1, ,')aci.’,mzce char:
cn'z4_\‘.;»’-11' by {/23 Z:-oafa cap::ciian(-c/ deg.-".;-‘as1.~ig an input 10;,
[£.’.Vi?3fI2i1.7 .s'ig;za! a.‘np1'[iude on the rieiefcior to gfmzmd when
pr; "E7H«'1?{? to flee ingnu‘ mac/2 Icrrnz’rmi fo (1 Set“: if flares:/'ioZd
level to ge)zcra!€ the corzlrol otizpztz signal.

3.5. '.’}';.e iiapaiiirive? r‘e.>.vpo;zs'is/e zzicrirvzzit 5wz'f;:'/;i.r1g i'>.I'ri':1n'I
113:5:-’fi.';Ied in clrzini I wiierein W/‘zen the second I-:mcir fe.I":mi~
mat’ is not zoucized on its a'ev,fir/zizzzv: aizrv I‘/22:‘ cwpewalor to
pr.-;-v2‘a’.c z'ng)uz. the L‘:).’lfV(}/ 0z..'f,m.'.*. signal isprc crazed.

capzirritive resporzsive elcclrmzic switc/ting r7z'rcu:'.'
ma’ 3' ciaiir 37 tzndfinzr‘/'7cr 3'nc'iu iizg cm indicazorvy/Z21‘

indirwtiiig ptrlren sairi rie.-‘emfrir cirrrizit deielwzines E';’mZ the
opcr~a.’o.>* is pro. ‘ma! 0." touches saia' scco‘/ea’ l0z.'c/'2 icrmiizai.

3 7. A capacizive Ve.sjp:)iz5it-‘e e./errzn;-nic .9wi;tc,71i12g circuizfbr
at co1'zlI"t.-."Ie2u' device com_pr:'5ing.'

rm i'2.\'€i!."aI0r pmviri g alrzeriodfc ozifpm‘ sigmn,’ hrztring a
p.redtfi:1e‘.2’freqwencig wliereirz an o5cii'7laz::.-I" vi;-[rage is
grczzzcr than a supi V voltage.’

1; MZ‘C.7"0C0}/kL‘!"ti'i/-€‘V wing rimperiodic 01£tpz4zs’,<;z:ai_fi’o;42zfJe
osc'i/l(.I.*n.v;; the mir-mr-(.-lrfrol/er 5(»."ectit»e1'_ ravirfiiig sig-
nai oz.-'i‘pz1zfrequ' ‘es 1'0 a ct'o.vei_‘ ‘raced array Qfinpzrt
Z-r_:-am’? .'ern;z’rials fa pad, the mpm‘ lam’-./iz Ii mimzls
r‘0n:prtsi_rzgfir'sz <.!m2'seco;2a' inpuz [ouch Iemz:'m2lsg.'

fhef; st‘ ' M’ m/fwurl ftarnzirzui. ‘ ilxirtg areas for an
op€,ri'zZ0r to t

!OFf?)i‘ receiving
Said periadzi" ,T’i'om said o,s'cu'1'at0r, and
mzepf-.°¢i to sat’ '
we ‘tor Cir
r;.s'cii’i(.4.’n ,1“ via

9 rezripiin. 't
('07; mt’1';‘

qt >ra,r‘0r’:: .I'90d_t> capaciiam
firs!‘ and secoitd zozich .*e:r’mimzl$ it! at p
lt;:.m.'he4l by the (211,-crater lo ymvicie
s'ign(1i_fbr (.11., iion "4./are r,r.9m‘r0ii€i2'
tor ci.rcmL' bung CL. figwred to generate said contra.’
ouipziz .9’ /1,!‘ wizciz Z/zc apcmmr isproxizrzal or four,’ ::
sazTd seccmd loud: ' * minm’ after fire -9_pera.‘(z.I‘ is prtaxi»
imil or tutu:/zes sent} ,u"s.’, Zulu:/1 .’,e'rinirzu'z'.
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38. F725‘ capacitive /"expansive eie*<'7r'0r.'/17 3w1'c:’2i.'2g circzdl
as rig iized in 611: '2 37‘ vzrlzerein W hack :0 I125? opwazor is
prz1vi(ie'd by an in iruzor act ; ,ie./.5 by Ike rm ..2(, 'n!rw'.75r
¢g;‘.h-‘r Z/:e upe::rzIur' .r‘ou<"I"7c».€ /lie _vEccm7.' much ?er‘n1ina.’I

39. We (:ap.1ciI‘iv<.= 2%. pomive e./e(:zmi2i.:" swi2cl;iz2g ciniuif
as :I¢y'i.'zed in ciuinz 5 7,

w/eerein suz, /:’e:e=r‘i0r circa (.‘z'R.‘2lp¢1E) .5 a .s'e;25ed body
capaci 4212-9 charzge‘ .;‘r.2u3‘e:f ir I/is.-‘ Z:-Ody cczpa(:./nzrzce
derzrcming a .s'e.':0nd [rm.<‘h zcrminai .vig)z(.![ 1).‘! the (1'e[ez“~
for .70 ground W125: , proximate 20 2/29 second 31"}; zer~
mirza! [0 a zi1re.s‘h0!¢i z’.;>v-2! £0 gc/wruze the C0/;'Z.V0l 0.-Vilplil
sig ml. and
. ‘refnf-‘serif:-(1Cl% to fire‘ -9ALi’£’7(J‘:’0."’ 1'5} az1'd’-5-cd'1';_y an im2'ica-
for aczivaied by {he n'iz‘cr'oconZ/1 '19? cg/fer {lie opemtor
fouc mes the Secmzd I01, ', te.*'mirea/74

>!= >!= * >3 >(=
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[573 ABSTRACT

A computer input device for use as a csmputcr mouse or
keybaard compxiscs a tixizi, insuiatiiig 3'-_\rfacc covering an
array of electrodes. Such e.1ec.tr<scie:s are abtangsd in a grid
patttam and can hit cuiincctcti in columns and rows. Each
mhmm and raw is connected to circuitry for measmiiig the
capacitzmce s :1 by each celurzm and row. pcssiaion of
an object such as a fingar an handiaeisi stylus, with respect
ti) " -L array titzzcrttiinstt fruit: the certtmisi 03" such capaci-
$3308 values, which is calculated in a {\“:‘li:r(?(:€3I1i.T()11-P1. For

appliczztitms in which the input device is used as 3 mouse, the
iiiimocnntrciier fsrwards posititm change: inibnnatisnn to the
s:i)mputr::r. For applicsitionrs in which the input device is uscd
as :1 ksaybozmi, the micmezeampizlcr identifies 21 key frem the
position of the touchitig object and forwards such key
identity to the computer.
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1
C€}lVfi"lllTER MOUSE GR ICEYBOARD INPUT
DEVICE ETTEIZENG CAPACETEVE SENSORS

FIELD OF INVENTI€)N'

Thizs invention relates; to sensors for cagineitively sensing
the position or movement of an object, such as a linger, on3. surface.

BACK. 3ROllND OF THE lN\’ENTl{)N

Numerous rleviccs are known for sensing tie position of
o13jec'ts on suriacesg many of which relate to eoniputer input
tablets. For example, Pat, No. 5,113,134} to Greg E.
Blonder et al. discloses a eornpnter‘ input tablet foi use with
a stylus
licorn ‘gr =s trarxsrnitteci to the stylus from El of signal
lines E.ii1’iiZl€(::Elt(I}.‘l‘.i1:=.' tablet, and US. Pat. No. 4,8Of.3,'.7'-39 to
Blair Evans disc‘ uses a touchscreen having a resistive layer
with 3 nuxtfnes‘ 01‘ point electrodes spaced thereon such that
the position of :3 finger toiaehing the sereen can be deter-
mined {Torn the relative values of the currents drawn from

the pom electrodes. firs: such novice requires means for
the stylus itself to transmit iitforniation. such as a direct
electri connection. The second such device, and other
kinds of tablets that sense the pressure of 2: finuer or stylus.
do not require such informa:ion~n'.3nsmitting means.

Computer input tablets can be used for input of textual or
graphical information. Various systems are known in the art
Wlliiill process hzinilw'nt:.en text as if it were entered on Si
keyboarcl. Graphical information can also he xzsaptured by
means of sun}: tablets.

Uther input sieviees such as computer “1'nic.e." joysneks
zmd tmckhzlls can be used with computers to cc-mxol lhe
position of a cursor on a display screen, :15 2!. video
tetrninal. for input of g:'a;>1::icalinfon31aLion and for inte '
live. prngratns such as computer games and gsrograms ng
“windows" for dis;:ila;v' of zinforsnation. Movement of a
mouse in a pa.-"titular direction on 21 surface causes a corre-
sponding movement of the cursor or other object on the
screen. Similarly, tnoveinent of a joystick or trackball in 2%.
particular direction causes such movement.

Input devices such as mice,joystiolcs ‘ind traekballs can be
ountbersorne of their size and shape and, pa.rticn—~.

are more apparent with respect to portable computers, such
as the so-called “notebook” computers. lt is iieskaole. there-—
fore, to furnish such control capabilities in an inp=.1t<levi.ce
that can be ixlcoiporated in ;1 snazill nee, but without
sacrificing ease of use. It is also desirable to be able. to use
such a device for multiple functions, for exaznple, a particu-
lar BEE?-ii of 21 computer lceybomd that cat also ‘oe used as
moose withmat. losing its fitnetionztlity 3 k.ey‘o::»2=.ni. Fu-
ther. it is desirable that such an input aieviee be capable: of
operation hy :1 finger or hanalhelo stylus that does not re gnire
an clcctdcal mnneeiion or other means for nzuisrinttizxgitafomizasion.

S'Ul\/l'_MARY OF THE lN‘v"El\lTlON

The Capacitive sensor of the invention comprises a thin,
surface covering plurality of electrodes.

position of an object, such as a finger or hand-heicl styl=.3i=..
with respect to the electrotlos, is determined from the
centroid of capacitance. values rnensnred at the electrodes.
The electrodes can be arranged in one or two dimensions. ln
E1 two-tlimensiona‘: the :,apa.cit2tnee for each electrode

which the position ofthc stylus can be determined ’ '

arly with mice, the room needed for use. These drawbacks ‘

2

can be measured separately or no electrodes can be diviiied
into separate elements cozmecteti in columns and rows and
the cnpacitances rrreastired for each column and row. The .3:
and y coordinates of the a:entr-mid are Calculated in a micro-
controlle from1.‘ne measured capncitances. For agzplxcztinns
in which the sensor is used ‘-.1) etoulate ii mouse or trackball,
the rzricrossontroller forwartls position change inforrnaiion to
utilizing means. For applications in which the sensor is used
to emulzaie a lxzeyboard, the inicroeontroller identifies a key
from the _:‘Jt)siE;ion of the touching object and ihrwarzls such
key identification to utilizing means.

These and other aspects of the L-. ention will beoonict
apps ent from the attaclied drawings and cletzaileti descrip-tion.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF Tlrlifi DRAWING

FIG. 1 22 graphic diagram showing the relationsliin
between the position of 3 nsefs finger capzicitsmces at
eleolrodes in a two» dimensional sensor eonsmicted in
a'.t:croz'clanz:e: with the invention.

Fifi}. 23. ' ' 22 more iietaiieol rcmesentation of interdigitatecl
elncnrotle components at the intersections of rows and col»
iamns in 22 twonimensional sensor.

EEG. 3 is an alternate arrangement for eleeztrocies in the
array.

FIG. 4 is an overall block diagram of a two~-dirnensional
c:;3.p2.citive position sensor in accordance with the invention.

FIG. 5 is :1 cliagrinri of ar iritegratlng arnplifier and
bootstrap cirenii associated with the electrodes.

FIG. {E is a flow chart showing operation of the capacitive
5 on 5l:[l3S£3I' oi’ the invention as :1 computer mouse ortraelclsall

FTC. 7 is El 5' showing use of the ozaozicitive pnzsilion
sensor of the invention as :3 ikeyboanl.

EEG. 8 is :2 flow chart showing operation of the capacitive
position sensor of the invention ta keyboard.

DE'l‘A3I.ED DESCRIPTION

The inveniion will be desteribeci in terms of a exemplary
two-dimensional exninodiment adapted to emulate com-
puter mouse or keyboeard for use with a personal C0mpi.1t_ei'_
However, it will be clear to those skilled in tie at Lhfli the

priner s of the invention me be utilized in other applica-
tions in which it is convenient to sense position of an object.
capacitively in one or more dirn isions.

The operational principle ofihe eapaeitive oosinon sensor
of the invention is shown in FIG. 1. Electrode array 134} is
a. squer ~ or reetzmgular army of electrodes 101 arranger in
'4 grid pattem of . .ws and columns, as in an array of . ..
A 4:44 array is shown, which we have found adequiaie lo:
emulating n CO111p1IEC1'm6LiSB by linger strokes on the
However, the invention can be used with arrays of other
sizes, if desired. The electrodes are covered with 2. thin layer
of insulating material (not shown). Finger H32 is shown
positioned with respect to army liéél. Electrode array 19% can
be one— -diiiiensional for applicatitsxts in whii':l1 position in
only one dimension is to be sensed.

lrlistograrn Ill} shows the eapacitanees for electrodes .13}
array id?!) with respect to finger lifill. Such cap‘ amces

are a two» dimensional sampling of the distribution of
capacitance between array 190 zinc‘. finger 192. centroid
(center of gravity or Eirst moment} 111 of such distribution
will cotrespt:-no to the position of finger 192, or some other

zamay me, if suitable sampling czizezia are
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met; that is, b_\y (il‘l(.i()S‘it’lg eleetrtziies ofsufiieieotly all size
when eotzipsirecl to the extent of the distribiititm. Such
criteria (iiseiissed in the Blender et Eli. patent. referrecl to
2li3et)V€*..

The x 2:11-zly ceersiirizites of the cent :16. be :leter1'm'.xie(t
by (ii tly rne:isiir_i.r1g the capacitance at each electrode 15.31
anti cziiciilzatirig such x and y eooriiirtates from such mea-
sured ezipaeitze ces. Thus, for the ~"lx4 may 130, sixteen
capacitance m€&S‘..1lCI‘{l(iI3lS weuli. be tieerleii. The n:.lrr1l3ero-l'
mcasurertietits can be reduced 1“--:)iiIever, ‘try takirig 23t:lvart~
tags: of the fact that the t)ne«tiirn-ensimial centroids of the
projectioris of the distributier‘-. onto the X and y axes also
eorresgmtid to the finger pos;itieo_ Such projections can be

by taut’.-diviriiiig eaeli electrode 131 into two ele-
mertts, as shown in FIG. 2.

FIG. 2 shows four such subdivided eieetrcaaies in more
detail at an iiiterseetien oi‘ two tows and two eelizinns in
array HIKE. As can be seen i’.rt)m lV'.lG. 2, El ilE)x‘i'1:t)i’tt2il element
201 and a vertical element 202 are situated at each inter-
sectism of a tow and column. Horizontal eleiiierits 281 are
ititcrs:-Lmrtetzteti by leads 203 and vertical elements 292 are
imert.-.)nr-.ec:ted by leads 294. Elements 201 mitt 202 em be
iriterdigitated as shown. lt .'.*. advantageous for the eoti<iuet—
irig areas of eleiiicets 201 and 262 to cover the surface of
army 16% as completely as possible. For finger strokes, we
liavc used interciigitated elements 201 and 202 ttisit are
approximately €3.37" square 5 . =.ller electrodes 101 or ete-
tricrits 393. and 2&2 be ti‘ attic for LESS with 3 l:an(i~l'ielrl

stylus; having :2 smaller erosssection than a finger.
As; will be clear to those skilled in the art, elements 231

and .“?,%'B2 can be fabricated in one plane of 9. multi--layer‘
priiitecl Circuit ho;-’:1‘d together‘ witlt one set us" iI:tezcu1:tiee—
tieris, for example. the lie-rizozital tow <:e3'me<:tiozis 21);}. ‘litre
vemeal yew eeimee-Lions 204 can then be fabricated in

aXE0ll’l(I-E’ plane of the circuit board with zapprepriate via
eerineetimis between the planes.

Other electrode Jirfliy corifigiirations can be used, if
desired. For exztrripis, FIG. 3 shows horlzental strip elec-
trodes 2&3’ overlapping verticm strip elee odes 294'. Elec-
trodes 263‘ and 204‘ are separated by a thin insulating layer
(not shown) and covered by aootlie‘ Liiill insulatitig layer
(net sltowii). in such 21 eorifigui‘ation, areas or" ClCCEf‘OLlG3 2.l}-’-l‘
‘{Tl:JSl. be left iiiirriaslced by electrodes 2&3‘ so that eieetreties
264‘ can still is" the eapacitaiiee of an (1-i3_ll‘Z13i‘tE3llCl‘Lillg the
siirfziee in wtiict: such electmsiers are ertilzeddeel. A sittiiiar

eenfiguzatitiii of eleetretl is showti in the Blonder et at.
paterit. Htawever, the SEYLEEJEUIE.‘ of 53 is prefei‘red boeausiz
the iriterdigitateti elements 250]. amt 2:92 (to not overlap and
the ezxpaeitzance V€ill]§S measured can be higher for 3 given
area of array we, thus providing greater noise immunity.

4 is an overall block diagram of a ea;-acitive S-321$-31'
we in zieeorclaitee with thr; invert rx. Electrode array 100
comprises 1‘(lW;‘E and eolumris til’ elzwtrerles, for example,
rows arid eelutttzis of (i()Tm€‘.C[€5(i 'nmi7.(iri1:al and Ver-..i.cal

elements shown in FIG. Referring again to FIG. 4, each
row and column of electrodes from array Hill is connected
to art integrating amplifier and bootstrap circuit 401, which
is sliowri me;e detail in FIG. 5 and will be desezibeel

below. Each of the outputs iron’: «,ircui=.:s 461 can be selactcétl
by rziulzipl:xez' 482- under eontml of miemcontroller 436.
’l‘1:ie saeleeted output. is then forwxarcierl to summing circuit
-103, wliere. such output is combined with 5. signal from
trimmer resistor 485?. Syrichmiious detector‘ and filter 434
convert the output from sutiirriiiig eireiiit 4&3 to 23

4

fr, exesmple, 160 l<il(:»h_rt>:, to circuits 4€}.l., syoclireno
detector and filter 404 via inve1tc.t' 416, and guard plane 4 ll.
Guzirtl plane 411 is 21 substantially continuous plane parallel
to array liléi and §1S§()Ci3.t€(l croiixiectiains, Eiiiti serves L-1)
isolate array Elli) tram extraneous signals. The operation of

nchrene-.. detector and filter 4384 is well know in the art,
to cxaiiiplc, see page 889 of “Tine Art of L: eetreriicsf

Etiitien, by liorowitz and Hill, Canton Univcr-A
sity Press (1989). A eeip;ac.itive proximity‘ detettter ‘nzwing 21
sixigle electrode, :1 gueotl gslane and nilai‘ circuitry is
tiiselesetl in co—pcricLiog Application No. 07/861,667 for R.
A. Bole ct fiiecl Apr. i992, new U.S, Pat. No,
5.3.’-57.35.}.

, er to that sliowii in FIG. 4 can also be used

for applications in which it is de ' ed to rrieastirc separate
ezzipacitzitisze valiies f()rE‘.?'”il >' ’
the collective czzpaeitarae .
tiotuleeted ii: IUWS dllil L'<.il-..iz1m.~.. To ziieasLlr<: such cap ci-
tztriees separately. a circuit 4131 is provided for each electrode
it: array Hill and multiplexer 462 is 65 aged 1:) act: 0-
datc me outputs from all circuits 401.

Tire output of synchterious detector and filter 404 is
converted to digital ‘form by arralog-to-digital converter «M35
and forwarde-*.l to rtiieruazentmller 496. Titus, tsiiemcotitrcaller
4% (rats olitairi a digital vzziue. reriresentiog the (:2i_rJ;icit2in::e
seen by any row or ctiiumn L-l" electrode eiiametits (er
electrode if itieasisred separately) seieeted bv miiltiplex.r:.r
492. Buttons 407, whieli can be aiixilizujy piislibutteiis es‘
switches sitiisited near array 403, are also connected to
Il1lCfOCGElI1‘GllC1‘ 4%. Buttons 40?’ can be esiccl. for e.\;:1mple,
for the same puigoses the bu=.Le:"' “P. 2: -mirigzuter mouse,
ls/iiemerziitreller -“£06 sends ciata. to uti.rr.irtg meatzs, such as a
perseraal computer (not. strewn) over lead 420. A particular
(levies ttizv. can be usetl for A/D converter 405 and micro»

controller 4% is 87CS52 t:ir(:iii.t made by lntel Corpo-
ration, which includes botli an All) converter and 2‘: micro-
processor.

FIG, 5 is a eirriiit diagram of CELCi’1 integrating am litier
arid bootstrap cimuit 401. The RF signal from RF es air):
4% drives the base of tratisistor Q1 and the bG()lSl.f23}) circuit
eompris-sd of resistor Still and capacitor 592. Current seurzze
5613 provides a c<mst.a-at DC bias; current ihrouggh tr: “rater
Q1. An eleceocle‘: in Ziilféiy Hit} is ciatittectegi to the: emitt/:1’ of
trimsislrir Q1. The RF current: to an electrode i 9 determined
by the capacitance seen by the eieetrorieg thus. an increase iii
C5.’-.pEl.Clii3J]CS caused by the proximity of an object, such
imger. causes in increase in such ciirreot. Siicli an iiiereasr;
is refiected as El change in the RF or rat tlewi 2 from the
collector‘ of tralisistoi Q1. The coileetor oi‘ ‘-.ra"sr:~;toi Q1 is
connected to the input node of iritegraiirig am er 595 vi:.>.

_ eoupiing capacitor 536-. For 2. change in capaciteuice, <——C, at
the citzctrtitie, the change in the ariiplitiule of the output,
signal from amplifier 505 wil be 2ipprt3):im2=.ti:ly Amt)‘ )5.
where A is: the amplitude (if the RF signal from osoillzitor 4il::'a
and Cfis the value of ir-.=.egrii1it~.g capacitor 507. Resistor Silfi
A rovides a bias current for amplifier 505 and resis.t.n.r Slici-
provides bias current for tin.‘-isistm Q1,

Tlie effer. ‘ if9leetmde--to-clects‘c:"" _ wiring
ea;szi<:it.anees and other C)€tT1iJ'1CfE’:l$ L: .-:eit.ant:es are min.-
roized by driving all electrodes and guarrl plane 423. in
unison with the same RF signal from ELF oscillator 498. "El
‘rioetstmp circuit serves to iitiriimi . any sigiiel clue to tl *
finite impedance the biasing clreu“ of transistor Q1. The
‘:)'.1se~te~c<tilec1er capacitance of 1:2: JTS Q1 and otter
stray C2ipaCiiaIl(ifES in the tzirciiit can or. compenszited for by
adjusting trim resistor 10.‘) shown in FIG. 1,

In using the position sensor of the im/eiitloti as a eoxiiputer
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nicuse or trackball to control 2. eurscr, ttievement -31’ the
mouse (sf Ei'B.Cl(l3£ill is €llll.lilil$Ll by tuucliiitg autay 198 with
fin er 102, or same other u‘t>_it:c1., and stroking finger 102
over stray itllil to nicve the cursor. hunges in pus u of the
finger respect te array MPO are reileetecl in correspond-
ing c..angt:s in position cf the cursor. Thus, fer such an
upplttxttion. rnicrecnnttnller 4% sends ti-eta ever lead 429
relating tu chzniges in pusititm. FIG. 6 is a flow chat“-. cf the
cpcration pf iiiicmcoutrcller 4&6 in such an application.

Refening tn FREE. 6, microcomputer 49%} reads the in al
capacitance val‘ ‘er all the elements in array mu 2-anti
st-ares such values {step 601). Such initial values she-uitl
refttzct the state of array 1839 without a finger at‘ other abject.
being nearby. accmiin ly. it may be desirable to repent step
631 a number of ti. and than to select the utiriinunt

capacitance values marl as the initial values, thereby surn-
pensatiitg fur the cfirtzi of any objects mcving lose. to array
190 during the iiiinsiizauou step. After itiit zltzatiun, all
czipucitanca Valr-.r:s are periodically read and the initial
values subtracted to yield a remainder value fer each ele-
ment (step 6&2). If one 0.1‘ niure (if the reins? tders exceeds ' ‘
a preset: threshnlti (step 693), indicating that an otfiect is
close to or touching may ms, then the x and y cu-er ates
of the centroid of capacitance fer sucli ubject can be cu‘:eu-
latcd from such 1’vi‘.lYi?.iIt(l61‘S (step fit?-1). Fer upplicatitins in
which the electreaies -sf array 19!? are ctmuectccl in rows and
columns, as shown in FIG. 2 FIG. 3, such cslenlatien
can be petfonned as follows:

wnere:

u_t is the nurnher uf L‘-(lllllTi!i§. \"(nx) is the remainder value for
celutttn up, u._. is the number of rum and V(ny,t is the
remainder value for row rt}. To avoid spurious operuiitsn, it
may be desirable to require that two tar more measurements
exceed the preset t i!‘€:Sl10l.’i.Ti‘i£3 thrcstnitd can be set. tn some
percentage of the range cf A./D converter 4&5, fer example
lO—l 5% of such range. Note that the vfltn: cf X «sun. neither
be less thati l 3101‘ more than L1}. and inc value of y can iieifiuet‘
be less than 1 nor mete than tn.

For applications in which the capacitance vslw.-== fer the
electrode ml in array mi} are measured separately, the 7; and
:5; values of the eentniid can also be calettlatcd using equa-
tions (1) and (2) by adding all the capscitttnces measured for
at row or csiiutim to -ubtain the value cf V for such row or
ct:-lutttti. Such audition has the same effect as if the elec.
trodes were connected togctlier in a few or column.

When set, the “T” flag intiicutes ‘Cunt rcrnziinders were
above the threshuid during the previous iteration through
step 603. Such flag is set during step 6% sud clczucd during
step 607. Thus, after the iitst itetutitui through step 693,
inciieatiug a new stroke of finger H32 on at 'iy 1%, the “T”

is set and the X y values just caieailatcsci are stored.
During each subsequent iteratitm during such stroke, the
cttaiiges in X and y((tx and sly} are calculated (step 698) as
t"ellnws:

:2’.x=.r_,.——x;, (3)

5

(4)

where x(. tutti y, are the values just eulculztted in step 5&5 and
XF and yp. are the vet‘-.=.i<:s calculated and stored (step 61%)
during the previous iterzatitin.

It may he desirable to remove jitter from the least-
signifieant bit in the values six. anti tty calculated (step
569). This can ccotti)l..hed by incrementing negative
v2L'=ues by 1 and tiecremeuting, positive values by l. leaving
zero values without. cltztnge.

The values cdeulated for X and y are stated (step 61(3) for
use in e;ilcul2at.ing dx and Ely during the next ueratiun. Then,

other inputs, such as bzittans 497. are connected it)
ll1lCIO£‘OlltI'Oll(:‘§'4{}6, the state of such inputs is read (step {S11
). Finally. if x and y have changed nfdxzéfl er (iy2='.{l‘,: or the state
of buttons 4071'ias changed (step 512), data relating in such
changes is sent over line 426 in t1 . ctnttputer or other
utilizing rncsns to which sensor «mil is cunnected ifstep 613}.
Such data typicaily includes dx, dy and the current state of
7.116 ‘ciuttcms, which ctirresptinds to that sent to 3. cntnputer by
2-: cunventionsl cntuputer mouse (at ttuci-;'t>2tll. Fintilly the
states cf such other inputs are stored {step tilal) for use
during the next iteration.

Typically the cycl,c time tiimugli the above-clesciibed
steps will be ubu-tit, 20 milliseconds, clepeiiulitig an the time
constant of the filter in circuit 494. After each change (if
multipiexer 402, lIliEZl'UC(IrilLfE)llEf 466 is prcgnttruned to wait
apprcxitnzately 2. tni.llis;:t:unds for the output of circuit 4&4 tssettle.

It will be clear that the absolute values of X and can be
included in the data sent over line (323) to utilizing tnezins, if
ti “red. Fer exurnple, capacitive input sensor use can he
zttiupteti fa’)! use as a gcuerai putpnse input pas-;i for entering
handwritten irtibttttzttiutt. Ft:-E’ such an application, I tnay be
deskable to increase the number of electrodes to imprcve
definiticn. ‘out even at 4=><-’:— matrix fut‘ with ftttger input
can produce useful input data because of the lfi‘-.€.X‘pOlEl‘il1'lf_.[
cfiect. of the centroitl--iinditig caltnalzititms petfarnterl in step£394.

instead at’ using buttcns 497 Eur atiditinusl input when
array sensor ml} is useti as 13 mmputcr rneuse, it may be
desirable ‘t(:- sense different finger pressures. For ex ample. tn
perfurni a. “click and drag” (t;:)€I‘alii)Kl, at typical use of s
Cemputer rnntise. 2i heavier finger pressure can he used cit
array fill} than when rm tirriinary cursor ntovcment it
desired. Clearly finger pressures can be sensed by eiectre—
inechziuieal or othei means. but diileiettces in the cap -
tanccs by sensor 495} can also he used far this
purpose.

The magnitudes clttae czapucitance values sensed by array
NEE} are scimsswiiat rclaateri to finger pressure because of the
setup: ssibility of the fingcttip when contacting ars'ay 16%.
liigher finger pressure will cause higher capacitance values
to be sensed. This effect can be enhanced by replacing the
it ‘tilating layer (not shown} an array Hit} with u (:(3l’npIt5S,S-
itile insulating layer. Difierent linger pressures can be set by
defining one or more adtiitiertal tlireshulds for use in step
693. An ttrditisiry touch would cause the teiriaititiers to
exceed only the first tlircshcld; a heavier tuutzh would cause
at least one iciiiaimier to exceed a higher tltreshold, which
couitl then be ts) indicate 3 tliilerciit button state.

‘.-"16. 7 is at diagram showing how an array‘ ll?!) can be used
as 3 keybt:-ard in uccortiance with the invention. Again,
Hit} it; shtiwn a 4><-it tuatzix (if eicct-“odes. but wit. at
keyhtstarti pa tern overlay stipcriinptaseci cm the matrix. The
clotted lines indicate such mntiix. Such a keyboard pattern
can he pfinted en the insulating 1 Vet‘ severing the elec-
trodes. Note that the individual "key in the keyboard do

as -3V
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£101 rrsaessarilv :1.) . -“id to the uncifirlying electrodes. The
X and y ooozrh has me sliown for rcfc1'c:ncc purposes. Since
the valttcs lihtaincd for x and y in a 4x4 rr *i.=< using
equations (1) and (2) will range. from l lo 4, I .. range ’
shown on the coonlinairss.

The identity of akcy touched is detemdned from the. K and
y values computed for the centroid of capacizancc resulting
from the: touch. For sxample, =.1siz3.g iitc x and y coordinates
shown in l¥'l(.‘«. z, a “S?” can be dcfizicd a Ecuch w‘ h

2.7]; a “O” can he defined as lcuch
"L2,. . L3}; and 2: “~+” can be donned as :1

11 i_‘5.'?< :4, 2.4.$.Iy.$_I3.§j. 'l‘ncses ranges are cho-
sen to leave. gr rd hand. between adjacent keys. Siicli a
range for key on the keyboard is s«::<>re-4i in znicniproCCSS-G1‘ 436.

FlC-1 S is a flow chm showing oporaiiori of microwa-
trollcr 436 when the capa::it.iva positism scnsor of the
invcntion is used as alcayboard. Steps 891, 892. 393 and 305
are similar in steps dill, 692-, 1533 and 8504, respectively, in
FIG. 6. in step 805, the idcniity of the key touclied is
(leienninocl from ihc stonzd ranges and the values of 71 and
y calculated in step 3%. In step 807, the identity of the key
tcuclicd is lo uiilizing n1eans.'i”l1e “T” flag in sing)
80$, clcaized in step 809 and tasted in step 834. Sncli ilag
;1sau1‘es that the key identity is sun‘; to utilizing means i...unc .

5%i".E)l.llii clear Lhat the: various ways described abova
of using the capacitive posiri-on sensor of die, iiwcmion can
be combined. For €KE\lTl}')l.E'., a combination niousc—l;e.yboar
can ha implemented in which one pnztion array 190 is
used as a mouse rcsponsiw: rd finger strokes and 2. second
portion is used as a l<.cy‘ooarcl responsive to finger touches.
Alternatively, array 199 can be aclapncd to opcrzitc in‘ differ-
cnz modes: she first in-ads as :3 mouse, the secon as a
keyboard. Switching between modes can on accomplished,
for cxarnpl:-., with om: of l>ut1.ons 407, or with extra pressure
in a SpE‘.(S'ifi(‘.(i region of array 196}. Thus, where space is at a
pretniurn, such as in a ponablc co-rngiutcr. the capaciiive
position sensor of the invention be used as pan: of the
loayhoard and also as mouse.

The invention has been shown and dasczihed will: s'efes'—

once to particular ¢IIll?(Ji:llIllt:IlL"¥ I-In-waver. it will be unclcru
stood by tliosr: skilled in the ari.tnat.varim1s changes. may ‘no
made therein without dcpaning from the spirit and scope of
the invciition.

What is claimed is:

1. A sensor for capacizivesly sensing the prssilion in a
continuous range of positions of an object on a sur.:"aL:c of an
input device; which comprises:

22:} array of s:l:,::?.roclé:s -on said surface;
an insulating layer savoring said electrodes;
moans connccrccl to said electrodes for xncasuring 21

capacitance value. for ach said clcctroric;
mcaris msponslve to said measuring rnearis for corriparirig

said capaciiancc Va‘-.tics ‘ ith a first press‘; tlireshold .
and, if ai least one of said ca;eac:iianca values cx needs
said firsi. pr-asst tlzrcshold, for calculating the position
7: centroid of capacitaiioc for said zuray ii‘-.'.=m sash
rneasuind capacitance values, first press; tl'Ef'l3
being sol at a capacitance value than - exceeded
given ClE‘.(.’E:'O(l[‘. only wlicr: said ohjcct 6 to or
toachirag said givan. cl-cec::rocl.a, said cc troid oi (:2=.rna::i—
fiance being the firsi moment of the distribution of said
capacitance values in said array and rcprcscnting snh—
staiirially the position of said 0i)_l€C[ on said surface;
and

nicaznis rcsponsive to said calsi:lat.in_g rncans and con—

.2. The sensor of claim 1 in which said arr.-ay is 2]
dimensional array and said c'lec.u'o(i'r:s arc alrangctl inand (‘.DlU11’1TJS.

3. 'l‘lic sensor of claim 2 wls-Brain said input device is a
lieyboard, said sensor further cornpr . ‘“

means for rlcsignaii . portions of suifacs of said
kc} -zmrzi inrr:g)i'cscn‘;siili"crcn1.l< ; and

said calculating means conipriscs:
m-‘sans for storing a range‘: of coordinnacs for cacii lacy in

sun 1<cy‘:3o-ard;
incaris for cmnparing said centroid of capacitance posrlion

with said ranges of cor:-rdinarcs and sclooiing no raiigc
of ccordinatsts in which said <:entrcn'.d of cap;aci1an::s—:
position falls,

said scnding mcims comprises; means for scncling ihc
idernity of he key associaisci with sclactcrl range
of coordinates to said utilizing meals.

4. The sensor of claim 2 wherein each said clccxrode.

cornpriscsz
at each inLc1‘sectiosi of a row and a column, a fir:

clcctrode clcincnt cortxzrsclcd to other lirsz cl:-:::ti'oclc
clcrncnts in said row and a scmnd electrode amcnt
connermed 3.0 other .s5r:ond electrode. elements in said
column,

and wherein said means for measuring a capaciiaricc
value for each electrode is adapted to measure. the
capacitance value for each row of '4‘ firsa. cleci ode
elements; and the capaiziiancc vaiuc lot each coluinn of
said scccnd clcctrcdc clcmcnns.

S. The or of claim 4 V‘Ji:E::‘.Bil’1 s:3i<l hrs‘. and szcczond

clecirodc c-laments 2:: cash intersection are inLci‘digit:aicd.
6. Tho sensor of claim 1 wherein said calczilaiirig. mcans

§J€I.iGCllC ly oalculazes changes in said cenlroid of capaci-
tance. pc-silion and said sending means periodically sends
said mges to said nti Zing n‘.t‘,?.."1S.

7. The sensor of claim 1 which furilicr conipri
means reslponsive to said measuring means for stompating

said capacitance values with srscond preset th shold
and for indie ing to said uiihzcing rncans whorl said
seac-:)nd prasct ..cshol(l is exceeded. said second prcsct
threshold being sci at capaciiance value higher khan
said llrst pU::l4.L‘.[ il":1‘CSll{llLl.

8. The sonsor of claim l whcrcin said measuring means
comprises:

means connected to said elccézrodes for supplying the
same RF signal unison to each said clectrodc,

moans cornicctcd lo electrodes for set‘-<;i:ng RF cur-
rents flowing l)€l¥S'.’.‘-Eti 3-aid electrodes and said ohjetti in
response 10 said RF sig and

rnearais connected in said RF carton: sensing moans for
converiing said RF currents; into signals; representative
of said capzioiiaiicc values for L‘.cCl1 .;;..d clcctrodc.

9 The sensor of Claim 8, which fizrilior comprises:
a guard plane subsiaiitially par allel to said electrodes. and

said mcans for supplyiiig an RF signal furihcr min-
prisc :

racans :::xnnc:ttz=.:i to said guard plans for supplgfi
RF ~.i guard piano in unison with
Si g\1c..S supplied to said electrodes.

16. A touch— cnsitivc input device. for 3. Corraputei‘
coinpsiscsi

an array of electrodes on a sairfiicc of said input. device,
said £‘.l6(ZEr0(i(iS being airangcrl in rows and columns;
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an imulating iayex covering said siscuodes;
means connected tr.» said electrodes far measuring 3

capacitance valus for each said elestrocia;

means respomive to said measuring rnezmrs for 1:-::mp2m‘ng
said capac ce values vvith EL first preset threshold
and, if at least one 91’ said capacitance values exceeds
saici first preset thresszimid, for czilculziiing ihze mortifi-
mates of a centmid oi" capzacitamca for said army from
said measured czapacitzasaaze values, said ccnaxaid of
csapacitsance com~;:sp011di:1g to the pusiiiun of as finger at
othsr abject touching said suzfas:-3:, fisst ;::r'e:;e=.
=.11re.s:h01d being SSE at a cagtacitaxzce val’-.3-3 that is
exceeaied for :1 given elec-'_rode only when said finger or

5

0

E8

mher object is close: K! or mucéaing said surfzace in the
vicinity of said given eiectrcdez centroid of c2:p2aci-
since being firs: moment of the distribution of said
capacitance valuss in said a.r~:a_" and repmsemirag sub—
stantialiy the poszizim 01‘ said objsaazz in a -cmitimzoug
range 0:" positions on said surface; and

.- leans. res3,Jo:’1siVe to said calcuiaiing means and con»
nected I0 cornputer for rsasnding informatinn to said
cem1putr:rirzdic3tive: of or derived from said calculated
c:<3a>r-dinatttsa
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CAPACICFANCK-I-BASEEB PR(}XL\/1iTY ‘Wi’I‘I>I
il‘l’IERFEREN(II<3 REJE€ZTl{}N APPARATUS

AND METHOBS

The Eolluwing pidltilll 3. -gontititration-in--psirt patient oi" 5
US. patent application Sci. No. 08.:’l93_.’275, filed Feb. 8,
1994, now‘ US. Pat. No. 5,47S,l'.70, which is a continuation
of Sci‘. No. 9l»l,CMl»3. filled Jul. 13, 1992. new US. Pat. No.
5.3 " O17.

Elli ‘-iventiori relates generally to apparatus and meth-
ods for touch sensitive input devices, and more eulzirly,
to apparatus andn1el‘nodsl‘or capacitan-:' tlasccl touch detcc-~
lion wherein electrical u1ter1’er-snce is ct? vely rejected
fmni the detection system. '

BACKGROUND OF THE lNVEl\l'l'"lQN

l\lt‘.l’l"-E‘.t'('.\‘-JS prior at devices and systems exist by which
tactile sensing is used to nrovide data ‘.put to a data
process-or. Such devices used in place of -3-mnnicrl .
pointing devices {such as a "n'ruuse” er‘ sstylttsj to provide
data: input by finger positioning; on :3 pad or display devic ..
These: devices sense linger position by n capacitive touch
pad wherein scantting signals are applied the pad and
variations in capacitance caused by a fin er touching or
approaching the pad detected. By sensing the linger‘
position at successive t., .,s, the ntouott ofthe finger‘ can he
detected. This sensing apparatus has anplication for control-
ling ll cotnpuler screen cursor. More generally it can provide
a vanety of electrical equipment with int"o;mation a:ori'c— .,
spending to finger rncvern 1l.S, gestures, positions, wilting,
sigriaturcs and diawitig rnotlens.

ln US. Pat. Nu. 4,69E§,46l, Meadcaws: rat 2' ., a. touch
surface is covered with a layer cf invariaxrt resistivity. Panel
scanning signals are applied to excite selected touch
edges so as to establish an alternating nun‘-ant voltage
gradient across the panel surface. When tie surface is
touched, a touch current llows front each excited edge
dtrough the res ‘re. surfztcrc sand then eeupled to a nser’s
finger (by cnpucitantsc or conduction), tl'u'oug"r er’s lsody,
and finally coupled by the nser‘s body capac nice to eanh
ground potential. Different scanning sequences and modes
of voltage are applied to the edges, and in each the
currents are measured. it is possible to clc—:=.ern1ine. the loca-
tion of tench by tnensnring these: currents, In particular, the
uhgxsical parameter which indicates touch location is the
resistance from the edges to the point of touch on the
surface. This resistztnce vzuics as touch point i closer or
fmthc: from each For * ‘ , the term “capacitive
ttauch pad” may he El. ntisrtorner bccausc: capacitance is _;
involved a means oi‘ coupling current lrom the surface
ttauch paint through the user’s finger ‘out. 's not the p’ aineter
indicativc of finger position. A dlsadvmttngc of this inven-
tion is that accurate touch location nieasu amen: depends on
uniform re 'stivity of the s c. Fabricatizig such :1 uni-
l’ormly re stivc surface layer can be ditficult and expensive.
and acquire special fEil)I‘lE3£illOtE rnethods sand eguipmsw

The panel of the l\/lendr>ws ’45l. patent also includes
circuitry for “nulling“, or offsetting in zero, the touch
currents which are present when the panel is not touched.
This nulling can he accorriplishetl while the c:-pcratas.
and allows touches which generate 2: relatively weak signal,
such as from El ggloved finger. to be more accurately deter-
tnined. The Meadows ‘Ll-£3] panel also includes circuitr V fol‘
automatically shifting ~‘ in frequency 01' panel scanning sig-
nals away I"rc.=n spectra of spurious signals, such as those
devcl-oped by -cailiodc-vray tube Li‘-Misfc:-zrriers, which may be

present in the environment. The panel seeks to avoid inter-
ference from the spurious signals, which could happen if the
frequency of scanning was nearly equal to that of the
spurious signsds. A rnicrocontr-. -r determines whether the
scanning frequency should be sluftcd by monitoring the rate
at which adjustments are required in milling of the touch
currezits, as described above. The only means -;iescr“7.l)ed for
generating lrcqucnqv control signals is based on this nuliing
a(ljustrr1cnt.

Pat. No. -’i,922,{l6l, Meadows ct ad, is similar to the
Meadows '4-61 patent in tiat the touch panel tieternunes
touch in ...tort based on variations in rcsistartcc, not canaci-v
twee, This is particularly evident from 2 W ere the
rcsisian‘“"s front edge to touch point sue shown as llIl}€S
Rx, where Kx is corresponds to the distance iYldlC(.l('§d by
‘MA. The apparatus uses :3 measurernent signal of re-
queucy that varies in :1 substzn " ‘ly random nianutzr, thus
reducing susccptilaility lo lillE‘)]'f€E‘t‘XlC5 f3'Cli]1 spurious elec-
troniugnetic spectra.

US. Pat. No. 4,7=i}l3,G?.}.‘, Salvad-:)r, descnlacs an array of
(letecling conductive strips. eztcls laid between resistive
ernitting strips. The finger actually makes electrical contact
from an cunning snip to detecting strip. Touch location is
determined from res ancc variation {as with Meadows ’4(,i
and ’O6l above) in the snip contacted by the firigcsx A 'e1'age.s
are taken -of a certairr nuIn‘ut:t' -cf syrrclncucus sum; ‘
design formula ‘L’ presented to choose a sampling E’ (‘ii _
so that it is not at multiple of the most undesired predates
mined interfering signal. No suggestion is made that sain-
pllng .fi'eqnencv is adjusted or adapts autcinatically.

In U.S. Pat. No. 5,3l)5,{.ll 7, Gergzlicidc, touch lcicatinn is
deierzriiriesti by true capziciizrice variatiom irtsteell of resis-
tance ation, ' ‘ing as plurality electrode strips forming
viitual electrodes. This approach eliminates the necessity of

coating having ur-.it'orrn resistanct: across 2-. display screen.
However, such a capacitance-based detection dc
suffer from electrical be.cl<gz'ound interference frnrrt its 5!}?-
roundings, w‘ ‘ch coupletl onto the sensing electrodes and
interferes with position detection. These spurious signals
cause troublesome interference with the detection of finger
positioning. The device operator may even act as an antenna
for electrical irttci'fererrce which may cause :1 false charge
injection or depletion i'rorn the detecting electrodes.

Accordingly. there is a need for :1 touch detection system
which has the following characteristics:

(1) the touch location is determined without the need of
rerfstzailcc vzuiation so as to avoid the high cost of
rcquiiirsg uniform rcs :.ancc during fabrication;

('2) the touch loczttion is measured in a manner indecen-
dent of resistance of the clectmdcs or their count‘, ging
wiring, broadening the ramge of niaterials and
processes which truly be used for‘ i’aht“icati0n; and

(3) clcctrical inlcrl rcratsc sign 5 are rejected anal elimi-
nated from the detection systern regardless of their
ficquency and without re£§.3i.nng possibly expensive
milling anparalus.

SUlVll\aiARY Cl‘ l'lsl‘v'E£N'FIOt‘-3

The present invcsnlion eniploys a touch location device
having true capzicitartce variation by using insulated elec-
trode arrays to form virtual electrodes.’ The capacitance
variation is in . tired by rneans independent of the resis-
tance of the electrodes, so as to eliminate that p2i£‘:?JXlL‘l§iE‘ as
3 f2=.hri;:31.ion cortsi. The interference is

eliminated regardless of frequency to provide 3. clear detcc——
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lion signal.
An illustrative embodiment oi‘ the present invention

includes an electrode nrrtay for rievelcping tizttlarritaxtees
which ve.~:y with movement of an object (such as lirtqer,
ULllE;‘1 body part, -tonrluctivc stylus, etc.) near l.h\. array, a
synchronous capacitance measurement element which rhea.»
sures variation in the capacitances, such rneasurernents
being synchrortizezf. with 3 reference frequency signal, and 21
rssfersnee frequency signal generator for generating 3. refer-
ence frequency signal which is not coherent with electrical
interference wliiclr could otherwise int-*:tft::'e with capaci-
tance nrensnrements and thus positiort loezstion.

Interference rejection is carried out by getierating a r'ef~
crence frequency signal whose frcqncnc_' is different from
the interierence frequency. 1 __cn'1ately. the reference signal
is geueratrsd with random frequencies so as not to he
coherent with ‘he. intes'fc1'ence frcqtazneics thus the
electrical interference is; effectively rejected.

l3RlEF l_lESCRlPTlUN OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block. diagram of a capacitance variation
position measuring device made in accordance with the

' ' . :1 the ;:1-resent invention;

HG. 2A is a plan view of one illustrative crrzbedlinettt of
the electrode amiy shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 21?» is a side, eross—scctional view of one illustrative
etzlbociilnent of the electrode array of HG. 2A;

3A is a side, cross—seetlons~.'=. View of another embodi-
ment of the electrode array of REG. 1,‘

l’+'lG. SE is a plan View of the electrode array of FIG. 3A;
WC: 4 is 2. schettizilic of one ernborliznent of the synchro-

nous electrode czapettzilnnce mcasurcxne ti device of FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 is a schematic of another errtbudintent of the

synchronous electrode capacit2=.nt:c measurement ctcvicc of
FIG. 1;

FIGS. 6A—{iD are circuit diagrams of allcmzttive crnhoclh
merits of the capacitance measurement elements shown
FIGS. 4 and 5;

}’<"[(}. 7 -is a block diagram of one embodiment of the
reference t'rr:‘t,§u-ency generator shown in HG. l; and

liltl. S is as block diagram showing an alternative cmbodi—
men: of the referense frequency gerte“ator shown in FIG. 1.

l')ETAllL.ED DESCRIPTION OF P 2FE3RRI€lC)
Eh/lBGl')l‘*vlENT.

Fifi. ll shows the essential elements of at r:2apacitant:e
vaziatjori fincver (or other conductive hotly or Tl0F:~lJ($(ly part)
position mg system 133, made in ';lCC0l“d£l.llC€: with the
invention. An electrode array 137. includes a plurality of
lnyers of crtnductive electrode strips. The electrodes the

lug connecting them to the device may have substantial
rtzsistance, which permits " v.:.uic.ty of inaterials and pro-
cesses to he used for fzalarr-.a.tirtg them. electrodes are
electrically insulated from one another. hrlutual capes;-itaricc
exists lictweert each two of the electrodes, and stray C2tpa§Ll--
tancr-: e ’ etwcen each of the electrodes and ground. A
finger pcsstliortcd in proximity to the array alters
rnntnal and stray capacitance values. The degree of alter»
ation depends on 1;’. 3 position of the finger with respect to
clcctrocles. in general. the zalteratiort is greater when the
linger is closer to the electrotie in question.

4

A synchronous electrode capacitance mcasurentent unit
14 is connected to the electrode array 1;‘! and determines
selccted mutual andfor stray capacitance values associated
with the electrodes. To nainiinize interference. at number‘ of
tneasurcments are performed by unit 14 with timing syn-
chronized to 3 re'fcrence frequency signal provided by
reference frequertcy generator lti. 'l".ie desired capztcitance
value is determined by lntegralirtg, averaging, or in more
general terms, by filtering the i;rtdi"'dual tncssnretnents
made by unit 14. in this way, interference in the measure-
ment is snhstantiztlly rejected except for sp1n“iens signals
having strong frequency spectra near the reference fre»
queticy.

The reference frequency generator ll} attempts to auto»
ntaitically select and generate 9. reference frequency which is
not coherent with the most nnaicsirahle fzequctiey of spun-
ous signals This sapprnaclt ,,.u~. _ly elimin-.=.tc.s interfer-
ence even though its frecguency 15 likely to be initially
unknown and may even change during otzcration.

A position locate: 18 processes the capacitance measure-
ment signal from me synchronous electrode r.:ap2u:itauce
rneasurement unit 14 and provides position signals for use
hy a host computer, for cxample, and to the reference
frequency genez'att.u' 16. ’l‘l:1e position locator unit 18 deter»
mines finger ;stssr1.ion signals based on the capacitance
measurements. Several different systems; are cornnlonly
known in the at for determining finger ;not;i=.i<m based on
tneasurentents of capacitance associated with esledrodes in
an array. Position locators may provide ontwiiniensional
sensinv (such as for e volunie slider control). two-clirnen»
sional sensing with conta ‘t determination {such as for e:;nm~
purer cursor control), or fin] three--tlimcrtsionnl sensing (such
as for games and three-dimensional computer graphics.) An
example of 21 prior art position locator unit is shown in t le
Gcrpheidc “D17 patent mentioned above, as units Ill) and 50
of FIG, 1 of the patent.

Electrode Array

FIG. 2A illu."~.t1*tcs tie electrodes in a preferred elctttrtstle
array 1.2, together with a cooniinate defining X and Y
directions. Qnc crnl“.-otiitnent includes nxleett electrodes

earl twelve Y electrodes, but for clarity of illustration, only
six X electrodes 20 and four Y electrodes 22 are shown. It

is apparent to one skilled in the art how to extend the tiurrtber
of electrodes. Ihr: array is preferably t"abric2n.ed as 3 tnulti~
layer printed circuit board 24. The electrodes etclied
electrically conductive strips, connected to vi-as 26 which in
turn connect them to other layers in the array. lllustratiycly,
the area’ 113. approximately 65 rnillimeters tn the X
direction and 49 rnillixneters in the Y direction. X

electrodes are approximately 0.7 millinietcrs wide on 3.3
' ers. The Y electrodes are npproxinirtely three

millimeters; wide on 3.3 millimeter centers.

2!"; illustrates the t—:te-strode ;1rt'ay 12 from El side,
crosssecticnal view. An insulating overlay 21 an approxi—
mately 0.2 millinteters thick L if §1ol_V::.;irbonat.e sheet with
a tcxnxre on the top side which ts c(:-mfortzthle to touch. Wear
resistance may be enhanced by adding a textured clear hard
coating over the top surface. The overlay bottom surface
may be silk--screened with ink to provide graphics designs
and etilors.

The X electrodes 2!), Y electrodes 22, grotto-rl plane 25 and
component traces 27 are etched cot:-per traces within a
multilayer printed circuit board. The ground plane 25 covers
the cxtlire array area and shields the electrodes from elec»
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intcrik-.rc~ ‘e which may he gerzeratstl by the parts cf
the circuitry. The component traces 27 connect. the vies 2-6
and hence the electrodes 25.3, 22,10 other circuit coniponents
of FIG. 1. insulate-3‘ 31, insulator 32 and insulator 33 are

fihergl is-epoxy layers within the §)X‘llil.E)d circuit hoard 24.
They have respective thicknessc-s of approximately L0
limeter, 0.2 millimeters and niillirnctc" Dilnensinns
may be varied considerably as lung as cnnsistency is main-
tained. linwever, all X electrndes 2!} rnnst be the sarnc size,
as must all Y eltact.rrnies 22.

Cine skilled in the art will realize that a variety nl
technique and inaterials can he used to farm the elcctrnrlc
array, For example, FIG. 3A illustrates in: alttarrtzztive
cinhndirnent in which the electrode array includes an ins-.1»
Eating overlay 413 as described abnve Alternate layers of
cnndnci.-Ive ink 42 and insulating ink 43 are applied to the
reverse 5ui‘facc:. by sills sci ccn process. The X clcctrodes 45
are gansitioncii ‘netweer: the in Jlatisig (averlay 4&9 and X
clcctrnde emidnctive ink layer 42. Ancthcr insulating ink
layer 43 is applied hclow layer 42. The Y electrodes 46 are

finned between itlstslating ink layer 43 and csnductivr:
layer 44. Anrsther insulating ink layer 47 is applied

below ::«:>ndu<:tivc inl~: layer 44, and grctund plane 48 is
afiixed to Y electrode conductive ink layer 47. Each layer is
apprmiirnately tl.Dl rriillimettsrs tlnclz.

The resulting ly is thin and tiexihle, which allows it to
hc formed into curved surfaces. in use it would be laid over

a strong, solid support. In other exainjnles, the electrode
£i3T31)' may ntilhsc a . t:-xihle printed circuit board, such as :1
ll-ex circuit, or statnpings (El heat metal or rnetal foil.

A variety of electrnde geonietrics and asrangerrients
possible for r p-srsititm sensing. Cine exztrnple is shown
in FIG. 37;. T array ofrsetrallcl electrode strips 59 for
one-dirncnsionm position sensing which ceulrl he useful as
a “ lidcr vnlnrnt: ccnLz‘r.=l” ~C1-X “ttaaster darlrness control”.

Other examples include a grill 0. ..;iI‘.’\(.iIl-‘is, 0:‘ sectors nf a
disk.

it is desired that the elecl.rr:«sle array of the present inven-
tion he cnsily frihricsitcd by cc-Jnrsrriical an-:1 widely available
printed circuit hoard prccesscs. h is also desired to zalln-w nse
of various overlay materials selected fer texture and lnw
friction, upon which logo work and celnratinn can be
Bcfltiilmicéilljl printed. A further preference is dial the overlay
may he custom printed separately frnrn fabrication of the
clcclrdcidcontaining par. of the array. Ti‘-.is allows an eco-
nornical steridardized mass production of that gait at‘ the
array, and later aifixlng of the cue-tnlrt printed overlay.

Synchronous Electrtirie Cztpzicitancc Measurement

FIG. 4 shows one ernhodinient cf the synchrnnnns elec-
trode capacitance nicasnreznent unit 14 in more detail. The
key elements, of the synchrnnnnsa electimle capacitance
rncnstlrcnicnt unit 14 are (:1) an elernen for producing 2
voltage change in the electrode array s .clirrannusly with El
reference signal, (b) an element producing 3. signal indica-
tive of the displacement charge thereby coupled between
electrodes hi‘ the electrniie array, (e) an element for demodu-
lating this sigrtztl synchrnnolzsly with the reference signal;
and (d) an element for low pass filtering the demodulated
signal. Unit 14 is cnuplcd to the electrnrle array, preferably
through a multiplexer er switches. The eapa -. ces to be
measured in this Gt1‘.‘EtC~dittl=”=1l. are mutual capacitaliccs
between electted-as lint c-ziulrl be stray capacitatices 01 else-
trnrlcs tn grotind -3r nlgchrair: sums (that is saints and
crises) of such mutual er stray capacitances.

ii

FIG. 1% shnws one he Etllbt‘-Elittleill cl.‘ 2: synchrorinvs
electrode cripacilnnce rneasusernent unit 14 connected to the
electrode array 12, in which algebraic sums of mutual

noes between esleactrrirles are measured. The cornpn-l
at e grouped into fnnr main fnrtctional hloclcs. A virtual

ale rt:-tie synthesis block 7% crinnects cach of the X elec—
ti ties to 0118 of the wires: Cl’ er CN, and each of the Y
electrodes to one of the wires R? or The electrndes are

seal-ectiv y czlnnected to the wires by switches , preferably
CMOS switches under erintml of the position lncatnr appa-
ratus 18 (FIG. I) .4) select ;ippropii:i1.e clectrntiers er ca "
tnnce mearr-.iretnent. (See Gerpheirle ’(ll7 whit: descnhes
such electrode selection by signal S (3:-"IEJIG. l oftlte patent.)
All r:lecLr0des contracted tn the CF wire at any one time are
considered to form a. single “pnsitive. virtual K electrode”.
Silnilznly, the electmcles rt nected to CN, RP, and RN fern)
a “negative virtual X e: ctrnde”, a “posi ‘ve virtual Y
cle’*rode”, and a “nc)3._ativt: ‘viilllfll Y elecuo-:16’, 1‘cspi:t:-
tively.

The reference t'reqnency signal is preferably a digital
logic signal from the refizience frequency generalist 16 (FIG.
1). The reference frequency signal ' p ii tn unit 14 via
anAN‘D gate 72'. also having a “(hive ens‘ . inpu‘ supplied
hy t it: reference frequency generator 16 ‘HG. 1). The AND
gate nnhput feeds thrnngh inverter 74 and rmnirivertirig
L‘-nt1°er 76 to wires RP anti RN respectively which are part of
a capacitive lneasurernent element 78. in the preferrerl
crnbnrlirnent, the drive enable Sig is always’ to
pass the reference frequency signal, in fuither preferred
crnhndinients, it is asserted FALSE hy -. ‘eferericc. fre-
quency generatnr when interference evaluanon is to he
pcrfcrnicd as described later. When the drive enable signal
is E*‘Al..SE. the drive signal slavs at 3. (:0 t vnlteave level,
When the (hive signal is TR . it 2: copy of the reference
frequency signal.

The capacitance rneasurcrnent elernent 78 contains a
tiilleierrtial (tliarge transfer tircnit Si} as i is;t1'ate.ci in FIG. 4
‘f Gerpheicle. US. Pat. 5,349,303, incorporated herein by
reference. Czapacitcrs Csl and C252 cl" FIG. 4 of that patent
crirresponrl to the stray cnpacitnnces of the positive and
negative virtual electr-rides to ground. The CHOP signal of
that FIG. 4 is converiiently supplied in the present invention
as a square wave signal lmving hall‘ the frequency oi‘ the
reference frequency signal, as generated by the clivide.—hy-2
circuit 81 shown herein. As rlesctriheci in the Gerphcitie ‘Z303
pt“ nt, the circuit maintains CF and CN (lines (38 and 72.
therein) at a constant virtnal grenrid voltage,

The capaciiartce liicasnrernciit elcrr 73 also Contains 2*.
non-inv tnxg (hive hnlier 76 winch £l_?”i ‘s RN and negative
virtual Y electrodes: tn change voltage levels copying the
drive enable signal transitions. The inverting butler 74
drives RP and the positive virtual Y electrodes to change
vnltage levels st.‘-pprtslte the (hive crialzlr: signal transltiorls.
Since Cl’ and LN‘ are .l13.ll'l6tl at virtual ground, these
voltage chang are the net. voltage chzange.-s act-:)ss the
mutual capaci anccs which exist between virtual Y and
VjIlll'r1.:\ X electro-;1c5. Charges prop‘ .rti,on2il to these voltage
chan.ges niultiplied by the appropriate cajziacitaiice values are
thereby couplcd onto nodes Cl’ and CN (the “coupled
ertargcs”). The charge transfer circuit theretnre supplies a
proportional ditlerentizii <:h2=.rges at outputs Qoi and Q02,
which are prdpnrtional to the crumpled charges and thus to
capacitanccs.

In short, this difierential claargt: is :1 prcpnrtioimlity factor
‘ the “bala.nce” L, whit 3. cornhinatinn of these

cnpacitances given by the eqnntirs-.3-:
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I;i'-l1'(xp,yn)+M(x::,j:p3—/l!{x ,yp)—M(xa1.}'n)

where l\'i(a,‘ri) is the notation for the nuitual capacitance
betwecri virtual clcL':trod~* ”a" and virtusal e‘!-:s‘:t.r:3-fie ‘ .

Clumges haimicu are insiczitive of finger position relative
to viituai electrode position as desrsribed in Gerpheide, US.

5,017. The pt‘Cf§(33'tli)n£Ll‘:1} hater K has a sign
15 the same as the dnve chahte signal tretrisrtihn

eiireutiozi.

Referring again to FEG. 4, the synchronous electrode
cape‘? zince measurement elemerit 78 is conrieeted Vl2tli1’t€‘.S
carrying charges Q03. and Q02 to a rsyrxchr-uu£:~i.1s (i.EiE310(lL£--
later 82 which may a tie-ui)lcv—p0le double-tlurow CMOS
switch 81% controlled by the reference frequency signal.
synchronous demcxaiulzttur 82, whirrh among rt-tier things
functioris to rectify the cliarges Q01 arid Q02. is connected
to at l(‘ filter SE» which may he 22 pair of c suite-rs C1,

ed as an ii1t:3gt‘;?.l()[‘ for diifcrezitiai charges. (Ari
integrator ilinstratively is 2 low pass fiiter with 6 db per
octave fiequericy roll (xii) Clizirges Q01 arid Q02 are inte-

--.-.en' onto capacitors CE and C2, rcspectivezi '
reference frequency signal just tr::r1siti.<irieci p tive. and
K is positive. The charges are i..utc0r.atcd onto opposite
:;apscitors Wl’::’:':'t is negcttixre. in this way, a differential
charge prepertlsusl to the balance L is accumulated on C1
and C2.

FZG. 5 shmvs another embodiment til’ the synchronous
electrtzcie car cement mit 14. in this e-::1b0c1i—
merit, czich electrode in an eiec:lr0(le array 539 is cunr1ected1.o
a dedicated capacitance measurement element 92, of
which is eurmeeied to a synchrunoass demodtilae, ,.
then to 21 low pass filter 96. This corlliguraliuii has the
advantage of continuously providing capacitance nieasure
ments fer each cieetrotie. whereas the prior gireferred
errilmdizueht zueasures 2. single corifiguratiozi ef eieetrudes at
any one time. The diesamrantage of the emh 1-dirneni Of FIG.
5 is the greater expense which may he ' iuted with the
duplicated elements. This is :1 commit-ii Lratieoi? between
pmvidirig multiple elements to process meats rements at the
same time versus multiplexing u single element tr; process
nieasurenicnts sequentially. There is olwiuu 513! a wide spec-
trum cf variatiuiis sppiying this trade off.

Also, many of the elevrerzts can he imgslemeuted in digital
form using 9.nalug~*i ital converters and ti‘ , ial signal pro-

"‘ " _ While the pretiwrefi eriibediincnts currently use
'. .3=.;mti2=.l analog preioczwing, future digital processing C» '

may be i3):pEC[E3(i to ‘ ecome relatively cheaper.
FIG. 6 provides 21 number of preferretl altemativers for the

capacitance measumrricnt clcmcril; 73 (FIG. 4) or $32 {Fit}.
5). FIGS. 6A and 68 shew lill.S ztdzapted for measuring
mutual capacitahccs between eiectrodes (which may be
physical or virtual electrodes). repr . med by Cmp, Cum,

Cm. FEGS. 6C at til) show circuits adapted for
measuring elcctrudc Capacitance :0 ground represented by
-Jg. Each of these pr-uvidcs an output voitagc charige iri-:lies—
tive 9' the capsci1:ahce- being measured. These voltage
ash ages are given by the following fri-rzriulas:

For Fifi}. fiA:

I_‘.Vout:..\‘v’dri vs: ><(C.-'.-3p—C’r;1ri)/Cr

For FIG. 55:

.I‘.\Vt5i:tr:A\’<iriv:t><Cxn/Cr

For FIG. 6C:

94 and A

5

when .-t, --

8
AVriu1:AVdri ve><'Cg/(Cg+Cr)

For FIG. {SE}:

A‘v'out:=AVtlzive:

The f-:)rmu13" depend an as lcnewn ret"erc~nce capacitance
represented by Cr and a krmwrx drive voltage change rep-
resented by AV: Ptzrttter cap‘ tarice meatsuremcut cie--
merits may be ‘erased on charge balance techniques as
described in Meyer, U.S. Pat. No. 3,857,092. Syrichronutis
demodulators may he lillplfillléflifid using an analog or
aiigitsl multi° lier. or s ‘khiuhie-ihaimiced mixer" iritegrzitecl
circuit (such _mrt number LIVEI4-96) {rum Nstiorv Semi-
1‘:-I3nClEit:i.0Y Company. There are di.ff:r::'eru irnpiern taticms
known in the art ’or :i)'W pass filter elements, such as
switched capacitor integrators arid fitters, higimorder zmaksg
filters, and digital filters.

Rei'ererice Frequency Geilerator

FEG. 7 iliusztrates :2 preferred erubotiiment of refereriee
'et1:1-zmcy gencrztter 16 {FIG 1). The gehetut.or elaserves
pcsitiora :;igmal:a in evaluate the extent cf interference at
some reference ertcy. the event that substantial
inttzrfercrice. is detected, the generator 16 selects :1. di fereut
frequency for further measurements. The generator 16 seeks
to always select a reference frer.guency away from frequen-
cies which have been found is result in measuremerti
ihterlerertcc, as tiescrihcri hclew.

The generator 16 iriciudes an oscillator 1043 w ti-z:l1 is, for
example, set at four l\/i'E{z, :iI‘i\'ittg 23 mirrrocontruller 192 and
a (livicle—by~t’M+-i\') circuit 1.04. Value is a fi:<ed constant.
appr0xirr1alei_y 50. Value M is speci by the micr-;)o:>n»
Keller 1821 to be, for example, one of four values in the range
61 KHz to 89 KHZ as specified by the rnicrocorttrciier 102.

‘crocontvoiler 102 performs the functions of inter-
ference evaluation H56 and frequency selection £93. I: may
perlhrni other lhnctiuns associated with the sys<.e:n such as
pusititm 1(iv(.’ciE1l0It. The pffiffifréftl interference cvaiuatiori
fuuctitm 1.96 producer; a measure of the ir31.erfere:u:e in the
position signals gerieruted by the p ‘ion l-zicatiori unit 13
(FIG. 1). This is based on the principle that irllerferenrze
produces st spurious, relatively large magnitude high—r”re—
que-hey compenent of apositiori signal. and operates accord-
ing to the fullowirig code descriphort. it ssurries position
data points X, Y, and 22 DEC‘ 1' eppz'ox'ii'i1ately eveiy ten
XIEiliiS1€C(331ClS. in lwiel’, it calculates mi erfcreuce XE‘: Lire,
IM, as the sum 0f the 23 lute ‘values of the secoriri riiifer-~
crices of X Y together with the ahsuiute values til‘ the
first tlili"ereh<:es of over data peirzts. Ditierericizig a
stream C-l’ <52-..a has the efietrt of applying :5 high—p2as:s finer 10ll

In detail, for each data paint the interference evaluation
fiinction 195 executes the following, steps, where ABSCB
means the ahsoiute vane furtctiori:

‘ XD ..I‘aSTYD--Y-~YL1‘aST

)—.5(D},,AST
my ‘
I »l— .— \§(D[}) + ABS(Yl)D3 + /i.E§S('/Z)
RY 3 ND SAIVIPLEE

_ FE Ff-;££QUl£.N(3Y SELECI‘ C'.l‘1C!i\ M38
{See descxipfioz: below)
KM O}

;mmpur<:s smorid difirtmzxces

‘sum
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gmove current mines to lost

in another emhodinient, the interference evaluation func-
tion lilo? is not based posiuc rgnals. Instead the function
asserts the drive enable signal described above to 3 FALSE
state and reads a resulting svnchronous capacitance mea-
surement. This rrteasttres eh coupled to ' * electrodes
when no voltage is being driver :cross the ' des by the
apparatus. Such azharge must be the rest of traterferertce,
and so this interference {from spurious signals) is directly
measured. This is another way to generate the interference
measure, IM,

The gireierrerl ircquency select function 138 generates a
table of historical interference easurements for each fre-

quency which may be selected. Qn system initialization,
each entry is set to zero. ‘Thereafter, the frequency select
function is activated approximately every 32 data points by
the irrtoifcrcricc evaluation function 136. 'Il‘lie current inter-

ference measure, EM, is entererl as the entry for the e’-.1rr‘ently‘
selected irequency in the table. Tiller: all table: entries are
scanned. The frequency having the lowest interference mea-
sure entry is selected as the new current frequcnc
corresponding M value is sent to the dlviuc: 'iy~(M+Nj:
element 104. Approximately every 80 seconds. every entry
in the table is rlccreincntec? by an amount corresponding to "‘
agiproxi atcly 0.053 mm of position change. in this way, if a
lrequencty is flagged “lied” hy having stmrig ir1tei'f'ei'cnce
one tirne, it will not be flagged as permanently.

The functions described above for the d rent ernloodie

rncnts could be carried out by a rrucroprocessor such part
no. MC ss:~ro7o5r>s mariulacturetl by Motorola, Inc. serv-
ing as the rnierocoritroller 192.

FEG. 8 shows an alternate prel’er:'ed embodiment oi‘ the
reference frequency generator 16 (FIG. 1). It generates a
reference frequency signal that varies randomlyt lzach cycle
of the signal has a different and suhstaittially rartrloni period.
it is cxocrnely unliltely that a spurious signal would coher-
ently "follow the same s‘q ‘ “ ce ol random variation. Hence
the spunons signal is 2 ' ' rcjcmcd by capacitance

easurements synclironous to the reference frequency. The
degree of rejection is not as great as in the former ernbodi~
merit, but the gener:-itor is simpler l')1’5C7ll.lSf: interference
evaluation and frequency selection itinctiorts are not needed.

The generator of FEC-. 8 inelurles an osrrill tor 11% and 21
rlivitle~‘oy Lt\’+Mj) circuit 112. Tl’ value M supplied to the
divirler comes from a pseurlow. tlom nrtmher generator
(PRFQG-) 114 which generates numbers in the 1 nrge O to 15.
Each cycle of the reference frequency clocks the PFNG 114
to produce a new number. i‘Rl\lGs well lotown in the art.

For either cmhotlirncnt in FlGS. 7 or ii, the range of values
for M in rela . to the value of N can he increaseisl or

decreased to give a ‘ Titer or lesser range of possible
frequencies. The value J1 N or the oscillator frequency can
be adjusted to charge the maximum possible frequency. A
phaselocltetl iretgttency synthesizer such the Motorola
MCl4Sl5l~2, or a voltage controlled -oscillznor driven by 2:
D.v‘A converter, conic‘. also preferably be employed instead of
the divirle¢h3~(t\'i+N) circuit.

It should be uiirlcrstood that other‘ variaiioris of the

rnejfrzzreel otnbodirnc its described above fall Xv.-llliit the
scope of this inventiort. Such variations include c1itl’eren~:

ll)

1'0-tit‘. array geometry, such as a grid of strips, 21 grid of
tliarnonds. parallel strips and various other shapes. Also
inclnderl are dillerent variations of electrode array f=ibri":a~
tion, such as nnntetl cite‘-.1it hoard (Hill), flex lliifll.
screen, sheet or foil metal starnpings. \7ariations ofthe kinds
of capacitzmee utilized are includetl, such as full balance (s
Gerpheide ‘Oi’/'), stray, mutual, halt" balance.

The above rleserignion has provided certain rireierretl
etnbodirnents in accordance with this invention. It is appar-
ent by those skilled in the art that various modifications can
be made within the spirit and scope of the invention. which
are included within the scope of the following claims.

Wliat is claimed is:

1. A capacitance based proximity sensor for locating the
position clan ohje t. ' "nilerej ting 2: l'rr:t;neney of electrical.
interference, compaisirigz

-(a) an electrode array for forming rtapaeitmces which
vary with t\’t<3\’t‘:mE3Ttl'S rat’ the object.

(bl rneasurentcntrnr: .. couplerlto the electrode array for
rue eating the capacitartces synclrronotisiy with a rail-
erence signal, and

(c) generator means for supplying a rciercr=ce signal to the
rneasureroent means, said rc:fercocc. rial having a
frequency which is not coherent with the ‘frequency of
elcwical inrez'lei'en<:e, tvherein the generator means
cornprises means for evaluating the electrical interfer-
ence and for [?i'OJ«LlCi‘.'tg the reierertce si ml, and
wherein the evaluating means inclurles means for stor-
ing a table of frequencies of selected reference signals
and rneastires of electrical interference IM for each of

these lrcquencies, and fo1';n'odueirtg a reference signal
whose freogicrrtzy has the lowest IM associated there-
with.

2.. A eapaeitaneebased proximity sensor for locati g the
position of object while rejecting inter. .encc,
coinprising:

(a) an electrode array for fear ‘ 2: capaeitartces which
vary with movements of the old

(is) rneasurcruent means coat:-led to the electrode array for
rrieasnring, the eaoaeitzntces synclironously with at tel"-
erence signal,

(c) object locator means responsive to the rrtoasuterrtotit
meats tor producing 11 position sigrtal, having a high
freqtsency component, indicating the In-ositiori or" the
object relative to the electrode array.

(cl) generator means for supplying a reference signal to the
rneasnrenient means, said reference signal having a
frequency which is not coherent; with ‘:.l€t" lrequency oi’
the electrical] interference, and wherein id gem-.r.=at:or
rneans cornprises
evaluation means responsive to the object lccator

means for dcterrnirting the magnitude of the high
frequency component of the position signal, and

means responsive to the evaluation means for cltariging
the i"n3q11ency' of the reference signal when mag;
nitnrie of the high frequency component of the
position sigtal exceeds a predetermined value.

3. A capacitance-based pros... iity sensor‘ for locating the
position of an olaject while rejecting C»l£'3&3EI‘l£:2ii int.erl'ercn-::e.,
ct)nttm'sit3g:

(:21) an electrode array for foirniug eupacitarlces wltieh
vary with movements of the object,

lb) rneasui‘err' zit rneans coupled to the electrode array ' or
measuring the capaeitataces syncltronously with a 1T:3i'--
erence signal, wherein said measurement means corn-
prises
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dniver means for developing, Sy1’iChi'0iii)DSly with the
referen '2 ignsal, voltage ciianges on the eiectiode
zimiy,

charge. mezisiaring for naesisuring, syriclironamsly
with the reference signal, charges; ccupiefi. to the
electrode array and thus ca’-pacit2inc:e_

means for selectively inhi‘-siting the driver rnezmz; frnrn
developiiig vc-ltage. cliariges, the izoupled :' arge
rneasuiernenis made. during inhibition of the driver
means rersresenting the interference measure Evil, and

(c) generator meta: for supplyir: 1'ei'a1'eric.e. sign-.>.‘: to the
measurement meznis. said reference signal htwing E1
fraguen<:y which not coherent with the fzequcncy of
the electri-.2.-“:1 interierence, whe. in gt '
means i\'lCiUCli‘.S moans for changing the frequency
the reference signal ivhen the interference measure Ev
exceeds 21 predeterrniried level.

4‘ The p1'm(irriiI.y sensor as in claim 3 wherein the gel‘:
stator means funher inclniies means for :~:t<)ring a table of
frequencies of reference signals and associated interference
measures 1:‘:/I made far reference. signals with GE-Ci} 01" such
frequencies, and for producing; a reference signal sviicse
irequc_=1<:y has icswest intei'fci'encc measure IM asscciateci
thcrewitli.

5. A cagmcitance-based proximity sensor for locating the ’
(3 ‘tier: of an abject while rejecting electrical interference.

cor:ipr.i::ing:'
(a) an electrode array for ibnning capacitanccs which

vary with nizwernents of the objczzt, wherein the ciec-«
trade army comprises a pluralny C-1' rsi. electrode; strips ‘
spaced apnn. from each other in :1 first array, and a
plurality of second elecuode strips spaced apart from

ch other and in close pmxiinity with the first eiee-
irode strips;

(b) measurement means. cm.‘-p‘:e:l in the electrode array for
measuring the capacinances sysicliramousiy with 3 ref-
erence signal, and

(-3) generator nteans for supplying 2: reference signal to the
measurement means, said reference signei iiaving £1 , ~
frequency which is not coherent ‘. 'ith the frequency 0f‘
the .':lecti‘ical int rfercncs,

6. The prcxirrfiiy sensor of ciziim 5 wherein the 1ne;asur::-
main means includes

firiver IIEE-311$ for deveicpliig, S_Y1‘.L,iiIU‘IiUu$i)- with the
reference signal, vintage changes on the eiecmdc
array,

91 charge transfer means cznan-led tn the c.lecn‘0de “fray for
prociaicing ssynchrcnrmsly with the frequency of the
reference signal, rnesasurernent signais represeriting -
ch as Cf(ii.1])l5(i onto the elccirsxde array as a zesult cf
the vintage cnaoves.-:>

12

synchronous cierne)dt=.lai.0r means coupled to the cliarge
transfer means for rectifying the zneasnremerzt signals
synchronnusiy with the reference signal, and

low pass filter means COL1_E)l€d to the synchroncns
c‘:e3n0<E=.31at(sz' means for prcducing signals representing

ectified signals, and Iinzs
-of the eleetrodc array.

7. The proxirnity .56 S01.’ of claim 6 wherein the measure-
ment means inclirdes a plurality of Cnps3ci.tanL:e measiiretnent
elernerii:s., each being coiinecieti to a respective. cicctrede
strip.

8. The proximity sensor of claim: 7 further compiisirag a
plmaiity of synclironous demodulation elements, each con-
nected to a respective. csipacitance mczisuremeni. element.

9. The prcxiniity sensor of ciaitn 3i further including a
pusiiion locaior means connected to the output of the
aneasnrcment means for providing a positinn signal repre-
sentative ofthe location of the object. r'*l:~:tivc to 1_'nc—c1ect:'o(ic.
array

19. The detection system ofclaiim 1 wherein the electrcaie
tirrziy comprises first and second ciectr-zifie sets spaced fI'i)lT1
each other to develcp at capacitazxec For the tench pad.

Ii. The dctmtioii of claim Mi wliercin Eli»: fir:
second set of eiecirzydes are grtncraily nftiiogcnai tc each
other to form virtual ciectrodes to provide capacitance,

12. The iic1ection:~:ystcxn of in 1 sviaereiu the ineasni-~
ing comprises a capacitive measurement clement
ccuplcd tn the electrccic a syriciironmas; dernodulzator
coupieci to ‘we czapacitive zneasurezncnt element, and a
low-pass filter caupied to the demodulatnr.

13. A inetliod of sensing the position of an object. on an
electrode array cmnprising the steps cf:

{El} generating cnpacitances on the array which vary with
movement oi’ the abject.

(ta) nieasurhig the capzacitarices on the * syncln'0—
ncusly with the irequcncy of a refcrcmzc signal. and

(C) generating a rcferotice signal having a frequency
which is not coherent with the r"rcq=.ienci4:5 cf the
e‘:::::in. inteifetence zdfeciizig lhe cagxacitzznces by
evahtatmg the electrical interference, storing: a table of
frequencies of selected reference signals zinc me res
of i:1ieri'cre21ce {M for each of these frequen—
cies, and for producing a reiexence signal whcsse fie-
quency the lowest [M ass-zyciated tiierevrhh.

14. The rrtetliod of ciaizn 13 arid furtlter including pro-
ducing a signal indicating the position the i>hjev::=. rclaiivc-3
to the electrode ;=;:'ay.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

U.S. Patent No.: 5,796,183 B1 , Docket No.: 5796183RX2

Issued: August 18, 1998 Inventors: Hourmand et al.

Filed: January 31, 1996 ' Patent Owner: UUSI, LLC

Control No. TBD Examiner: TBD

For: Capacitive Responsive Electronic Switching Circuit

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT ACCOMPANYING RE UEST FOR EX PARTE REEXAMINATION

UNDER 35 U.S.C. 302-307

Dear Sir:

Patent Owner UUSI, LLC respectfully submits the following amendments and remarks in

conjunction with its contemporaneous request for Ex Parte Reexamination, pursuant to the

provisions of 35 U.S.C. §§ 302—307 (2002), of claims 18 and 27 of United States Patent No.

5,796,183 C1 (the “‘183 Patent”). The Patent Owner respectfully requests the following

amendments and remarks be entered and respectfully requests consideration of amended claims

18 and 27 and newly added claims 40-105.
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LISTING OF THE ‘183 PATENT CLAIMS UNDER REEXAMINATION

A listing of each claim for which reexamination has been requested is provided below.

Reexamination of claims 18 and 27 is requested contemporaneously with this amendment.

Accordingly, please amend claims 18 and 27 and cancel claim 35 as provided below. In

addition, please add new claims 40-105 as follows.

18. (Amended) A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller

selectively providing signal output frequencies, wherein a signal output freguency is selectively

provided to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad;

the plurality of small sized input touch terminals defining adjacent areas on a dielectric

substrate for an operator to provide inputs by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from

said oscillator, and coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector circuit being responsive to

signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's body

capacitance to ground coupled to said touch terminals when proximal or touched by the operator

to provide a control output signal,

wherein said predefined frequency of said oscillator and said signal output frequencies

are selected to decrease a first impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to a second

impedance of any contaminate that may create an electrical path on said dielectric substrate

between said adjacent areas defined by the plurality of small sized input touch terminals, and

wherein said detector circuit compares a sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate an

Page 2 of 142
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input touch terminal to a threshold level to prevent inadvertent generation of the control output

signal.

27. (Amended) A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit for a controlled keypad

device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller

selectively providing signal output frequencies, wherein a signal output frequency is selectively

provided to each row of a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad, the input

touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals;

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas for an operator to provide an

input by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from

said oscillator, and coupled to said first and second touch terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's

body capacitance to ground coupled to said first and second touch teiminals when proximal or

touched by the operator to provide a control output signal for actuation of the controlled keypad

device, said detector circuit being configured to generate said control output signal when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch tenninal after the operator is proximal or

touches said first touch terminal.

35. (Cancelled) [[The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim

27, wherein when the second touch terminal is not touched on its defining area by the operator to

provide input, the control output signal is prevented.]]

Page 3 of 142
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The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 18.

wherein each signal output freguency selectively provided to each row of the plurality of small

sized input touch terminals of the keypad has a same Hertz value.

41. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 18.

wherein each signal output freguency selectively provided to each row of the plurality of small

sized input touch terminals of the keypad is selected from a plurality of Hertz values.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchino circuit as defined in claim 41

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 50 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 41

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 41

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

New A ca acitive res onsive electronic switchino circuit com risin :

an oscillator providino a periodic output signal having a predefined freguency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller

selectively providing sic:nal output freguencies directly to a plurality of small sized input touch

terminals of a keypad;

the plurality of small sized input touch terminals defining adjacent areas on a dielectric

substrate for an operator to provide inputs by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from

Page 4 of 142
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said oscillator. and coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector circuit being responsive to

signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's body

capacitance to ground coupled to said touch terminals when proximal or touched by the operator

to provide a control output signal.

wherein said predefined freguency of said oscillator and said sic:nal output freguencies

are selected to decrease a first impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to a second

impedance of any contaminate that may create an electrical path on said dielectric substrate

between said adjacent areas defined by the plurality of small sized input touch terminals, and

wherein said detector circuit compares a sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate an

input touch terminal to a threshold level to prevent inadvertent generation of the control output

signal.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 45

wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is

caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an input touch terminal signal on the

detector circuit. and wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is compared to a

second threshold level to generate the control output signal.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 45

wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is

caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an input touch terminal signal amplitude

on the detector circuit, and wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is compared

to a second threshold level to generate the control output signal.

Page 5 of 142
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The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 45 .

wherein the signal output frequencies have a same Hertz value.

The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 45.

wherein each signal output frequency is selected from a plurality of Hertz values.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 49

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 50 kHz.

51. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 49,

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 49

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 45

wherein a peak voltage of the signal output freguencies is greater than a supply voltage.

54. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 53,

wherein the supply voltage is a battery supply voltage.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 53

wherein the supply voltage is a voltage regulator supply voltage.

New A ca acitive res onsive electronic switching circuit com risin :

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

Page 6 of 142
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a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller

selectively providing signal output freguencies, wherein a signal output freguency is selectively

provided to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch temiinals of a keypad, and wherein

a peak voltage of the signal output freguencies is greater than a supply voltage;

the plurality of small sized input touch terminals defining adjacent areas on a dielectric

substrate for an operator to provide inputs by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from

said oscillator. and coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector circuit being responsive to

signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's body

capacitance to ground coupled to said touch terminals when proximal or touched by the operator

to provide a control output signal,

wherein said predefined freguency of said oscillator and said sic,nal output freguencies

are selected to decrease a first impedance of said dielectric substrate relative to a second

impedance of any contaminate that may create an electrical path on said dielectric substrate

between said adjacent areas defined by the plurality of small sized input touch terminals, and

wherein said detector circuit compares a sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate an

input touch terminal to a threshold level to prevent inadvertent generation of the control output

signal.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 56

wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is

caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an input touch terminal signal on the

detector circuit. and wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is compared to a

second threshold level to generate the control outp ut signal.
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New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 56

wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground proximate the input touch terminal is

caused by the operator’s body capacitance decreasing an input touch terminal signal amplitude

on the detector circuit, and wherein the sensed body capacitance change to ground is compared

to a second threshold level to generate the control output signal.

59. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 56.

wherein each signal output freguency selectively provided to each row of the plurality of small

sized input touch terminals of the keypad has a same Hertz value.

60. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 56.

wherein each signal output frequency selectively provided to each row of the plurality of small

sized input touch terminals of the keypad is selected from a plurality of Hertz values.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchino circuit as defined in claim 60

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 50 kHz.

62. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 60,

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than l0O kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 60

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 56

wherein the supply voltage is a battery supply voltage.
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New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 56

wherein the supply voltage is a voltage regulator supply voltage.

The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 27.

wherein each signal output frequency selectively provided to each row of the closely spaced

arra of in ut touch terminals of the ke ad has a same Hertz value.

The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 27.

wherein each signal output frequency selectively provided to each row of the closely spaced

array of input touch terminals of the keypad is selected from a plurality of Hertz values.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 67

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 50 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 67

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 67

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 800 kHz.

71. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 27,

wherein the detector circuit is configured to inhibit the control output signal unless the operator

is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or touches said

first touch terminal.
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72. New A ca acitive res onsive electronic switchino circuit for a controlled ke ad

device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined freguency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller

selectively providing sic:nal output freguencies directly to a closely spaced array of input touch

teiminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas for an operator to provide an

input by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from

said oscillator. and coupled to said first and second touch terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's

body capacitance to ground coupled to said first and second touch teiminals when proximal or

touched by the operator to provide a control output signal for actuation of the Controlled keypad

device, said detector circuit being configured to generate said control output signal when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or

touches said first touch terminal.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 72.

wherein the signal output freguencies have a same Hertz value.

74. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 72.

wherein each signal output frequency is selected from a plurality of Hertz values.
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New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 74

wherein the plurality of Hertz Values comprises Hertz Values greater than 50 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 74

wherein the plurality of Hertz Values comprises Hertz Values greater than 100 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 74

wherein the plurality of Hertz Values comprises Hertz Values greater than 800 kHz.

78. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 72,

wherein said detector circuit is configured to generate said control output signal only when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch tenninal within a predetermined time period

after the operator is proximal or touches said first touch terminal.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 72

further comprising an indicator for indicating the detector circuit has determined that the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 72

wherein the detector circuit is configured to inhibit the control output signal unless the operator

is roximal or touches said second touch terminal after the 0 erator is roximal or touches said

first touch terminal.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 72

wherein a peak Voltage of the signal output freguencies is greater than a supply Voltage.
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New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 81

wherein the supply voltage is a battery supply voltage.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 81

wherein the supply voltage is a voltage regulator supply voltage.

84. New A ca acitive res onsive electronic switchino circuit for a controlled ke ad

device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency‘,

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller

selectively providing signal output frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals

of a keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals, wherein

a peak voltage of the signal output frequencies is greater than a supply voltage;

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas for an operator to provide an

input by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from

said oscillator. and coupled to said first and second touch terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's

body capacitance to ground coupled to said first and second touch terminals when proximal or

touched by the operator to provide a control output signal for actuation of the controlled keypad

device, said detector circuit being configured to generate said control output signal when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch tenninal after the operator is proximal or

touches said first touch terminal.
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The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 84.

wherein the signal output freguencies have a same Hertz value.

The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 84.

wherein each signal output frequency is selected from a plurality of Hertz values.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 86

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 50 kHz.

88. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 86,

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 86

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 84

wherein the supply voltage is a battery supply voltage.

91. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 84,

wherein the supply voltage is a voltage regulator supply voltage.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 84

wherein said detector circuit is configured to generate said control output signal only when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal within a predetermined time period

after the operator is proximal or touches said first touch terminal.
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New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 84

further comprising an indicator for indicating the detector circuit has determined that the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch tenninal.

94. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 84,

wherein the detector circuit is configured to inhibit the control output signal unless the operator

is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or touches said

first touch terminal.

New A ca acitive res onsive electronic switching circuit for a controlled ke

device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a predefined frequency;

a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller

selectively providing signal output freguencies; wherein a signal output freguency is selectively

provided to each row of a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad. the input

touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals. and wherein a peak voltage of

the signal output freguencies is greater than a supply voltage;

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas for an operator to provide an

input by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving said periodic output signal from

said oscillator. and coupled to said first and second touch terminals; said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator via said microcontroller and a presence of an operator's

body capacitance to ground coupled to said first and second touch terminals when proximal or

touched by the operator to provide a control output signal for actuation of the controlled keypad
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device, said detector circuit being configured to generate said control output signal when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or

touches said first touch terminal.

96. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 95.

wherein each signal output frequency selectively provided to each row of the closely spaced

array of input touch terminals of the keypad has a same Hertz value.

The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchino circuit as defined in claim 95 .

wherein each signal output freguency selectively provided to each row of the closely spaced

array of input touch terminals of the keypad is selected from a plurality of Hertz values.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 97

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values Greater than 50 kHz.

99. (New) The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit as defined in claim 97,

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 100 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 97

wherein the plurality of Hertz values comprises Hertz values greater than 800 kHz.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 95

wherein the supply voltage is a battery supply voltage.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchino circuit as defined in claim 95

wherein the supply voltage is a voltage regulator supply voltage.
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New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 95

wherein said detector circuit is configured to generate said control output signal only when the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch tenninal within a predetermined time period

after the operator is proximal or touches said first touch terminal.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 95

further comprising an indicator for indicating the detector circuit has determined that the

operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal.

New The ca acitive res onsive electronic switchin circuit as defined in claim 95

wherein the detector circuit is configured to inhibit the control output signal unless the operator

is proximal or touches said second touch terminal after the operator is proximal or touches said

first touch terminal.
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II. STATUS OF THE CLAIMS

Claims 1- 17, 19-26, 28-34, and 36-39 are unamended with respect to the first EX Parte

Reexamination Certificate N 0. 5,796,183 C1 issued April 29, 2013. Claim 35 has been cancelled

herein. Claims 18 and 27 have been amended, and claims 40-105 are newly added. The present

amendment neither enlarges the scope of the claims of the patent nor introduces new matter.

III. DISCUSSION OF CLAIMS AND PRIOR ART REFERENCES

Patent Owner has filed a Request for Ex Parte Reexamination contemporaneously with

this amendment submitting that a substantial new question of patentability of claim 18 is raised

by the combination of U.S. Patent No. 5,463,388 (“Boie”) and U.S. Patent No. 5,565,658

(“Gerpheide”) and a substantial new question of patentability of claim 27 is raised by the

combination of Boie, Gerpheide and the advertisement entitled “Now. . .The Invisible Casio

Calculator Watch” (“Casio”).

Patent Owner is amending claims 18 and 27, canceling claim 35, and adding new claims

40-105 in this amendment. Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully requests consideration of

amended claims 18 and 27 and new claims 40-105. The present amendment neither enlarges the

scope of the claims of the patent nor introduces new matter.

A. REFERENCES OF INTEREST

Reference 1: Boie et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,463,388, filed on January 29, 1993 and

issued on October 31, 1995 (“Boie”), which qualifies as 35 U.S.C.

§ 102(a)-type prior art.

Reference 2: Gerpheide et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,565,658, filed on December 7, 1994

and issued on October 15, 1996 (“Gerpheide”), which qualifies as 35

U.S.C. § 102(e)-type prior art.

Reference 3: Casio advertisement entitled “Now. .. The Invisible Casio Calculator

Watch,” published in Popular Science by On the Run in 1984 (“Casio”),

which qualifies as 35 U.S.C. § 102(b)-type prior art.
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Reference 4: Lee, thesis entitled “A Fast Multiple—Touch—Sensitive Input Device,” and

published October 1984 (“Lee”), which qualifies as 35 U.S.C. § l02(b)—

type prior art.

References 1-3 above are discussed in detail in the Request for EX Parte Reexamination

filed herewith, which discussion is incorporated herein by reference. A discussion of reference 4

(Lee) follows.

Lee generally relates to “the design and implementation of a fast—scanning 1nultiple—

touch—sensitive input device.” See, e. g., Lee, Abstract. Lee describes the hardware of his device

as consisting of a sensor matrix board, row and column selection registers, A/D converting

circuits and a dedicated CPU. See id. Figure 3.4, reproduced below, illustrates a block diagram

of the hardware.

Risa 18¢; Flank disgrmn or the hardware.

Lee. Figure 3.4
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Lee describes the operation of the row and column selection registers as follows:

The design of the sensor matrix is based on the technique of capacitance

measurement between a finger tip and a metal plate. The row selection registers

select one or more rows by setting the corresponding bits to a high state in order

to charge up the sensors while the column selection registers select one or more

columns by turn on corresponding analog switches to discharge the sensors

through timing resistors. The intersecting region of the selected rows and the

selected columns represents the selected sensors as a unit.

Id. at 3-1. Figure 3.l(a) shows a model of a selected sensor in the sensor matrix and Figure

3.1(b) shows the timing diagram for discharging time measurement of a selected sensor as shown

in Figure 3.l(a). Figure 3.2 illustrates a small section of a sensor matrix according to Lee.

Biacmaraging diode;
I

-—-5% -«

C ha r gring diode
l.

{A3 -—--m 2&3‘
/5’ M:sat raw line

“*5: column line

i; R

‘I: a column selectlonswitch..u.-.

Fig‘ 3.1 3: A medal of a selected amnsor in the
,aenaor matrix

Lee, Figure 3.l(a)

, hresheld
zVUlt&g&I

Pl ‘ P2‘

P13» fink h. Tbs timing diagram for discharging films
ms-ssmwement of :1 §:»:.-lectcsats. sensor -‘As shcmu z-movrs.

Lee, Figure 3. l(b)
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Lee, Figure 3.2

Lee describes the interface between the CPU and the sensor matrix as follows:

The CPU selects the row or rows of a sensor group, initiating charging of all the

associated sensors. After a charging interval, the CPU discharges the selected

column or columns corresponding to a sensor group by connecting a group of

discharge resistors whose current is summed Via a high slew rate operational

amplifier.

Id. at 3-10. As illustrated by the data bus of Figure 3.4, Lee teaches the CPU selects or deselects

the row(s) by sending binary signals to the selected row(s). See, e.g., id. at Figs. 3.l(a), 3.l(b),

and 3.4. Lee does not disclose sending frequencies to the selected rows.
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B. DISCUSSION OF CLAIMS

Independent Claim 18

Independent claim 18 as amended herein recites “a microcontroller using the periodic

output signal from the oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies, wherein a signal output frequency is selectively provided to each row of a plurality

of small sized input touch teiminals of a keypad.” None of the cited references, alone or in

combination, teaches or suggests these limitations.

Rather, Boie discloses that “RF oscillator 408 provides an RF signal, for example, 100

kilohertz, to circuits 401, synchronous detector and filter 404 via inverter 410, and guard plane

411.” Boie, col. 3:67—col. 4:2. Boie further discloses that “[t]he effects of electrode—to—electrode

capacitances, wiring capacitances and other extraneous capacitances are minimized by driving all

electrodes and guard plane 411 in unison with the same RF signal from RF oscillator 408.” Id. at

col. 4:58-60; see id. at Fig. 4. Thus, Boie discloses driving the electrodes of electrode array 100

and guard plane 411 with a single RF signal. Boie does not teach or suggest a microcontroller

providing signal output frequencies to these components, wherein a signal output frequency is

selectively provided to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad.

Neither Gerpheide nor Lee cures the deficiencies of Boie. While Gerpheide teaches a

reference frequency generator 16 “observes position signals to evaluate the extent of interference

at some reference frequency” and that in “the event that substantial interference is detected, the

generator 16 selects a different frequency for further measurements,” Gerpheide does not teach

that a microcontroller provides these frequencies selectively to each row of the input touch

terminals. See, e.g., id. at col. 8:22-30; Fig. 7. Rather, in Gerpheide, the “reference frequency

signal is supplied to unit 14 via an AND gate 72.... The AND gate output feeds through inverter

74 and noninverting buffer 76 to wires RP and RN respectively which are part of a capacitive
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measurement element 78.” See id. at col. 6:19-26; Fig. 4. Thus, the output of AND gate 72 is

sent to every row of electrode array 12 via one of inverter 74 and noninverting buffer 76 at the

same time. Therefore, Gerpheide does not disclose a signal output frequency is selectively

provided to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad.

Likewise, Lee does not teach or suggest that a signal output frequency is selectively

provided to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad. Rather, Lee

teaches the CPU selects or deselects row(s) by sending binary signals to the selected row(s). See,

e.g., id. at Figs. 3. 1(a), 3. l(b), and 3.4. In contrast, claim 18 recites selectively providing a signal

output frequency to each row of the touch terminals.

Accordingly, Boie in combination with Gerpheide and/or Lee does not disclose all of the

elements of claim 18, and therefore claim 18 is patentable over these references.

New claims 40-44 depend from claim 18 and add further limitations. Patent Owner

respectfully submits that these dependent claims are allowable by reason of depending from an

allowable claim as well as for adding new limitations.

Independent Claim 27

Independent claim 27 as amended herein recites “the microcontroller selectively

providing signal output frequencies, wherein a signal output frequency is selectively provided to

each row of a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals

comprising first and second input touch terminals.” None of the cited references, alone or in

combination, teaches or suggests these limitations.

Rather, Boie discloses that “RF oscillator 408 provides an RF signal, for example, 100

kilohertz, to circuits 401, synchronous detector and filter 404 via inverter 410, and guard plane

411.” Boie, col. 3:67—col. 4:2. Boie further discloses that “[t]he effects of electrode—to—electrode
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capacitances, wiring capacitances and other extraneous capacitances are minimized by driving all

electrodes and guard plane 411 in unison with the same RF signal from RF oscillator 408.” Id. at

col. 4:58-60; see id. at Fig. 4. Thus Boie discloses driving the electrodes of electrode array 100

and guard plane 411 with a single RF signal. Boie does not teach or suggest the microcontroller

selectively providing signal output frequencies, wherein a signal output frequency is selectively

provided to each row of a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad. the input

touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals.

None of Gerpheide, Lee or Casio cures the deficiencies of Boie. While Gerpheide

teaches a reference frequency generator 16 “observes position signals to evaluate the extent of

interference at some reference frequency” and that in “the event that substantial interference is

detected, the generator 16 selects a different frequency for further measurements,” Gerpheide

does not teach that a microcontroller provides these frequencies selectively to each row of the

input touch terminals. See, e. g., id. at col. 8:22-30; Fig. 7. Rather, in Gerpheide, the “reference

frequency signal is supplied to unit 14 via an AND gate 72.... The AND gate output feeds

through inverter 74 and noninverting buffer 76 to wires RP and RN respectively which are part

of a capacitive measurement element 78.” See id. at col. 6:19-26; Fig. 4. Thus, the output of

AND gate 72 is sent to every row of electrode array 12 via one of inverter 74 and noninverting

buffer 76 at the same time. Therefore, Gerpheide does not disclose a signal output frequency is

selectively provided to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad.

Likewise, Lee does not teach or suggest that a signal output frequency is selectively

provided to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad. Rather, Lee

teaches the CPU selects or deselects row(s) by sending binary signals to the selected row(s). See,
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e.g., id. at Figs. 3.1(a), 3.1(b), and 3.4. In contrast, claim 27 recites selectively providing a signal

output frequency to each row of the touch terminals.

Casio discloses input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals,

see, e.g., Figure, but fails to provide any teaching with respect to the microcontroller selectively

providing signal output frequencies, wherein a signal output frequency is selectively provided to

each row of a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad.

Accordingly, Boie in combination with Gerpheide, Lee and/or Casio does not disclose all

of the elements of claim 27, and therefore claim 27 is patentable over these references.

New claims 66-71 depend from claim 27 and add further limitations. Patent Owner

respectfully submits that these dependent claims are allowable by reason of depending from an

allowable claim as well as for adding new limitations.

Independent Claim 45

Independent claim 45 recites “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the

oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies directly to a

plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad.” None of the cited references. alone

or in combination, teaches or suggests these limitations.

Rather, Boie discloses that “RF oscillator 408 provides an RF signal, for example, 100

kilohertz, to circuits 401, synchronous detector and filter 404 via inverter 410, and guard plane

411.” Boie, col. 3:67—col. 4:2. Boie further discloses that “[t]he effects of electrode—to—electrode

capacitances, wiring capacitances and other extraneous capacitances are minimized by driving all

electrodes and guard plane 411 in unison with the same RF signal from RF oscillator 408.” Id. at

col. 4:58-60; see id. at Fig. 4. Thus, Boie discloses driving the electrodes of electrode array 100

and guard plane 411 with a single RF signal sent from oscillator 408. Therefore, Boie does not
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teach or suggest a microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies directly to a

plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad.

Neither Gerpheide nor Lee cures the deficiencies of Boie. While Gerpheide teaches a

reference frequency generator 16 “observes position signals to evaluate the extent of interference

at some reference frequency” and that in “the event that substantial interference is detected, the

generator 16 selects a different frequency for further measurements,” Gerpheide does not teach

that a microcontroller provides these frequencies directly to a plurality of small sized input touch

terminals. See, e.g., id. at col. 8:22-30; Fig. 7. Rather, in Gerpheide, the microprocessor

provides value M, i.e., a selected frequency, to a divide-by-(M+N) circuit 104 which then

outputs the reference frequency signal to AND gate 72. See, e.g., id. at col. 8:31-38; col. 6:19-

26; Figs. 4 and 7. Thereafter, the output of AND gate 72 is sent to electrode array 12 via one of

inverter 74 and noninveiting buffer 76. See, e.g., id. at col. 6:19-26; Fig. 4. Therefore,

Gerpheide does not disclose the microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies

directly to a plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad.

Lee does not teach or suggest that signal output frequencies are directly provided from a

microcontroller to the plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad. Rather, Lee

teaches the CPU selects or deselects row(s) by sending binary signals to the selected row(_s). See,

e.g., id. at Figs. 3. 1(a), 3. l(b), and 3.4. In contrast, claim 45 recites a microcontroller selectively

provides signal output frequencies directly to the touch terminals.

Accordingly, Boie in combination with Gerpheide and/or Lee does not disclose all of the

elements of claim 45, and therefore claim 45 is patentable over these references.
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New claims 46-55 depend from claim 45 and add further limitations. Patent Owner

respectfully submits that these dependent claims are allowable by reason of depending from an

allowable claim as well as for adding new limitations.

Independent Claim 56

Independent claim 56 recites “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the

oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies, wherein a signal

output frequency is selectively provided to each row of a plurality of small sized input touch

terminals of a keypad, and wherein a peak voltage of the signal output frequencies is greater than

a supply voltage.” None of the cited references, alone or in combination, teaches or suggests

these limitations.

As discussed above with respect to claims 18 and 27, the cited references, either alone or

in combination, fail to teach or suggest the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies, wherein a signal output frequency is selectively provided to each row of a plurality

of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad. Moreover, none of the cited references teaches

or suggests wherein a peak voltage of the signal output frequencies is greater than a supply

voltage.

Accordingly, Boie in combination with Gerpheide and/or Lee does not disclose all of the

elements of claim 5 6, and therefore claim 5 6 is patentable over these references.

New claims 57-65 depend from claim 5 6 and add further limitations. Patent Owner

respectfully submits that these dependent claims are allowable by reason of depending from an

allowable claim as well as for adding new limitations.
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Independent Claim 72

Independent claim 72 recites “a rnicrocontroller using the periodic output signal from the

oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies directly to a closely

spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and

second input touch terminals.” None of the cited references, alone or in combination, teaches or

suggests these limitations.

Rather, Boie discloses that “RF oscillator 408 provides an RF signal, for example, 100

kilohertz, to circuits 401, synchronous detector and filter 404 via inverter 410, and guard plane

411.” Boie, col. 3:67—col. 4:2. Boie further discloses that “[t]he effects of electrode-to-electrode

capacitances, wiring capacitances and other extraneous capacitances arc minimized by driving all

electrodes and guard plane 411 in unison with the same RF signal from RF oscillator 408.” Id. at

col. 4:58-60; see id. at Fig. 4. Thus, Boie discloses driving the electrodes of electrode array 100

and guard plane 411 with a single RF signal sent from oscillator 408. Therefore, Boie does not

teach or suggest a microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies directly to a

closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad.

None of Gerpheide, Lee or Casio cures the deficiencies of Boie. While Gerpheide

teaches a reference frequency generator 16 “observes position signals to evaluate the extent of

interference at some reference frequency” and that in “the event that substantial interference is

detected, the generator 16 selects a different frequency for further measurements,” Gerpheide

does not teach that a microcontroller provides these frequencies directly to a closely spaced array

of input touch terminals. See, e.g., id. at col. 8:22-30; Fig. 7. Rather, in Gerpheide, the

microprocessor provides value M, i.e., a selected frequency, to a divide—by—(M+N) circuit 104

which then outputs the reference frequency signal to AND gate 72. See, e.g., id. at col. 8:31-38;
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col. 6:19-26; Figs. 4 and 7. Thereafter, the output of AND gate 72 is sent to electrode array 12

via one of inverter 74 and noninverting buffer 76. See, e.g., id. at col. 6: 19-26; Fig. 4.

Therefore, Gerpheide does not disclose the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies directly to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad.

Lee does not teach or suggest that sic,nal output frequencies are directly provided from a

microcontroller to the plurality of small sized input touch terminals of a keypad. Rather, Lee

teaches the CPU selects or deselects row(s) by sending binary signals to the selected row(s). See,

e.g., id. at Figs. 3. 1(a), 3. l(b), and 3.4. In contrast, claim 72 recites a microcontroller selectively

provides signal output frequencies directly to the touch terminals.

Casio discloses input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals,

see, e.g., Figure, but fails to provide any teaching with respect to the microcontroller selectively

providing signal output frequencies directly to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of

a keypad.

Accordingly, Boie in combination with Gerpheide, Lee and/or Casio does not disclose all

of the elements of claim 72, and therefore claim 72 is patentable over these references.

New claims 73-83 depend from claim 72 and add further limitations. Patent Owner

respectfully submits that these dependent claims are allowable by reason of depending from an

allowable claim as well as for adding new limitations.

Independent Claim 84

Independent claim 84 recites “the microcontroller selectively providing signal output

frequencies to a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch

terminals comprising first and second input touch terminals, wherein a peak voltage of the signal

output frequencies is greater than a supply voltage.”
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None of the cited references, alone or in combination, teaches or suggests at least wherein

a peak voltage of the signal output frequencies is greater than a supply voltage. Accordingly,

Boie in combination with Gerpheide, Casio and/or Lee does not disclose all of the elements of

claim 84, and therefore claim 84 is patentable over these references.

New claims 85-94 depend from claim 84 and add further limitations. Patent Owner

respectfully submits that these dependent claims are allowable by reason of depending from an

allowable claim as well as for adding new limitations.

Independent Claim 95

Independent claim 95 recites “a microcontroller using the periodic output signal from the

oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing signal output frequencies, wherein a signal

output frequency is selectively provided to each row of a closely spaced array of input touch

terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals comprising first and second input touch

terminals, and wherein a peak voltage of the signal output frequencies is greater than a supply
15

Voltage. None of the Cited references, alone or in combination, teaches or suggests these

limitations.

As discussed above with respect to claims 18, 27 and 56, the cited references, either alone

or in combination, fail to teach or suggest a signal output frequency is selectively provided to

each row of a closely spaced array of input touch terminals of a keypad. Moreover, none of the

cited references teaches or suggests wherein a peak voltage of the signal output frequencies is

greater than a supply voltage.

Accordingly, Boie in combination with Gerpheide, Casio and/or Lee does not disclose all

of the elements of claim 95, and therefore claim 95 is patentable over these references.
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New claims 96-105 depend from claim 95 and add further limitations. Patent Owner

respectfully submits that these dependent claims are allowable by reason of depending from an

allowable claim as well as for adding new limitations.

IV. SUPPORT FOR CLAIM AMENDMENTS AND NEW CLAIMS

Support for each of the amendments to claims 18 and 27 and for each of the new claims

40-105 may be found throughout the ‘ 183 Patent, and particular support may be found, for

example, as set forth in the chaits below.

A. Amended Claim 18

18. A capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic

output signal having a predefined

frequency;

a microcontroller using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies, wherein a

signal output freguency is selectively

provided to each row of a plurality of

small sized input touch terminals of a

keypad;

See Figures 4, 11; and Claims 8, 12, 16.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 5 0kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:1-3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Althou h the
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preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 l : 19-27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Upon being powered

by voltage regulator 100. oscillator 200

generates a square wave with a frequency of 50

kHz, and preferably greater than 800 kHz, and

having an amplitude of 26 V peak. The square

wave generated by oscillator 200 is supplied via

line 201 to a floating common generator 300, a

touch pad shield plate 460, a touch circuit 400,
and a microcontroller 500. Oscillator 200 is

described below with reference to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.
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Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 500 outputs a signal to a

load—controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. l2:6—33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies.” Col. 14:22-25.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance with the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. ll, components
similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 9001 through

900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 900m by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of

touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 45 l between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection

uransistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics, Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface
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(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. 18:34-59.

the plurality of small sized input --

touch terminals defining adjacent areas on

a dielectric substrate for an operator to

provide inputs by proximity and touch;
and

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said input touch terminals, said

detector circuit being responsive to signals
from said oscillator via said

microcontroller and a presence of an

operator's body capacitance to ground

coupled to said touch terminals when

proximal or touched by the operator to

provide a control output signal,

wherein said predefined frequency

of said oscillator and said signal output

frequencies are selected to decrease a first

impedance of said dielectric substrate

relative to a second impedance of any

contaminate that may create an electrical

path on said dielectric substrate between

said adjacent areas defined by the

plurality of small sized input touch

terminals, and wherein said detector

circuit compares a sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

an input touch terminal to a threshold

level to prevent inadvertent generation of

the control output signal.

B. Amended Claim 27

27. A capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit for a controlled keypad

device comprising:
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an oscillator providing a periodic

output signal having a predefined

frequency;

a microcontroller using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies, wherein a

signal output frequency is selectively

provided to each row of a closely spaced

array of input touch terminals of a keypad,

the input touch terminals comprising first

and second input touch terminals;

See Figures 4, 11; and Claims 8, 12, 16.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 5 0 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:l—3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 1 : 19-27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Upon being powered

by voltage regulator 100, oscillator 200

generates a square wave with a frequency of 50

kHz, and preferably greater than 800 kHz, and

having an amplitude of 26 V peak. The square

wave generated by oscillator 200 is supplied via
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line 201 to a floating common generator 300, a

touch pad shield plate 460, a touch circuit 400,
and a microcontroller 500. Oscillator 200 is

described below with reference to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 5 O0 outputs a signal to a

load—controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. 12:6—33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies.” Col. 14:22-25.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance with the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11, components
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the first and second input touch

terminals defining areas for an operator to

provide an input by proximity and touch;
and

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator

via said microcontroller and a presence of

an operators body capacitance to ground

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals when proximal or touched by

similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 9001 through
900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 900m by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of
touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 451 between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection
transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics, Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) beaiing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. l8:34—59.
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the operator to provide a control output

signal for actuation of the controlled

keypad device, said detector circuit being

configured to generate said control output

signal when the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after

the operator is proximal or touches said
first touch terminal.

C. New Claim 40

40. The capaci ive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 18, wherein each signal output

frequency selectively provided to each

row of the plurality of small sized input

touch terminals of the keypad has a same
Hertz value.

see iiiigfiféi ii i.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and Water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the
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preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ l 83 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

D. New Claim 41
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41. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 18, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the plurality of small sized input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad is selected at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

from a plurality of Hertz values. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M9 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or
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above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 5 0 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

E. New Claim 42

42. The capacitive responsive See Figure 1 1 .

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 41, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance
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of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a l00 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. l0:60 — Col. ll:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
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to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.

F. New Claim 43

43. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 41, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 100 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS! resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads
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59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. ll:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain
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bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. l4:65
— Col. 15:].

G. New Claim 44

44. The capacitive responsive See Fig. 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 41, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ l 83 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 800 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!) or lower

giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed l0 to l, as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the
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frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 1l:1—27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

H. New Claim 45

For ease of analysis, new independent claim 45 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 45 and claim 18 of the ‘l83 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

45. A capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit comprising:

See Claim 18.

an oscillator providing a periodic

output signal having a predefined

frequency;

See Claim 18.

a microcontroller using the See Figures 4, 11; and Claims 8, 12, 16.
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periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

signal output frequencies directly to a circuit of the present invention features operation

plurality of small sized input touch at frequencies at or above 50kHz and preferably

terminals of a keypad; at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:l—3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 1:19-27.

The ‘ l 83 Patent discloses “Upon being powered

by voltage regulator 100, oscillator 200

generates a square wave with a frequency of 50

kHz, and preferably greater than 800 kHz, and

having an amplitude of 26 V peak. The square

wave generated by oscillator 200 is supplied via

line 201 to a floating common generator 300, a

touch pad shield plate 460, a touch circuit 400,
and a microcontroller 500. Oscillator 200 is

described below with reference to FIG. 6.
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Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 45 l and outputs a signal

to rnicrocontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 500 outputs a signal to a

load—controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. l2:6—33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies.” Col. 14:22-25.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance with the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11, components
similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of
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the plurality of small sized input

touch terminals defining adjacent areas on

a dielectric substrate for an operator to

provide inputs by proximity and touch;
and

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 9001 through
900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 900mm by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of
touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 45] between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection
transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics, Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. l8:34—59.

See Claim 18.

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said input touch terminals, said

detector circuit being responsive to signals
from said oscillator via said

microcontroller and a presence of an

operator's body capacitance to ground

coupled to said touch terminals when

proximal or touched by the operator to

provide a control output signal,

wherein said predefined frequency

of said oscillator and said signal output

See Claim 18.

See Claim 18.
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frequencies are selected to decrease a first

impedance of said dielectric substrate

relative to a second impedance of any

contaminate that may create an electrical

path on said dielectric substrate between

said adjacent areas defined by the

plurality of small sized input touch

terminals, and wherein said detector

circuit compares a sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

an input touch terminal to a threshold

level to prevent inadvertent generation of

the control output signal.

I. New Claim 46

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 46 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 46 and claim 33 of the ‘l83 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

46. The capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit as defined in claim 45,

capacitance change to ground proximate

the input touch terminal is caused by the

operator’s body capacitance decreasing an

input touch terminal signal on the detector

circuit, and wherein the sensed body

capacitance Chan ge to ground vvfltien

compared to a second threshold level to

generate the control output signal.

See Claims 1, 18, 28, and 33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Touch circuit 400

senses capacitance from a touch pad 450 via line

451 and outputs a signal to microcontroller 500

via line 401 upon detecting a capacitance to

ground at touch pad 450 that exceeds a threshold
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value. The details of touch circuit 400 are

described below with reference to FIG. 8.” Col.

12:24-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As can be seen, at 1

kHz. the capacitive impedance of the glass is

much greater than the nominal 1 M!) of the

water bridge across the pads. As a result, at 1
kHz, there would be little difference in the

impedance paths to ground of the two adjacent

pads when either is touched. This would result

in the voltage on both pads being pulled towards

ground by comparable amounts. Conversely, at

100 kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 1(5)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact. the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Col. 10:54 — Col. 11:9.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As stated above, the

operator’ s body includes a capacitance to

ground, which may range in a typical person

from between 20 to 300 pF. The base teiminal

of transistor 410 is coupled to it’s [sic] emitter

by resistor 412 such that unless capacitance is

present by the user touching the touch pad 450,
transistor 410 will not be forward biased and will

not conduct. Thus, when touch pad 450 is not
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J. New Claim 47

touched, the output signal at the collector

terminal of transistor 410 and across pulse
stretcher circuit 417 will be zero volts. When,

however, a person touches the touch pad 450,

that person’s body capacitance to ground couples

the base of transistor 410 to ground 103 through

resistor 413, thereby forward biasing transistor

410 into conduction. This charges capacitor 418

providing a positive DC voltage with respect to

the line 301 and causes the output of the Schmitt

trigger 420 to go low. Diode 414 is coupled

across the base to emitter junction of transistor

410 to clamp the base emitter reverse bias

voltage to —0.7V and also reduce the forward

recovery and turn—on time. Col. 15:29-47.

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 47 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 47 and claim 34 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

47. The capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit as defined in claim 45,

 ‘‘ ’ ‘ wherein '’

the sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

the input touch terminal is caused by the

operator’s body capacitance decreasing an

input touch terminal signal amplitude on
the detector circuit and wherein the

sensed body capacitance change to ground

tei=n=iina-l is compared to a second

threshold level to generate the control

output signal.

See Claims , 18, 28, an 34.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Another method for

implementing capacitive touch switches relies on

the change in capacitive coupling between a

touch terminal and ground. Systems utilizing
such a method are described in U.S. Pat. No.

4,758,735 and U.S. Pat. No. 5,087,825. With

this methodology the detection circuit consists of

an oscillator (or AC line voltage derivative)

providing a signal to a touch terminal whose

voltage is then monitored by a detector. The
touch terminal is driven in electrical series with

other components that function in part as a

charge pump. The touch of an operator then

provides a capacitive short to ground via the

operator's own body capacitance that lowers the

amplitude of oscillator voltage seen at the touch
terminal.” Col. 3:44-56.
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The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Touch circuit 400

senses capacitance from a touch pad 450 via line

451 and outputs a signal to microcontroller 500

via line 401 upon detecting a capacitance to

ground at touch pad 450 that exceeds a threshold
value. The details of touch circuit 400 are

described below with reference to FIG. 8.” Col.

12:24-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As can be seen, at 1

kHz, the capacitive impedance of the glass is

much greater than the nominal 1 M9 of the

water bridge across the pads. As a result, at 1
kHz, there would be little difference in the

impedance paths to ground of the two adjacent

pads when either is touched. This would result

in the voltage on both pads being pulled towards

ground by comparable amounts. Conversely, at

100 kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl
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or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Col. 10:54 — Col. 11:9.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As stated above, the

operator’s body includes a capacitance to

ground, which may range in a typical person

from between 20 to 300 pF. The base terminal

of transistor 410 is coupled to it’s [sic] eiiiitter

by resistor 412 such that unless capacitance is

present by the user touching the touch pad 450,
transistor 410 will not be forward biased and will

not conduct. Thus, when touch pad 450 is not

touched, the output signal at the collector

terminal of transistor 410 and across pulse

stretcher circuit 417 will be zero volts. When,

however, a person touches the touch pad 450,

that person’s body capacitance to ground couples

the base of transistor 410 to ground 103 through

resistor 413, thereby forward biasing transistor

410 into conduction. This charges capacitor 418

providing a positive DC voltage with respect to

the line 301 and causes the output of the Schmitt

urigger 420 to go low. Diode 414 is coupled

across the base to emitter junction of transistor

410 to clamp the base emitter reverse bias

voltage to —0.7V and also reduce the foiward

recovery and tum—on time. Col. 15:29-47.

K New Claim 48

48. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 45, wherein the signal output The ‘ 1 83 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
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frequencies have a same Hertz value. at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz. the glass impedance drops to

approximately l MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely Water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended
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touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

L. New Claim 49

49. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 45, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency is selected from a plurality of circuit of the present invention features operation

Hertz values. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
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detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz. it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,
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oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

M. New Claim 50

50. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 49, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of
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inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. l0:60 — Col. ll:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. l5:l.
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N. New Claim 51

51. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 49, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 100 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

irnpedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

l0 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at
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or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 1 83 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and tiansistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

0. New Claim 52

52. The capacitive responsive See Fig. 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 49, wherein the plurality of Heitz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 800 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!) or lower
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giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1 impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to l, as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 1l:1—27.

The ‘ l 83 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 5 0

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.
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The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

P. New Claim 53

53. T e capacitive responsive See Figures , 5, C aims 7 an 37.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 45, wherein a peak voltage of the The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Having provided a

signal output frequencies is greater than a basis for the use of higher frequencies, the basic

supply voltage. construction of the electronic switching circuit
constructed in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention is now
described with reference to FIG. 4. The

electronic switching circuit includes a voltage

regulator 100 including input lines 101 and 102

for receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line

103 for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator

100 converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.

Upon being powered by voltage regulator 100,

oscillator 200 generates a square wave with a

frequency of 50 kHz, and preferably greater than

800 kHz, and having an amplitude of 26 V peak.

The square wave generated by oscillator 200 is

supplied via line 201 to a floating common

generator 300, a touch pad shield plate 460, a
touch circuit 400, and a microcontroller 500.
Oscillator 200 is described below with reference

to FIG. 6.” Col. 11:60 — Col. 12:13.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “MiCr0COI1t1‘O11er 500

selects each row of the touch circuits 9001 to

900m by providing the signal from oscillator
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200 to selected rows of touch circuits. In this

manner, microcontroller 500 can sequentially
activate the touch circuit rows and associate the

received inputs from the columns of the array

with the activated touch circuit(s).” Col. 18:43-
49.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A preferred circuit

for implementing a voltage regulator 100 is

shown in FIG. 5. Voltage regulator 100

preferably includes an AC/DC conveitor 110 for

generating 29 V to 36 V unregulated DC on line

119. This unregulated DC power is supplied to a

5 V DC regulator 120 and to a 26 V DC

regulator 130. AC/DC COI1V€1’tO1’ 110 includes

diodes 112, 114, 116, and 118, which rectify the

supplied 24 V AC power provided on power

lines 101 and 102.” Col. 12:50-57; see also Col.
12:57 — Col. 13:31.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The oscillator

circuitry shown in FIG. 6 is very stable over the

temperature range of —40° C. to 105° C. The

output of the touch switch circuitry drops at a

rate of approximately 40 mV/°C. when

temperature falls below 0° C. If application

requires operation at low temperatures (—40° C.),

the following three methods may be used to

increase the output of the switch: increase the

oscillator's regulated supply voltage, increase the

resistance of resistor 416, and use a higher gain
transistor 410. All of these methods would

increase sensitivity at high temperatures.” Col.
16:33-41.

Q. New Claim 54

54. The capacitive responsive The 183 Patent discloses It will be apparent to

electronic switching circuit as defined in those skilled in the art, that various components

claim 53, wherein the supply voltage is a of voltage regulator 100 may be added or

battery supply voltage. excluded depending upon the source of power

available to power the oscillator 200. For

example, if the available power is a 110 V AC
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R. New Claim 55

60 Hz commercial power line, a transformer may

be added to convert the 100 V AC power to 24 V

AC. Alternatively, if a DC batter is used, the

AC/DC convertor among other components may
be eliminated.” Col 13:23-31.

55. The capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 53, wherein the supply voltage is a

voltage regulator supply voltage.

S. New Claim 56

Figures 4, 5, 11, and 12.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The electronic

switching circuit includes a voltage regulator

100 including input lines 101 and 102 for

receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line 103

for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator 100

converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with

reference to FIG. 5.” Col. 11:64 — Col. 12:5; see
also Col. 12:50 — Col. 13:31.

For ease of analysis, new independent claim 56 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 56 and claim 18 of the ‘l83 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

ve el tronice respo

switching circuit comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic

output signal having a predefined

frequency;

seecra m is;

See Claim 18.

a microcontroller using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing

See Figures 4, 5, 11; and Claims 8, 12, 16, 27
and 37.
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signal output frequencies wherein a

signal output freguency is selectively

provided to each row of a plurality of

small sized input touch terminals of a

keypad, and wherein a peak voltage of the

signal output frequencies is greater than a

supply voltage;

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 5 0kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:1—3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
11:19-27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Having provided a

basis for the use of higher frequencies, the basic

construction of the electronic switching circuit
constructed in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention is now
described with reference to FIG. 4. The

electronic switching circuit includes a voltage

regulator 100 including input lines 101 and 102

for receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line

103 for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator

100 converts the received AC voltage to a DC
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voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.

Upon being powered by voltage regulator 100,

oscillator 200 generates a square wave with a

frequency of 50 kHz, and preferably greater than

800 kHz, and having an amplitude of 26 V peak.

The square wave generated by oscillator 200 is

supplied via line 201 to a floating common

generator 300, a touch pad shield plate 460, a

touch circuit 400, and a microcontroller 500.
Oscillator 200 is described below with reference

to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 5 00 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 5 00 outputs a signal to a

load—controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. 11:60 — 12:33.
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The \ 183 Patent discloses “A preferred circuit

for implementing a voltage regulator 100 is

shown in FIG. 5. Voltage regulator 100

preferably includes an AC/DC conveitor 110 for

generating 29 V to 36 V unregulated DC on line

119. This unregulated DC power is supplied to a

5 V DC regulator 120 and to a 26 V DC

regulator 130. AC/DC convertor 110 includes

diodes 112, 114, 116, and 118, which rectify the

supplied 24 V AC power provided on power

lines 101 and 102.” Col. 12:50-57; see also Col.
12:57 — Col. 13:31.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies.” Col. 14:22-25.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The oscillator

circuitry shown in FIG. 6 is very stable over the

temperature range of -40° C. to 105 ° C. The

output of the touch switch circuitry drops at a

rate of approximately 40 mV/°C. when

temperature falls below 0° C. If application

requires operation at low temperatures (-40° C.),

the following three methods may be used to

increase the output of the switch: increase the

oscillator's regulated supply voltage, increase the

resistance of resistor 416, and use a higher gain
transistor 410. All of these methods would

increase sensitivity at high temperatures.” Col.
16:33-41.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance with the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11, components
similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of
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the plurality of small sized input

touch terminals defining adjacent areas on

a dielectric substrate for an operator to

provide inputs by proximity and touch;
and

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 9001 through
900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 900mm by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of
touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 45] between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection
transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics, Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. l8:34—59.

See Claim 18.

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said input touch terminals, said

detector circuit being responsive to signals
from said oscillator via said

microcontroller and a presence of an

operator's body capacitance to ground

coupled to said touch terminals when

proximal or touched by the operator to

provide a control output signal,

wherein said predefined frequency

of said oscillator and said signal output

See Claim 18.

See Claim 18.
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frequencies are selected to decrease a first

impedance of said dielectric substrate

relative to a second impedance of any

contaminate that may create an electrical

path on said dielectric substrate between

said adjacent areas defined by the

plurality of small sized input touch

terminals, and wherein said detector

circuit compares a sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

an input touch terminal to a threshold

level to prevent inadvertent generation of

the control output signal.

T. New Claim 57

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 57 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 57 and claim 33 of the ‘l83 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

57. The capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit as defined in claim 56,

capacitance change to ground proximate

the input touch terminal is caused by the

operator’s body capacitance decreasing an

input touch terminal signal on the detector

circuit, and wherein the sensed body

capacitance Chan ge to ground vvflaen

compared to a second threshold level to

generate the control output signal.

See Claims 1, 18,28, and 33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Touch circuit 400

senses capacitance from a touch pad 450 via line

451 and outputs a signal to microcontroller 500

via line 401 upon detecting a capacitance to

ground at touch pad 450 that exceeds a threshold
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value. The details of touch circuit 400 are

described below with reference to FIG. 8.” Col.

12:24-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As can be seen, at 1

kHz. the capacitive impedance of the glass is

much greater than the nominal 1 M!) of the

water bridge across the pads. As a result, at 1
kHz, there would be little difference in the

impedance paths to ground of the two adjacent

pads when either is touched. This would result

in the voltage on both pads being pulled towards

ground by comparable amounts. Conversely, at

100 kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 1(5)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact. the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Col. 10:54 — Col. 11:9.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As stated above, the

operator’ s body includes a capacitance to

ground, which may range in a typical person

from between 20 to 300 pF. The base teiminal

of transistor 410 is coupled to it’s [sic] emitter

by resistor 412 such that unless capacitance is

present by the user touching the touch pad 450,
transistor 410 will not be forward biased and will

not conduct. Thus, when touch pad 450 is not
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U. New Claim 58

touched, the output signal at the collector

terminal of transistor 410 and across pulse
stretcher circuit 417 will be zero volts. When,

however, a person touches the touch pad 450,

that person’s body capacitance to ground couples

the base of transistor 410 to ground 103 through

resistor 413, thereby forward biasing transistor

410 into conduction. This charges capacitor 418

providing a positive DC voltage with respect to

the line 301 and causes the output of the Schmitt

trigger 420 to go low. Diode 414 is coupled

across the base to emitter junction of transistor

410 to clamp the base emitter reverse bias

voltage to —0.7V and also reduce the forward

recovery and turn—on time. Col. 15:29-47.

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 58 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 58 and claim 34 of the ‘I83 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

58. The capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit as defined in claim 56,

 ‘‘ “ ‘ wherein '’

the sensed body

capacitance change to ground proximate

the input touch terminal is caused by the

operator’s body capacitance decreasing an

input touch terminal signal amplitude on
the detector circuit and wherein the

sensed body capacitance change to ground

termina-l is compared to a second

threshold level to generate the control

output signal.

See Claims , 18, 28, an 34.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Another method for

implementing capacitive touch switches relies on

the change in capacitive coupling between a

touch terminal and ground. Systems utilizing
such a method are described in U.S. Pat. No.

4,758,735 and U.S. Pat. No. 5,087,825. With

this methodology the detection circuit consists of

an oscillator (or AC line voltage derivative)

providing a signal to a touch terminal whose

voltage is then monitored by a detector. The
touch terminal is driven in electrical series with

other components that function in part as a

charge pump. The touch of an operator then

provides a capacitive short to ground via the

operator's own body capacitance that lowers the

amplitude of oscillator voltage seen at the touch
terminal.” Col. 3:44-56.
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The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Touch circuit 400

senses capacitance from a touch pad 450 via line

451 and outputs a signal to microcontroller 500

via line 401 upon detecting a capacitance to

ground at touch pad 450 that exceeds a threshold
value. The details of touch circuit 400 are

described below with reference to FIG. 8.” Col.

12:24-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As can be seen, at 1

kHz, the capacitive impedance of the glass is

much greater than the nominal 1 M9 of the

water bridge across the pads. As a result, at 1
kHz, there would be little difference in the

impedance paths to ground of the two adjacent

pads when either is touched. This would result

in the voltage on both pads being pulled towards

ground by comparable amounts. Conversely, at

100 kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl
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or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Col. 10:54 — Col. 11:9.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As stated above, the

operator’s body includes a capacitance to

ground, which may range in a typical person

from between 20 to 300 pF. The base terminal

of transistor 410 is coupled to it’s [sic] eniitter

by resistor 412 such that unless capacitance is

present by the user touching the touch pad 450,
transistor 410 will not be forward biased and will

not conduct. Thus, when touch pad 450 is not

touched, the output signal at the collector

terminal of transistor 410 and across pulse

stretcher circuit 417 will be zero volts. When,

however, a person touches the touch pad 450,

that person’s body capacitance to ground couples

the base of transistor 410 to ground 103 through

resistor 413, thereby forward biasing transistor

410 into conduction. This charges capacitor 418

providing a positive DC voltage with respect to

the line 301 and causes the output of the Schmitt

urigger 420 to go low. Diode 414 is coupled

across the base to emitter junction of transistor

410 to clamp the base emitter reverse bias

voltage to —0.7V and also reduce the foiward

recovery and tum—on time. Col. 15:29-47.

V. New Claim 59

59. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 56, wherein each signal output The ‘ 1 83 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the plurality of small sized input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
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touch terminals of the keypad has a same at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
Hertz value. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz. the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thennal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely Water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended
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touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

W. New Claim 60

60. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 5 6, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the plurality of small sized input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad is selected at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

from a plurality of Hertz values. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
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detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz. it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,
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oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

X. New Claim 61

61. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 60, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of
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inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. l0:60 — Col. ll:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. l5:l.
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Y. New Claim 62

62. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 60, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 100 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

irnpedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at
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or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 1 83 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 5 0

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and tiansistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

Z. New Claim 63

63. The capacitive responsive See Fig. 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 60, wherein the plurality of Heitz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 800 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!) or lower
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giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1 impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to l, as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 1l:1—27.

The ‘ l 83 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 5 0

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.
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The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

AA. New Claim 64

6 . T e capacitive responsive T e 83 Patent 1SC oses It wi e apparent to

electronic switching circuit as defined in those skilled in the art, that various components

claim 56, wherein the supply voltage is a of voltage regulator 100 may be added or

battery supply voltage. excluded depending upon the source of power

available to power the oscillator 200. For

example, if the available power is a 110 V AC

60 Hz commercial power line, a transformer may

be added to convert the 100 V AC power to 24 V

AC. Alternatively, if a DC batter is used, the

AC/DC convertor among other components may
be eliminated.” Col 13:23-31.

BB. New Claim 65

The capaciti e respo F gures 4, 5, 11, and 12.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 56, wherein the supply voltage is a The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The electronic

voltage regulator supply voltage. switching circuit includes a voltage regulator

100 including input lines 101 and 102 for

receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line 103

for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator 100

converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.” Col. 11:64 — C01. 12:5; see
also Col. 12:50 — Col. 13:31.
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CC. New Claim 66

66. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 27, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the closely spaced array of input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad has a same at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
Hertz value. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at
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or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 1 83 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 5 0

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

DD. New Claim 67

67. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 27, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the closely spaced array of input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad is selected at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

from a plurality of Hertz values. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz. the glass impedance drops to
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approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k9

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. ll:27.
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The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

EE. New Claim 68

68. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 67, wherein the plurality of Heitz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to mimmize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to
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ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of
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oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Co]. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.

FF. New Claim 69

69. The capacitive responsive See Figure ll.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 67, wherein the plurality of Heitz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than l00 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k9

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components
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and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

GG. New Claim 70

70. The capacitive responsive See Fig. 1 1.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 67, wherein the plurality of Heitz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection
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values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 800 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!) or lower

giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to l, as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. ll:l—27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the
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resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

HH. New Claim 71

71. The capacitive responsive See Figures 19, 20A—C; and Claims 28 and 35.

electronic switching circuit as defined in
claim 27, wherein the detector circuit is The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In another

configured to inhibit the control output embodiment a method to prevent inadveitent so

signal unless the operator is proximal or actuations is to require a multi—step process.

touches said second touch terminal after Referring to FIG. 19, a device is shown having a

the operator is proximal or touches said first palm button 2201, a second palm button

first touch tenninal. 2202, and an indicator light 2205. Palm button
2201 has to be activated first and then button

2202 has to be activated within a 2 second time

window before a desired actuation can occur.”

Col. 22:49-55.

The ‘ 1 83 Patent discloses “In a variation of the

multi—step process, two touch plates within a

housing (one vertical and one horizontal) are

used to provide a two—step turn—on. Referring to

FIGS. 20A—C, the first step to actuate the output

relay 2310, is initiated when the operator inserts
his hands and touches the vertical touch sensor

2301 with the dorsal side of the hands. A yellow

LED 2304 on top of the device show the

successful completion of the first step. The

second step is to flip the hand over and touch the

horizontal touch sensor 2302 with the palmar
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side of the hand. A red LED 2305 on top of the

device shows the completion of the two step

turn—on and activation of output relay 2310. The

flipping action of the hand in the second step

causes the forearm muscles to flex, thereby

reducing stiffness and fatigue. Also. the hands,
and arms can rest on the run bar until the

machine cycle is complete. The second step of

the two—step turn—on must occur within some

predetermined time (for example 2 seconds)
after the release of vertical touch sensor or the

first step must be repeated.” Col. 23: 19-36.

II. New Claim 72

For ease of analysis, new independent claim 72 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 72 and claim 27 of the ‘I83 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

72. A capacitive responsive electronic See Claim 27.

switching circuit for a controlled keypad

device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic See Claim 27.

output signal having a predefined

frequency;

a microcontroller using the See Figures 4, 11; and Claims 8, 12, 16.

periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

signal output frequencies directly to a circuit of the present invention features operation

closely spaced array of input touch at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

terminals of a keypad, the input touch at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

terminals comprising first and second surface contamination from materials such a

input touch terminals; [sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
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5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:1—3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 1 : 19-27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Upon being powered

by voltage regulator 100, oscillator 200

generates a square wave with a frequency of 50

kHz, and preferably greater than 800 kHz, and

having an amplitude of 26 V peak. The square

wave generated by oscillator 200 is supplied via

line 201 to a floating common generator 300, a

touch pad shield plate 460, a touch circuit 400,
and a microcontroller 500. Oscillator 200 is

described below with reference to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating connnon output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
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below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 500 outputs a signal to a

load—controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. 12:6—33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies.” Col. 14:22-25.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance with the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11, components
similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 9001 through

900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 900m by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of

touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 451 between
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the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection

transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics. Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. 18:34-59.

the first and second input touch

terminals defining areas for an operator to

provide an input by proximity and touch;
and

See Claim 27.

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator

via said microcontroller and a presence of

an operator‘s body capacitance to ground

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals when proximal or touched by

the operator to provide a control output

signal for actuation of the controlled

keypad device, said detector circuit being

configured to generate said control output

signal when the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after

the operator is proximal or touches said
first touch terminal.

See Claim 27.

JJ. New Claim 73

73. The capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 72, wherein the signal output

See Figure 11.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
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frequencies have a same Hertz value. at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz. the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely Water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended
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touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

KK. New Claim 74

74. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 72, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency is selected from a plurality of circuit of the present invention features operation

Hertz values. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
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detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz. it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,
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oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

LL. New Claim 75

75. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 74, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of
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inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. l0:60 — Col. ll:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. l5:l.
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MM. New Claim 76

76. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 74, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 100 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

irnpedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at
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or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 1 83 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and tiansistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

NN. New Claim 77

77. The capacitive responsive See Fig. 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 74, wherein the plurality of Heitz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 800 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!) or lower
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giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1 impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to l, as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 1l:1—27.

The ‘ l 83 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 5 0

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.
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The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
—Col. l5:l.

00. New Claim 78

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 78 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 78 and claim 28 of the ‘I83 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

78. The capacitive responsive See Claims 27 and 28.

electronic switching circuit as defined in
claim 72, wherein said detector circuit

geneieates is configured to generate said

control output signal only when the

operator is proximal or touches said
second touch teiminal within a

predetermined time period after the

operator is proximal or touches said first
touch terminal.

PP. New Claim 79

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 79 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 79 and claim 36 of the ‘I83 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

79. The capacitive responsive See Claims 32 and 36.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 72; and—further i-neludi-Hg The ‘ l 83 Patent discloses “The microprocessor

comprising an indicator for indicating also allows the use of visual indicators such as

when—s-aid th_e detector circuit determines LEDs or annunciators such as a bell or tone

has determined that the operator is generator to confirm the actuation of a given
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proximal or touches said second touch touch switch or switches. This 1S particularly

terminal. useful in cases where a sequence of actuations is

required before an action occurs. The feedback

to the operator provided by a visual or audio

indicator activated by the microprocessor in

response to intermediate touches in a required

sequence can minimize time lost and/or

frustration on the part of the operator due to

failed actuations from partial touches or wrong

actuations from touching the wrong pad in a

given required sequence or combination of
touches.” Col. 6:31-42.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A further option is to

provide one or more LEDs 2205 or audible
annunciators for visual or audible feedback to

the operator. Specifically, in FIG. 19 the LED
2205 will come on when button 2201 has been

successfully activated to cue the operator that it

is time to move to button 2202. Where required
a second LED with a different color than the first

(yellow for the first LED and red for the second)

can be provided to provide visual confirmation
that the second button 2202 has been activated or

that the required combination of the two buttons
has been activated. Two different audible tone

or sound generators could also be used in lieu of

the LEDs to provide feedback to the operator.”
Col. 2321-12.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A red LED 2305 on

top of the device shows the completion of the

two step tum—on and activation of output relay
2310.” Col. 23:28-30.

QQ. New Claim 80

80. The capacitive responsive ee Figures 1 , 20A—C, and Claims 28 and 35.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 72, wherein the detector circuit is The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In another

configured to inhibit the control output embodiment a method to prevent inadvertent so

signal unless the operator is proximal or actuations is to require a multi—step process.

touches said second touch terminal after Referring to FIG. 19, a device is shown having a
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the operator is proximal or touches said first palm button 2201, a second palm button

first touch terminal. 2202, and an indicator light 2205. Palm button
2201 has to be activated first and then button

2202 has to be activated within a 2 second time

window before a desired actuation can occur.”

Col. 22:49-55.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a variation of the

multi—step process, two touch plates within a

housing (one vertical and one horizontal) are

used to provide a two—step turn—on. Referring to

FIGS. 20A—C, the first step to actuate the output

relay 2310, is initiated when the operator inserts
his hands and touches the vertical touch sensor

2301 with the dorsal side of the hands. A yellow

LED 2304 on top of the device show the

successful completion of the first step. The

second step is to flip the hand over and touch the

horizontal touch sensor 2302 with the palmar

side of the hand. A red LED 2305 on top of the

device shows the completion of the two step

turn—on and activation of output relay 2310. The

flipping action of the hand in the second step

causes the forearm muscles to flex, thereby

reducing stiffness and fatigue. Also, the hands,
and arms can rest on the run bar until the

machine cycle is complete. The second step of

the two—step turn—on must occur within some

predetermined time (for example 2 seconds)
after the release of vertical touch sensor or the

first step must be repeated.” Col. 23: 19-36.

RR. New Claim 81

81. The capacitive responsive See Figures 4, 5; Claims 27 and 37.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 72, wherein a peak voltage of the The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Having provided a

signal output frequencies is greater than a basis for the use of higher frequencies, the basic

supply voltage. construction of the electronic switching circuit
constructed in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention is now
described with reference to FIG. 4. The

electronic switching circuit includes a voltage
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regulator 100 including input lines 101 and 102

for receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line

103 for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator

100 converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.

Upon being powered by voltage regulator 100,

oscillator 200 generates a square wave with a

frequency of 50 kHz, and preferably greater than

800 kHz, and having an amplitude of 26 V peak.

The square wave generated by oscillator 200 is

supplied via line 201 to a floating common

generator 300, a touch pad shield plate 460, a

touch circuit 400, and a microcontroller 500.
Oscillator 200 is described below with reference

to FIG. 6.” Col. 11:60 — Col. 12:13.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “MiCr0COI1t1‘O1ler 500

selects each row of the touch circuits 9001 to

900m by providing the signal from oscillator
200 to selected rows of touch circuits. In this

manner, microcontroller 500 can sequentially
activate the touch circuit rows and associate the

received inputs from the columns of the array

with the activated touch circuit(s).” Col. 18:43-
49.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A preferred circuit

for implementing a voltage regulator 100 is

shown in FIG. 5. Voltage regulator 100

preferably includes an AC/DC convertor 110 for

generating 29 V to 36 V unregulated DC on line

119. This unregulated DC power is supplied to a

5 V DC regulator 120 and to a 26 V DC

regulator 130. AC/DC convertor 110 includes

diodes 112, 114, 116, and 118, which rectify the

supplied 24 V AC power provided on power

lines 101 and 102.” Col. 12:50-57; see also Col.
12:57 — Col. 13:31.
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The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The oscillator

circuitry shown in FIG. 6 is very stable over the

temperature range of —40° C. to 105 ° C. The

output of the touch switch circuitry drops at a

rate of approximately 40 mV/°C. when

temperature falls below 0° C. If application

requires operation at low temperatures (—40° C.),

the following three methods may be used to

increase the output of the switch: increase the

oscillator's regulated supply voltage, increase the

resistance of resistor 416, and use a higher gain
transistor 410. All of these methods would

increase sensitivity at high temperatures.” Col.
16:33-41.

SS. New Claim 82

82. The capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 81, wherein the supply voltage is a

battery supply voltage.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “It will be apparent to

those skilled in the art, that various components

of voltage regulator 100 may be added or

excluded depending upon the source of power

available to power the oscillator 200. For

example, if the available power is a 110 V AC

60 Hz commercial power line, a transformer may

be added to convert the 100 V AC power to 24 V

AC. Alternatively, if a DC batter is used, the

AC/DC convertor among other components may
be eliminated.” Col 13:23-31.

TT. New Claim 83

83. The capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 81, wherein the supply voltage is a

voltage regulator supply voltage.

Figures 4,5, 11, and 12.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The electronic

switching circuit includes a voltage regulator

100 including input lines 101 and 102 for

receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line 103

for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator 100

converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.
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UU. New Claim 84

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with

reference to FIG. 5.” C01. 11:64 — Col. 12:5; see
also Col. 12:50 — Col. 13:31.

For ease of analysis, new independent claim 84 is shown below with pseudo—a1nend1nents

illustrating the differences between new claim 84 and claim 27 of the ‘183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

84. A capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit for a controlled keypad

device comprising:

See Claim 27.

an oscillator providing a periodic

output signal having a predefined

frequency;

See Claim 27.

a microcontroller using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies to a closely

spaced array of input touch terminals of a

keypad, the input touch terminals

comprising first and second input touch

terminals, wherein a peak voltage of the

signal output frequencies is greater than a

supply voltage;

See Figures 4, 5, 11; and Claims 8, 12, 16, 27
and 37.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 5 0 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:l—3.
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The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 1:19-27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Having provided a

basis for the use of higher frequencies, the basic

construction of the electronic switching circuit
constructed in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention is now
described with reference to FIG. 4. The

electronic switching circuit includes a voltage

regulator 100 including input lines 101 and 102

for receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line

103 for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator

100 conveits the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.

Upon being powered by voltage regulator 100,

oscillator 200 generates a square wave with a

frequency of 50 kHz, and preferably greater than

800 kHz, and having an amplitude of 26 V peak.

The square wave generated by oscillator 200 is

supplied via line 201 to a floating common

generator 300, a touch pad shield plate 460, a
touch circuit 400, and a microcontroller 500.
Oscillator 200 is described below with reference

to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5
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volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 500 outputs a signal to a

load—controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. 11:60 — 12:33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A preferred circuit

for implementing a voltage regulator 100 is

shown in FIG. 5. Voltage regulator 100

preferably includes an AC/DC conveitor 110 for

generating 29 V to 36 V unregulated DC on line

119. This unregulated DC power is supplied to a

5 V DC regulator 120 and to a 26 V DC

regulator 130. AC/DC convertor 110 includes

diodes 112, 114, 116, and 118, which rectify the

supplied 24 V AC power provided on power
lines 101 and 102.” Col. 12:50-57; see also Col.
12:57 — Col. 13:31.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output
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frequencies.” Col. 14:22-25.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The oscillator

circuitry shown in FIG. 6 is very stable over the

temperature range of —40° C. to 105° C. The

output of the touch switch circuitry drops at a

rate of approximately 40 1nV/°C. when

temperature falls below 0° C. If application

requires operation at low temperatures (—40° C.),

the following three methods may be used to

increase the output of the switch: increase the

oscillator's regulated supply voltage, increase the

resistance of resistor 416, and use a higher gain
transistor 410. All of these methods would

increase sensitivity at high temperatures.” Col.
16:33-41.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance with the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 1 1 . In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11, components
similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 9001 through

900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch

circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
Microcontroller 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 900m by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of

touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 451 between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection

transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics. Inc.
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can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. 18:34-59.

the first and second input touch

terminals defining areas for an operator to

provide an input by proximity and touch;
and

See Claim 27.

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator

via said microcontroller and a presence of

an operator's body capacitance to ground

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals when proximal or touched by

the operator to provide a control output

signal for actuation of the controlled

keypad device, said detector circuit being

configured to generate said control output

signal when the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after

the operator is proximal or touches said
first touch terminal.

See Claim 27.

VV. New Claim 85

85. The capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84, wherein the signal output

frequencies have a same Hertz value.

See Figure ll.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to
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approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k9

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. ll:27.
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The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

WW. New Claim 86

86. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency is selected from a plurality of circuit of the present invention features operation

Hertz values. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 kfl

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to
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ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of
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oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Co]. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.

XX. New Claim 87

87. The capacitive responsive See Figure ll.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 86, wherein the plurality of Heitz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k9

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components
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and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

YY. New Claim 88

88. The capacitive responsive See Figure 1 1.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 86, wherein the plurality of Heitz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection
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values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 100 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k9

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thennal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance
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paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

ZZ. New Claim 89

89. The capacitive responsive See Fig. 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 86, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 800 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 k!) or lower

giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1 impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to 1. as
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illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thermal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. ll:l—27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 5 0

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily
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vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

AAA. New Claim 90

90. The capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84, wherein the supply voltage is a

battery supply voltage.

BBB. New Claim 91

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “It will be apparent to

those skilled in the art, that various components

of voltage regulator 100 may be added or

excluded depending upon the source of power

available to power the oscillator 200. For

example, if the available power is a 110 V AC

60 Hz commercial power line, a transformer may

be added to convert the 100 V AC power to 24 V

AC. Alternatively, if a DC batter is used, the

AC/DC convertor among other components may
be eliminated.” Col 13:23-31.

91. The capacitive responsive

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84, wherein the supply voltage is a

voltage regulator supply voltage.

Figures 4, 5, 11, and 12.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The electronic

switching circuit includes a voltage regulator

100 including input lines 101 and 102 for

receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line 103

for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator 100

converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.” Col. 11:64 — Col. 12:5; see
also Col. 12:50 — Col. 13:31.
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CCC. New Claim 92

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 92 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 92 and claim 28 of the ‘I83 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

92. The capacitive responsive See Claims 27 and 28.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84, wherein said detector circuit

generates is configured to generate said

control output signal only when the

operator is proximal or touches said
second touch terminal within a

predetermined time period after the

operator is proximal or touches said first
touch terminal.

DDD. New Claim 93

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 93 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 93 and claim 36 of the ‘I83 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

93. The capacitive responsive See Claims 32 and 36.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84. and—further i-nel-ud-i-ng The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The microprocessor

comprising an indicator for indicating also allows the use of visual indicators such as

when—s-aid th_e detector circuit determines LEDs or annunciators such as a bell or tone

has determined that the operator is generator to confirm the actuation of a given

proximal or touches said second touch touch switch or switches. This is particularly

terminal. useful in cases where a sequence of actuations is

required before an action occurs. The feedback

to the operator provided by a visual or audio

indicator activated by the microprocessor in

response to intermediate touches in a required

sequence can minimize time lost and/or

frustration on the part of the operator due to

failed actuations from partial touches or wrong

actuations from touching the wrong pad in a
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given required sequence or combination of
touches.” Col. 6:31-42.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “A further option is to

provide one or more LEDs 2205 or audible
annunciators for visual or audible feedback to

the operator. Specifically, in FIG. 19 the LED
2205 will come on when button 2201 has been

successfully activated to cue the operator that it

is time to move to button 2202. Where required
a second LED with a different color than the first

(yellow for the first LED and red for the second)

can be provided to provide visual confirmation
that the second button 2202 has been activated or

that the required combination of the two buttons
has been activated. Two different audible tone

or sound generators could also be used in lieu of

the LEDs to provide feedback to the operator.”
Col. 2311-12.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A red LED 2305 on

top of the device shows the completion of the

two step tum-on and activation of output relay
2310.” Col. 23:28-30.

EEE. New Claim 94

94. The capacitive responsive See Figures 19, 20A—C; and Claims 28 and 35.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 84, wherein the detector circuit is The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In another

configured to inhibit the control output embodiment a method to prevent inadveitent so

signal unless the operator is proximal or actuations is to require a multi-step process.

touches said second touch terminal after Referring to FIG. 19, a device is shown having a

the operator is proximal or touches said first palm button 2201. a second palm button

first touch terminal. 2202, and an indicator light 2205. Palm button
2201 has to be activated first and then button

2202 has to be activated within a 2 second time

window before a desired actuation can occur.”

Col. 22:49-55.

The ‘183 Patent discloses “In a variation of the

multi-step process, two touch plates within a

housing (one vertical and one horizontal) are
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used to provide a two—step turn—on. Referring to

FIGS. 20A—C, the first step to actuate the output

relay 23 l0, is initiated when the operator inserts
his hands and touches the vertical touch sensor

2301 with the dorsal side of the hands. A yellow

LED 2304 on top of the device show the

successful completion of the first step. The

second step is to flip the hand over and touch the

horizontal touch sensor 2302 with the palmar

side of the hand. A red LED 2305 on top of the

device shows the completion of the two step

turn—on and activation of output relay 2310. The

flipping action of the hand in the second step

causes the forearm muscles to flex, thereby

reducing stiffness and fatigue. Also. the hands,
and aims can rest on the run bar until the

machine cycle is complete. The second step of

the two—step turn—on must occur within some

predetermined time (for example 2 seconds)
after the release of vertical touch sensor or the

first step must be repeated.” Col. 23: 19-36.

FFF. New Claim 95

For ease of analysis, new independent claim 95 is shown below with pseudo—amendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 95 and claim 27 of the ‘l83 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

95. A capacitive responsive electronic

switching circuit for a controlled keypad

device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic

output signal having a predefined

frequency;

See Claim 27.

See Claim 27.

a microcontroller using the

periodic output signal from the oscillator,

the microcontroller selectively providing

signal output frequencies, wherein a

signal output frequency is selectively

provided to each row of a closely spaced

See Figures 4, 5, ll; and Claims 8, 12, 16, 27
and 37.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

circuit of the present invention features operation

at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
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array of input touch terminals of a keypad,

the input touch terminals comprising first

and second input touch terminals, and

wherein a peak voltage of the signal

output freguencies is greater than a supply

voltage;

at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. It also offers

improvements in detection sensitivity that allow

close control of the degree of proximity (ideally

very close proximity) that is required for

actuation and to enable employment of a

multiplicity of small sized touch terminals in a

physically close array such as a keyboard.” Col.
5:49-57.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a first preferred
embodiment the circuit offers enhanced

detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation

with small (finger size) touch pads.” Col. 6:1—3.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Although the

preferred frequency is at or above 100 kHz, and

more preferably at or above 800 kHz, it is

conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz

could be used provided the frequency creates a

difference in the impedance paths of adjacent

pads that is sufficient enough to accurately

distinguish between an intended touch and the

touch of an adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as

low as 50 kHz may also be possible depending

upon the type of glass or covering or the

thickness thereof used for the touch pad.” Col.
1 1 : 19-27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Having provided a

basis for the use of higher frequencies, the basic

construction of the electronic switching circuit
constructed in accordance with a first

embodiment of the present invention is now
described with reference to FIG. 4. The

electronic switching circuit includes a voltage

regulator 100 including input lines 101 and 102

for receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line

103 for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator

100 converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200
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with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.

Upon being powered by voltage regulator 100,

oscillator 200 generates a square wave with a

frequency of 50 kHz, and preferably greater than

800 kHz, and having an amplitude of 26 V peak.

The square wave generated by oscillator 200 is

supplied via line 201 to a floating common

generator 300, a touch pad shield plate 460, a
touch circuit 400, and a microcontroller 500.
Oscillator 200 is described below with reference

to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26

V peak square wave from oscillator 200 and

outputs a regulated floating common that is 5

volts below the square wave output from

oscillator 200 and has the same phase and

frequency as the received square wave. This

floating common output is supplied to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500 via line 301

such that the output square wave from oscillator

200 and floating common output from floating

common generator 300 provide power to touch
circuit 400 and microcontroller 500. Details of

floating common generator 300 are discussed
below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a

touch pad 450 via line 451 and outputs a signal

to microcontroller 500 via line 401 upon

detecting a capacitance to ground at touch pad
450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details

of touch circuit 400 are described below with

reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit

400 that a sufficient capacitance to ground

(typically at least 20 pF) is present at touch pad

450, microcontroller 500 outputs a signal to a

load—controlling microcontroller 600 via line

501, which is preferably a two way optical

coupling bus.” Col. 11:60 — 12:33.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A preferred circuit

for implementing a voltage regulator 100 is
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shown in FIG. 5. Voltage regulator 100

preferably includes an AC/DC conveitor 110 for

generating 29 V to 36 V unregulated DC on line

119. This unregulated DC power is supplied to a

5 V DC regulator 120 and to a 26 V DC

regulator 130. AC/DC convertor 110 includes

diodes 112, 114, 116, and 118, which rectify the

supplied 24 V AC power provided on power
lines 101 and 102.” Col. 12:50-57; see also Col.
12:57 — Col. 13:31.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent
to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies.” Col. 14:22-25.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The oscillator

circuitry shown in FIG. 6 is very stable over the

temperature range of —40° C. to 105 ° C. The

output of the touch switch circuitry drops at a

rate of approximately 40 mV/°C. when

temperature falls below 0° C. If application

requires operation at low temperatures (—40° C.),

the following three methods may be used to

increase the output of the switch: increase the

oscillator's regulated supply voltage, increase the

resistance of resistor 416, and use a higher gain
transistor 410. All of these methods would

increase sensitivity at high temperatures.” Col.
16:33-41.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A multiple touch pad
circuit constructed in accordance with the

second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11, components
similar to those in the first embodiment in FIG. 4

are designated with the same references
numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of

the first embodiment in that it includes an array

of touch circuits designated as 9001 through

900nm, which, as shown, include both the touch
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circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the input

touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4).
Microcontrollei‘ 500 selects each row of the

touch circuits 9001 to 900m by providing the

signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of
touch circuits. In this manner, microcontroller

500 can sequentially activate the touch circuit

rows and associate the received inputs from the

columns of the array with the activated touch

circuit(s). To keep the path length 451 between

the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection

transistor 410 to a minimum, the detection

circuits 900 are physically located directly

beneath the touch pads. To simplify assembly, a

flexible circuit board such as vended by

Sheldahl, Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics, Inc.

can be used for this purpose. Ideally, the printed

circuit will be fixed directly against the surface

(typically glass) bearing the conductive touch

pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for

conductive foam pads and spring contacts which

were used to fill air gaps.” Col. 18:34-59.

the first and second input touch

terminals defining areas for an operator to

provide an input by proximity and touch;
and

See Claim 27.

a detector circuit coupled to said

oscillator for receiving said periodic

output signal from said oscillator, and

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals, said detector circuit being

responsive to signals from said oscillator

via said microcontroller and a presence of

an operator‘s body capacitance to ground

coupled to said first and second touch

terminals when proximal or touched by

the operator to provide a control output

signal for actuation of the controlled

keypad device, said detector circuit being

configured to generate said control output

signal when the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after

the operator is proximal or touches said

See Claim 27.
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first touch terminal.

GGG. New Claim 96

96. The capacitive responsive See Figure ll.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 95, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the closely spaced airay of input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad has a same at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
Hertz value. surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k9

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to l, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass
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becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

HHH. New Claim 97

97. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 95, wherein each signal output The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

frequency selectively provided to each circuit of the present invention features operation

row of the closely spaced array of input at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably

touch terminals of the keypad is selected at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
surface contamination from materials such a
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from a plurality of Hertz values. [sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k9

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be
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possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

III. New Claim 98

98. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 97, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 50 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 M52 resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 5 7. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads
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by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 1(5)

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact. the impedance ratio may exceed 10
to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of

operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50
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kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 1 83 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

JJJ. New Claim 99

99. The capacitive responsive See Figure 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 97, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 100 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “Conversely, at 100

kHz, the glass impedance drops to

approximately 1 MS) resulting in the impedance

of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that

of the touched pad 57. For cases where

background noise and temperature drifts are

comparatively small, a 100 kHz oscillator

frequency would allow a sufficiently low
detection threshold to be set to differentiate

between the signal changes induced at both pads

by a human touch opposite a single pad. At 800

kHz, the impedance of the glass drops to 200 k9

or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1

impedance difference between the paths to

ground of the touched pad 57 and adjacent pads

59. In fact, the impedance ratio may exceed 10

to 1, as illustrated in the calculation below. This
allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad

resulting in a much lower incidence of

inadvertent actuation of adjacent touch pads to

that of the touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of
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operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the

preferred embodiment or even higher. However,

as noted earlier, higher frequency operation

forces the use of more expensive components

and designs. For applications where thermal drift

and electronic noise levels are low, operation at

or near 100 kHz may be possible. However, at

10 kHz and below, the impedance of the glass

becomes much greater than that of likely water

bridges between pads resulting in adjacent pads

being effected as much by a touch as the touched

pad itself. Although the preferred frequency is at

or above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or

above 800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies

as low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the

touch pad. Col. 10:60 — Col. 11:27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

or greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
—Col. 15:1.
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KKK. New Claim 100

100. The capacitive responsive See Fig. 11.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 97, wherein the plurality of Hertz The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The touch detection

values comprises Hertz values greater circuit of the present invention features operation

than 800 kHz. at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and preferably
at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of

surface contamination from materials such a

[sic] skin oils and water. Col. 5:49-53.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “At 800 kHz, the

impedance of the glass drops to 200 kS2 or lower

giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to 1 impedance

difference between the paths to ground of the

touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact, the

impedance ratio may exceed 10 to l, as
illustrated in the calculation below. This allows

the detection threshold for the touched pad to be

set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting
in a much lower incidence of inadvertent

actuation of adjacent touch pads to that of the

touched pad. Ideally, the frequency of operation

would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred

embodiment or even higher. However, as noted

earlier, higher frequency operation forces the use

of more expensive components and designs. For

applications where thennal drift and electronic

noise levels are low, operation at or near 100

kHz may be possible. However, at 10 kHz and

below, the impedance of the glass becomes

much greater than that of likely water bridges

between pads resulting in adjacent pads being

effected as much by a touch as the touched pad

itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or

above 100 kHz, and more preferably at or above

800 kHz, it is conceivable that frequencies as

low as 50 kHz could be used provided the

frequency creates a difference in the impedance

paths of adjacent pads that is sufficient enough

to accurately distinguish between an intended

touch and the touch of an adjacent pad. Use of

frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also be

possible depending upon the type of glass or

covering or the thickness thereof used for the
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touch pad. Col. 11:1—27.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “As will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, the values of the

resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200

may be varied from those disclosed above to

provide for different oscillator output

frequencies. As discussed above, however,

oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to

output a square wave having a frequency of 50

kHz or greater, and more preferably, of 800 kHz

01' greater. Col. 14:22-28.

The ‘ 183 Patent disclosed “The combination of

oscillator voltage, frequency and transistor gain

bandwidth product that is used will necessarily

vary with the cost, safety and reliability

requirements of a given application.” Col. 14:65
— Col. 15:1.

LLL. New Claim 101

101. The capacitive responsive The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “It will be apparent to

electronic switching circuit as defined in those skilled in the art, that various components

claim 95, wherein the supply voltage is a of voltage regulator 100 may be added or

battery supply voltage. excluded depending upon the source of power

available to power the oscillator 200. For

example, if the available power is a 110 V AC

60 Hz commercial power line, a transformer may

be added to convert the 100 V AC power to 24 V

AC. Alternatively, if a DC batter is used, the

AC/DC convertor among other components may
be eliminated.” Col 13:23-31.

MMM. New Claim 102

102. The capacitive responsive Figures 4, 5, 11, and 12.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 95, wherein the supply voltage is a The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The electronic

switching circuit includes a voltage regulator

100 including input lines 101 and 102 for
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voltage regulator supply voltage. receiving a 24 V AC line voltage and a line 103

for grounding the circuit. Voltage regulator 100

converts the received AC voltage to a DC

voltage and supplies a regulated 5 V DC power
to an oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105.

Voltage regulator also supplies oscillator 200

with 26 V DC power via line 106. The details of

voltage regulator 100 are discussed below with
reference to FIG. 5.” Col. 11:64 — Col. 12:5; see
also Col. 12:50 — Col. 13:31.

NNN. New Claim 103

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 103 is shown below with pseudo—a1nendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 103 and claim 28 of the ‘ 183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

103. The capacitive responsive See Claims 27 and 28.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 95, wherein said detector circuit

geflefatesi said

control output signal only when the

operator is proximal or touches said
second touch tenninal within a

predetermined time period after the

operator is proximal or touches said first
touch terminal.

000. New Claim 104

For ease of analysis, new dependent claim 104 is shown below with pseudo—a1nendments

illustrating the differences between new claim 104 and claim 36 of the ‘ 183 Patent following the

first reexamination proceeding.

104. The capacitive responsive See Claims 32 and 36.

electronic switching circuit as defined in

claim 95, and—fuithe1'ineluel:i-n~g The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “The microprocessor
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comprising an indicator for indicating also allows the use of visual indicators such as

when—saiel th_e detector circuit determines LEDs or annunciators such as a bell or tone

has determined that the operator is generator to confirm the actuation of a given

proximal or touches said second touch touch switch or switches. This is particularly

terminal. useful in cases where a sequence of actuations is

required before an action occurs. The feedback

to the operator provided by a visual or audio

indicator activated by the microprocessor in

response to intermediate touches in a required

sequence can minimize time lost and/or

frustration on the part of the operator due to

failed actuations from partial touches or wrong

actuations from touching the wrong pad in a

given required sequence or combination of
touches.” Col. 6:31-42.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A further option is to

provide one or more LEDs 2205 or audible
annunciators for visual or audible feedback to

the operator. Specifically, in FIG. 19 the LED
2205 will come on when button 2201 has been

successfully activated to cue the operator that it

is time to move to button 2202. Where required
a second LED with a different color than the first

(yellow for the first LED and red for the second)

can be provided to provide visual confirmation
that the second button 2202 has been activated or

that the required combination of the two buttons
has been activated. Two different audible tone

or sound generators could also be used in lieu of

the LEDs to provide feedback to the operator.”
Col. 2311-12.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “A red LED 2305 on

top of the device shows the completion of the

two step tum—on and activation of output relay
2310.” Col. 23:28-30.

PPP. New Claim 105

105. The capacitive responsive See Figures 19, 20A—C; and Claims 28 and 35.

electronic switching circuit as defined in
claim 95, wherein the detector circuit is The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In another
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configured to inhibit the control output embodiment a method to prevent inadvertent so

signal unless the operator is proximal or actuations is to require a multi—step process.

touches said second touch terminal after Referring to FIG. l9, a device is shown having a

the operator is proximal or touches said first palm button 220], a second palm button

first touch terminal. 2202, and an indicator light 2205. Palm button
2201 has to be activated first and then button

2202 has to be activated within a 2 second time

window before a desired actuation can occur.”

Col. 22:49-55.

The ‘ 183 Patent discloses “In a variation of the

multi—step process, two touch plates within a

housing (one vertical and one horizontal) are

used to provide a two—step turn—on. Referring to

FIGS. 20A—C, the first step to actuate the output

relay 2310, is initiated when the operator inseits
his hands and touches the vertical touch sensor

2301 with the dorsal side of the hands. A yellow

LED 2304 on top of the device show the

successful completion of the first step. The

second step is to flip the hand over and touch the

horizontal touch sensor 2302 with the palmar

side of the hand. A red LED 2305 on top of the

device shows the completion of the two step

turn—on and activation of output relay 2310. The

flipping action of the hand in the second step

causes the forearm muscles to flex, thereby

reducing stiffness and fatigue. Also. the hands,
and arms can rest on the run bar until the

machine cycle is complete. The second step of

the two—step turn—on must occur within some

predetermined time (for example 2 seconds)
after the release of vertical touch sensor or the

first step must be repeated.” Col. 23: 19-36.
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V. CONCLUSION

In View of the above, the Patent Owner submits that the claims are in condition for

allowance. The present amendment neither enlarges the scope of the claims of the patent nor

introduces new matter. If the Examiner should have any questions, please contact the Patent

Owner’ S Attorney, Brian A. Carlson, at 972-732-1001. The Commissioner is hereby authorized

to charge any fees due in connection with this filing, or credit any overpayment, to Deposit

Account No. 50-1065.

Respectfully submitted,

December 24 2013 /Brian A. Carlson/

Date Brian A. Carlson

Reg. No. 37,793

Slater & Matsil, L.L.P.
17950 Preston Rd.

Suite 1000

Dallas, TX 75252
972-732-1001

972-732-9218 (fax)
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1
CAPACITIVE RESPONSIVE ELECTRONIC

SWITCHING CIRCUIT

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an electrical circuit and
particularly a capacitive responsive electronic switching
circuit used to make possible a “zero force" manual elec-
tronic switch.

Manual switches are well known in the an existing in the
familiar forms of the common toggle light switch. pull cord
switches. push button switches. and keyboard switches
among others. The majority of such switches employ a
mechanical contact that “makes” and “breaks” the circuit to

be switched as the switch is moved to a closed or an open
condition.

Switches that operate by a mechanical contact have a
number of well known problems. First. mechanical move-
ments of components within any mechanism make those
components susceptible to wear. fatigue. and loosening. This
is a progressive problem that occurs with use and leads to
eventual failure when a sutficient amount of movement has
occurred

Second. a sudden “make” or “break” between conductive

contacts typically produces an electrical are as the contacts
come into close proximity. This arcing action generates both
radio frequency emissions and high frequency noise on the
line that is switched.

Third. the separation between contacts that occurs on each
break. exposes the contact surfaces to corrosion and con-
tamination. A particular problem occurs when the arc asso-
ciated with a “make” or “break” occurs in an oxidizing
atmosphere. The heat of the arc in the presence of oxygen
facilitates the formation of oxides on the contact surfaces.

Once exposed. the contact surfaces of mechanical switches
are also vulnerable to contaminants. Water borne contami-

nants such as oils and salts can be a particular problem on
the contact surfaces of switches. Arelated problem occurs in
that the repeated arcing of mechanical contact can result in
a migration of contact materials away from the area of the
mechanical contact. Corrosion. contamination. and migra-
tion operating independently or in combination often lead to
eventual switch failure where the switch seizes in a closed
or opened condition.

An additional problem results from the mechanical force
required in operating a mechanical switch. This problem
occurs in systems where a human operator is required to
repetitively operate a given switch or a number of switches.
Such repetitive motions commonly occur in the operation of
electronic keyboards such as those used with computers and
in industrial switches such as used in forming and assembly
equipment among other applications. A common type of
industrial switch is the palm button seen in pressing and
insertion equipment. For safety purposes. the operator must
press the switch before an insertion or pressing can occur.
This ensures that the operators hand(s) is(are) on the button
(5) and not in the field of motion of the associated machinery.
It also ensures that the mechanical motion occurs at a desired

and controllable point in time. The difiiculty arises from the
motion and force required of the operator. In recent years. it
has been noted that repeated human motions can result in
debilitating and painful wear on joints and soft tissues
yielding arthritis like symptoms. Such repetitive motion may
result in swelling and cramping in muscle tissues associated
with conditions such as Carpal Tunnel Syndrome. Equip-
ment designers combat these Repetitive Motion or Cumu-

2

lative Trauma Disorders by adopting ergonomic designs that
more favorably control the range. angle. number. and force
of motions required of an operator as well as the number of
the operator’s muscle groups involved in die required
motions. Prosthetics and tests are used as well to provide
strain relief for the operator‘s muscles. joints. and tendons.

In mechanical switches. the force required to actuate the
switch may be minimized by reducing spring forces and
frictional forces between moving parts. However. reducing
such forces makes such switches more vulnerable to failure.

For instance. weaker springs typically lower the pressure
between contacts in a “make” condition. This lower contact

pressure increases the resistance in the switch which can
lead to fatal heating in the switch and/or loss of voltage
applied to the switched load. Reducing frictional forces in
the switch by increasing the use of lubricants is undesirable
because the lubricants can migrate and contaminate the
contact surfaces. A switch designer may also reduce friction
by providing looser fits between moving parts. However.
looser fits tend to increase wear and contribute to earlier

switch failure. A designer can also reduce fi'iction by using
higher quality. higher cost. surface finishes on the parts.
Thus. as apparent from the foregoing description. measures
taken to reduce actuator force in mechanical switch parts
generally reduce the reliability and performance of the
switch and/or increase the cost of the switch.

In applications such as computer keyboards or appliance
controls. the electric load switched by a given switch can be
quite low in terms of current and/or voltage. In such cases
it is possible to use low force membrane switches such as
described in U.S. Pat. No. 4.503.294. Such switches can

relieve operator strain and are not as susceptible to arcing
problems because they switch small loads. However. the
flexible membrane remains susceptible to wear. corrosion.
and contamination. Although such switches require very low
actuation force. they are still mechanically based and thus
suffer from the same problems as any other mechanical
switch.

A more recent innovation is the development of “zero
force” touch switches. These switches have no moving parts
and no contact surfaces that directly switch loads. Rather.
these switches operate by detecting the operator's touch and
then use solid state electronics to switch the loads or activate

mechanical relays or triacs to switch even larger loads.
Approaches include optical proximity or motion detectors to
detect the presence or motion of a body part such as in the
automatic controls used in urinals in some public restrooms
or as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4.942.631. Although these
non-contact switches are by their very nature truly zero
force. they are not practical where a multiplicity of switches
are required in a small area such as a keyboard Among other
problems. these non-contact switches sufier from the com-
paratively high cost of electro-optics and from false detec-
tions when the operator’s hand or other body part uninten-
tionally comes close to the switch's area of detection. Some
optical touch keyboards have been proposed. but none have
enjoyed commercial success due to performance and/or cost
considerations.

A further solution has been to detect the operator’s touch
via the electrical conductivity of the operator’s skin. Such a
system is described in U.S. Pat. No. 3.879.618. Problems
with this system result from variations in the electrical
conductivity of diflerent operators due to variations in sweat.
skin oils. or dryness. and from variable ambient conditions
such as humidity. A further problem arises in that the touch
surface of the switch that the operator touches mu st remain
clean enough to provide an electrical conductivity path to
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the operator. Such surfaces can be susceptible to
contamination. corrosion. and/or a wearing away of the
conductive material. Also. these switches do not work if the

operator is wearing a glove. Safety considerations also arise
by virtue of the operators placing their body in electrical
Contact with the switch electronics. A further problem arises
in that such systems are vulnerable to contact with materials
that are equally or more conductive than human skin. For
instance. water condensation can provide a conductive path
as good as that of an operator‘s skin. resulting in a false
activation.

A common solution used to achieve a zero force touch

switch has been to make use of the capacitance of the human
operator. Such switches. which are hereinafter referred to as
capacitive touch switches. utilize one of at least three
different methodologies. The first method involves detecting
RF or other high frequency noise that a human operator can
capacitively couple to a touch terminal when the operator
makes contact such as is disclosed in US. Pat. No. 5.066.
898. One common source of noise is 60 Hz noise radiated

from commercial power lines. A drawback of this approach
is that radiated electrical noise can vary in intensity from
locale to locale and thereby cause variations in switch
sensitivity. In some cases. devices implemented using this
first method. rely on conductive Contact between the opera-
tor and the touch terminal of the switch. As stated. such

surfaces are subject to contamination. corrosion. and wear
and will not work with gloved hands. An additional problem
can arise in the presence of moisture when multiple switches
are employed in a dense array such as a keyboard. In such
instances. the operator may touch one touch terminal. but
end up inadvertently activating others through the path of
conduction caused by the moisture contamination.

A second method for implementing capacitive touch
switches is to couple the capacitance of the operator into a
variable oscillator circuit that outputs a signal having a
frequency that varies with the capacitance seen at a touch
terminal. An example of such a system is described in U.S.
Pat. No. 5.235.217. Problems with such a system can arise
when conductive contact with the operator is required and
where the frequency change caused by a touch is close to the
frequency changes that would result from unintentionally
coming into contact with the touch terminal.

Another method for implementing capacitive touch
switches relies on the change in capacitive coupling between
a touch terminal and ground. Systems utilizing such a
method are described in U.S. Pat. No. 4.758.735 and U.S.

Pat. No. 5.087.825. With this methodology the detection
circuit consists of an oscillator (or AC line voltage
derivative) providing a signal to a touch terminal whose
voltage is then monitored by a detector. The touch terminal
is driven in electrical series with other components that
function in part as a charge pump. The touch of an operator
then provides a capacitive short to ground via the operator’s
own body capacitance that lowers the amplitude of oscillator
voltage seen at the touch terminal. A major advantage of this
methodology is that the operator need not come in conduc-
tive contact with the touch terminal but rather only in close
proximity to it. A further advantage arises in that the system
does not rely upon radiated emissions picked up by the
operator’s body which can vary with locale. but relies
instead upon the htunan body's capacitance. which can vary
over an acceptable range of 20 pF to 300 pF.

An additional consideration in using zero force switches
resides in the difficulties that arise in trying to employ dense
arrays of such switches. Touch switches that do not require
physical contact with the operator but rather rely on the

4

operator’s close proximity can result in unintended actua-
tions as an operator’s hand or other body part passes in close
proximity to the touch terminals. Above-mentioned U.S.
Pat. No. 5.087.825 employs conductive guard rings around
the conductive pad of each touch terminal in an effort to
decouple adjacent touch pads and prevent multiple actua-
tions where only a single one is desired. In conjunction with
the guard rings. it is also possible to adjust the detection
sensitivity by adjusting the threshold voltage to which the
sensed voltage is compared. The sensitivity may be adjusted
in this manner to a point where the operator's body part. for
instance. a finger. has to entirely overlap a touch terminal
and come into contact with its dielectric facing plate before
actuation occurs. Although these methods (guard rings and
sensitivity adjustment) have gone a considerable way in
allowing touch switches to be spaced in comparatively close
proximity. a susceptibility to surface contamination remains
as a problem. Skin oils. water. and other contaminants can
form conductive films that overlay and capacitively couple
adjacent or multiple touch pads. An operator making contact
with the film can then couple multiple touch pads to his or
her body capacitance and it's capacitive coupling to ground.
This can result in multiple actuations where only one is
desired Small touch terminals placed in close proximity by
necessity require sensitive detection circuits that in some
cases are preferably isolated from interference with the
associated load switching circuits that they activate.

As mentioned. in industrial controls. switches can be used

to control actuation time and to ensure that the operator’s
hand(s) or other body part(s) are out of the field of motion
of associated machinery. A common type of switch used in
this application is the palm button. The button is large
enough so that the operator can rapidly bring his or her hand
into contact with the button without having to lose the time
that would be taken in acquiring and lining up a finger with
a smaller switch. Zero force touch switches are also desir-

able in this application as Repetitive Motion or Cumulative
Trauma Disorders have been a problem with operator’s
utilizing palm buttons—especia]ly those palm buttons that
must be actuated against a spring resistance. In this area
capacitive touch switches have also been employed. U.S.
Pat. No. 5.233.231 is an example of such an implementation.
Due to the proximity of machinery with the potential to
cause injury. false actuations are a particular liability in such
applications. Capacitive touch switches that exhibit vulner-
ability to radiated electromagnetic noise or that operate 011°
operator proximity have the potential to actuate when the
operator’s hand(s) is not at the desired location on the palm
button(s). In general. this is addressed by the use of redun-
dancies. In U.S. Pat. No. 5.233.231. a separate detector is
used to measure RF noise and disable the system to a safe
state if excessive RF noise is present. Other systems such as
UltraTouch vended by Pinnacle Systems. Inc. use redundant
sensing methodologies. In UltraTouch. both optical and
capacitive sensors are used and actuation occurs only when
both sensor types detect the operator’s hand at the desired
location. These implementations have a number of disad-
vantages. In the case of the RF noise detection system. the
system is unusable in the presence of RF noise. This forces
the user to employ a backup mechanical switch system or
accept the loss of function when RF noise is present. The
second system is less reliable and more expensive because
it requires two sensor systems to accomplish the same task.
i.e.. detect the operator. Such system may also suffer from
problems inherent in any optical system. namely. suscepti-
bility to blockages in the optical path and the need to achieve
and maintain specific optical alignments. A further problem
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is that this system considerably constrains the angle and
direction of motion that the operator must use in activating
the switch.

Currently. there are several zero force palm buttons in the
market. These products utilize optical and/or capacitive
coupling to activate a normally closed (NC) or a normally
open (NO) relay. and thereby switching 110 V AC. 220 V
AC. or 24 V DC to machine controllers. The UltraTouch by
Pinnacle Systems Inc. uses two sensors (infrared &
capacitive) with isolated circuits to activate a relay when a
machine operator inserts his hand into a U—shaped sensor
actuation tunnel The company claims that by permitting the
machine operator to activate the machine with no force or
pressure and wifli the operator’s hand and wrist in the
ergonomic neutral position (i.e. 0° wrist joint angle and
100% hand power positions as shown in FIG. 1.tH). hand.
wrist. and arm stresses are minimized and contributing
elements to Carpal Tunnel Syndrome are negated. After a
machine cycle is initiated. the operator must maintain an
initial posture until the cycle is completed. A typical cycle
time lasts approximately one to two seconds and is repeated
about 3000 times daily. This adds up to about one hour to
one hour and a half per day while the operator is in the
posture. While this module reduces stress on wrist and hand.
it strains the muscles in the forearm. Also. because of limited
space permitted for the operator to insert his hand it stresses
the operator mentally and reduces productivity by causing
fatigue. Furthermore. the infrared emitters and detectors rely
on a clean path between the transmitter and receiver and will
not operate properly if contaminants block the beam of fight.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention overcomes the above problems by
using the method of sensing body capacitance to ground in
conjunction with redundant detection circuits. Additional
improvements are offered in the construction of the touch
terminal (palm button) itself and in the regime of body
capacitance to ground detection which minimizes sensitivity
to skin oils and other contaminants. The invention also

allows the operator to utilize the system with or without
gloves which is a particular advantage in the industrial
setting.

The specific touch detection method of the present inven-
tion has similarities to the devices of U.S. Pat. No. 4.75 8.735

and U.S. Pat. No. 5,087,825. However. significant improve-
ments are offered in the means of detection and in the

development of an overall system to employ the touch
switches in a dense array and in an improved zero force palm
button. The touch detection circuit of the present invention
features operation at frequencies at or above 50 kHz and
prefaably at or above 800 kHz to minimize the effects of
surface contamination from materials such a skin oils and

water. It also ofiers improvements in detection sensitivity
that allow close control of the degree of proximity (ideally
very close proximity) that is required for actuation and to
enable employment of a multiplicity of small sized touch
terminals in a physically close array such as a keyboard. The
circuitry of the present invention minimizes the force
required in human operator motions and eliminates awkward
angles and other constraints required in those motions. The
outer surface of the touch switch typically consists of a
continuous dielectric layer such as glass or polycarbonate
with no mechanical or electrical feed—throughs. The surface
can be shaped to have no recesses that would trap or hold
organic material. As a result it is easily cleaned and kept
clean and so is ideal for hygienic applications such as
medical or food processing equipment.

6

In a first preferred embodiment the circuit offers enhanced
detection sensitivity to allow reliable operation with small
(finger size) touch pads. Susceptibility to variations in
supply voltage and noise are minimized by use of a floating
common and supply that follow the oscillator signal to
power the detection circuit. The enhanced sensitivity allows
the use of a 26V or lower amplitude oscillator signal applied
to the touch terminal and detection circuit. This lower

voltage (as compared to the device of U.S. Pat. No. 4.758.
735) obviates the need for expensive UL listed higher
voltage construction measures and testing to handle what
would otherwise be large enough voltages to cause safety
concerns. A further advantage of the present invention is
seen in the manner in which the touch terminal detection
circuit is interfaced to the touch terminals and to external

control systems. A dedicated microprocessor referenced to
the floating supply and floating common of the detection
circuit maybe used to cost effectively multiplex a number of
touch terminal detection circuits and multiplex the associ-
ated touch terminal output signals over a two line optical bus
to a dedicated microprocessor referenced to a fixed supply
and ground. An additional advantage of the microprocessor
is an expanded ability to detect faults. i.e. a pad that is
touched for an excessive amount of time that is known a

priori to be an unlikely mode of operation or two or more
pads touched at the same time or in an improper order.
Additionally. the microprocessor can be used to distinguish
desired multiple pad touches in simultaneous or sequential
modes. i.e. two or more switches touched in a given order
within a given amount of time. The microprocessor can be
used to perform system diagnostics as well. The micropro-
cessor also allows the use of visual indicators such as LEDs

or annunciators such as a bell or tone generator to confirm
the actuation of a given touch switch or switches. This is
particularly useful in cases where a sequence of actuations
is required before an action occurs. The feedback to the
operator provided by a visual or audio indicator activated by
the microprocessor in response to intermediate touches in a
required sequence can minimize time lost and/or frustration
on the part of the operator due to failed actuations from
partial touches or wrong actuations from touching the wrong
pad in a given required sequence or combination of touches.
The second microprocessor may be used to communicate
with the user’s control system Additional features include a
“sleep mode” to minimize power consumption dining peri-
ods of non-use or power brown outs. and redundant control
circuits to facilitate “fail to safe” operation. Another
improvement is olfered in a means to move much of the cost
of the system into simplified custom integrated circuits that
allow ease of sensitivity adjustment and assembly.

In a second preferred embodiment. an improved palm
button is featured. Through the use of a dielectric cover. a
large metallic touch terminal can be used that differentiates
between the touch of a finger or partial touch and the full
touch of a palm. In this way the system avoids false triggers
due to inadvertent finger touches or brushing contact with
the palm prior or after an intended touch. The second
embodiment also features redundant control circuits to

facilitate “fail to safe” operation.
To achieve these and other advantages. and in accordance

with the purpose of the invention as embodied and described
herein. the capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
comprises an oscillator providing a periodic output signal
having a frequency of 50 kHz or greater. an input touch
terminal defining an area for an operator to provide an input
by touch. and a detector circuit coupled to the oscillator for
receiving the periodic output signal from the oscillator. and
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coupled to the input touch terminal. The detector circuit
being responsive to signals from the oscillator and the
presence of an operator's body capacitance to ground
coupled to the touch terminal when touched by an operator
to provide a control output signal. Preferably. the oscillator
provides a periodic output signal having a frequency of 800
kHz or greater.

These and other features. objects. and advantages of the
invention may be realized and obtained by means of the
instrumentalities and combinations particularly pointed out
in the written description and claims hereof. as well as by the
appended drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an electrical schematic of a testing circuit used
to measure the impedance of the human body;

FIG. 2 is an electrical schematic of a testing circuit used
to measure the impedance of Water;

FIG. 3 is an electrical schematic of an equivalent circuit
model for analyzing a human body in contact with glass
covered with water;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a capacitive responsive
electronic switching circuit constructed in accordance with
a first embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is an electrical schematic of a preferred voltage
regulator circuit for use in the capacitive responsive elec-
tronic switching circuit shown in FIG. 4;

FIG. 6 is an electrical schematic of a preferred oscillator
circuit for use in the capacitive responsive electronic switch-
ing circuit shown in FIG. 4:

FIG. 7 is an electrical schematic of a preferred floating
common generator circuit for use in the capacitive respon-
sive electronic switching circuit shown in FIG. 4;

FIG. 8 is an electrical schematic of a preferred touch
circuit for use in the capacitive responsive electronic switch-
ing circuit shown in FIG. 4'.

FIG. 9 is a three dimensional bar graph illustrating
signal-to-noise ratio vs. body capacitance at T= 105° C.;

FIG. 10 is a three dimensional bar graph illustrating
signal-to-noise ratio vs. body capacitance at T=22° C.;

FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a capacitive responsive
electronic switching circuit constructed in accordance with
a second embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a capacitive responsive
electronic switching circuit constructed in accordance with
a third embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 13 is an electrical schematic of a preferred voltage
regulator. oscillator. and touch circuits for use in the capaci-
tive responsive electronic switching circuit shown in FIG.
12:

FIG. 14 is an electrical schematic of preferred driver
circuits for use in the capacitive responsive electronic
switching circuit shown in FIG. 12;

FIGS. l5A—C are top. side. and front views. respectively.
of an example of a flat palm button constructed in accor-
dance with the present invention;

FIG. 16 is a cross-sectional view of an example of a
dome-shaped palm button constructed in accordance with
the present invention;

FIG. 17 is an electrical schematic of a touch circuit of the

present invention implemented in a custom integrated cir-
cuit:

FIG. 18 is an electrical schematic of an oscillator having
a sleeper circuit for use in the capacitive responsive elec-
tronic switching circuits of the present invention;
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FIG. 19 is a pictorial View of a device having two palm
buttons and an indicator light operated in accordance with
the present invention: and

FIGS. 20A—C are pictorial views of another embodiment
of the device shown in FIG. 19.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

As apparent from the above summary. the touch circuit of
present invention operates at a higher frequency than prior
touch sensing circuits. A move to high frequency operation
(>50 to 800 kHz) is not a benign choice relative to the lower
frequency (60 to 1000 Hz) operation seen in existing art such
as US. Pat. No. 4.758.735 and U.S. Pat. No. 5.087.825.

Higher frequencies require generally more costly. higher
speed parts. and often results in the added cost of special
design measures to minimize electronic emissions and the
introduction of high frequency noise on power supply lines.
The preference for using such higher frequencies is based on
a study performed to determine if high frequency operation
would allow a touch of an operator and conduction via
surface contamination films. such as moisture. providing a
conductive path from a non-touched area to the touched
area. The study also determined whether a high frequency
touch circuit could operate over a sufliciently wide tempera-
ture range. an assortment of overlying dielectric layer thick-
nesses and materials. and in the presence of likely power
supply fluctuations. The following calculations and mea-
surements are the results of this study. The results summa-
rize the investigation conducted to reduce crosstalk due to
condensation of water on the dielectric member (glass). By
increasing the frequency of operation. the impedance of the
body-glass combination is reduced as compared to the
impedance of water between the touch pads.

The equivalent circuit of body impedance was measured
using the testing circuit 10 shown in FIG. 1. Testing circuit
10 includes an oscillator 20 coupled between ground plate
and a 100 1-1!) series resistor 22 and in parallel with a 10 MS)
resistor 24. a 20 pF capacitor 26. and contacts for connecting
to a human body identified in the figure as an impedance
load 15 having an impedance Z3 representing the body's
impedance.

Two types of measurements were taken: one with the
person under test standing on a large ground plane i.e..
concrete slab; and another while standing on a subfl oor. The
subfloor was used to simulate a typical northern home. i.e..
wood joists with plywood sheeting. Carpeting was used as
an added insulation layer. Table 1 below shows the measured
body resistance and capacitance for five individuals.

TABLE 1

CONCRETE SLAB CONCRETESLAB SUBFLOOR SUBFLOOR

l.4k.Q
l.4k.Q
1.3 1:0
l.2kfl
1.01:9

IQ] pF
217 pF
174 pF
160 pF
107 pF

um 73pr=
1.9k.Q 78pF
1.91:0 93pF
1.6k.Cl 85pF
1.4m 75pF

As apparent from Table 1 above and the discussion to follow.
a human body’ 3 impedance may be represented by the series
combination of a 20-300 pF capacitor and a 1 k—2 kfl
resistor.

The impedance of water. which is mainly resistive. was
measured using the testing circuit 30 shown in FIG. 2.
Testing circuit 30 includes an oscillator 40 coupled in series
with a 1 MS). resistor 42 and contacts across which water is
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applied to define an impedance load 35 having an impedance
Z" representing the impedance of water. A true RMS voltage
meter 45 is connected across the contacts of the impedance
load 35.

The resistance of tap water over a 1x1 inch area and ‘/32
inch deep. was measured to be around 160 1:9.

The following calculation is for resistance of rain water
where c is the conductivity for rain:

at Ms) E“
where.

c = 123 x l0"(Q — cm)“

. ( 100cm 0254111 )
CU! =c E1 in

L: 1.0 in

therefore,

R: ———‘—— x 4-0“ =98.-43k!)

325.12xicr+'~ 312 in;

However. the thickness of a layer of water condensed on the
surface of glass is much less than ‘/32 inch and it’s resistance
is higher than that of tap water. For design purposes. a
resistance value of 1 M0 was used to simulate water.

The capacitance of a piece of glass measuring 1/2"><‘/2"><
1/4". is approximately 2 pF.
where.

C=Kmn (pm

K,4).O8E42><l0‘° for vacuum

6.0<K‘,_,,_,<l0
A=0.25 in’

L=O.25 in

therefore.

c,,_.,,,=iuxo.os842><1o'°><2.54x1o*‘=2.25 pF

c,,,,,,=6xo.oss42xio4x2.s4x1o*‘:i.35 pr

Table 2 below shows the dielectric constant for several
types of glass:

TABLE 2

Dielectric Constant
TYPE OF GLASS (K)

Coming 0010 5.32
Coming 0030 5.75
Coming 0120 6.65
Corning ss7o 9.5

The equivalent circuit 50 of body touching the glass with
the presence of water is shown in FIG. 3. As shown. the
equivalent circuit 50 includes a polycarbon (PCB) plate 55
having at least two pads 57 and 59 formed thereon. a glass
plate 60 adjacent to PCB plate 55. water 65 on glass plate 60
spanning at least two touch pad areas. and a body 70 in

10

Contact with the water 65 and glass plate 60 at one touch pad
area. The impedance of glass plate 60 is approximated by
two 2 pF capacitors 62 and 64 connected to pads 57 and 59.
respectively. The water 65 is approximated by a I M!)
resistor 68 connected between capacitors 62 and 64. The
body is represented by a 20-300 pF capacitor 72 coupled at
one end to water resistor 68 and glass plate capacitor 62. and
by a 1-2 kfl resistor 74 coupled between the other end of
capacitor 72 and ground.

Referring to FIG. 3. it can be seen that a human touch
opposite pad 57 will couple pad 57 to ground through the
capacitance of glass 62 and the series contact with the
human body impedance provided by the 20-300 pF capaci-
tance and the 1 k—2 kfl resistance of a typical human body.
This will have the efl’ect of pulling any voltage on the pad
towards ground. Pad 59 will be similarly effected. however
it’s coupling to ground will not only be through capacitance
64. and the series capacitance and resistance of the human
body. but will also be through the ohmic resistance of water
on the glass cover between the proximate location of pad 59
and the touched pad 57. Because the human capacitance is
considerably greater than the 2 pF capacitance of the glass.
the impedance of the path to ground for pads 57 and 59 will
be dominated by the glass and water impedances. If the
impedance of the water path is significant compared to that
of the glass. then the effect of a touch will be more
significant at pad 57 than at pad 59. To overcome the elfect
of condensation or possible water spills. the impedance of
the glass is preferably made as small as is practical com-
pared to the impedance of the water. This allows discrimi-
nation between touched and adjacent pads. As the water
impedance is primarily resistive and the glass impedance is
primarily capacitive. the impedance of the glass will drop
with frequency.

FIG. 3A shows the maximum and minimum glass imped-
ance as a function of frequency. The maximum and mini-
mum glass impedances shown were computed as follows:

eo=s.s54xio-11¢“/(mu?)

K,,,,,.,_=s

K,,,,,,.=1o
A=£|.25 in’

L=0.25 in

C,,,,,,,:K”‘,,e0A/l. C,,_,,,=2.2-1-9 pF

C,,,,,,=K,,,_,,,g,,A/L C,_,,,=1.349 pF

Zgminfi,,,,K.,=U(2 1I:C,_,,,fiequency)

ZgnIa:g,,,,",,,,=ll(2 1tC,,,,,.frequency)

As can be seen. at 1 kHz. the capacitive impedance of the
glass is much greater than the nominal 1 MQ of the water
bridge between the pads. As a result. at 1 kHz. there would
be little difierence in the impedance paths to ground of the
two adjacent pads when either is touched. This would result
in the voltage on both pads being pulled towards ground by
comparable amounts. Conversely. at 100 kHz. the glass
impedance drops to approximately 1 M9 resulting in the
impedance of the path to ground for pad 59 being twice that
of the touched pad 57. For cases where background noise
and temperature drifts are comparatively small. a 100 kHz
oscillator frequency would allow a sufiicienfly low detection
threshold to be set to differentiate between the signal
changes induced at both pads by a human touch opposite a
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single pad. At 800 kHz. the impedance of the glass drops to
200 1:!) or lower giving a ratio of a greater than 5 to l
impedance difference between the paths to ground of the
touched pad 57 and adjacent pads 59. In fact. the impedance
ratio may exceed 10 to 1. as illustrated in the calculation
below. This allows the detection threshold for the touched

pad to be set well below that of an adjacent pad resulting in
a much lower incidence of inadvertent actuation of adjacent
touch pads to that of the touched pad. Ideally. the frequency
of operation would be kept at the 800 kHz of the preferred
embodiment or even higher. However. as noted earlier.
higher frequency operation forces the use of more expensive
components and designs. For applications where thermal
drift and electronic noise levels are low. operation at or near
100 k_Hz may be possible. However. at 10 kHz and below.
the impedance of the glass becomes much greater than that
of likely water bridges between pads resulting in adjacent
pads being effected as much by a touch as the touched pad
itself. Although the preferred frequency is at or above 100
kHz. and more preferably at or above 800 kHz. it is
conceivable that frequencies as low as 50 kHz could be used
provided the frequency creates a diffraence in the impedance
paths of adjacent pads that is suflicient enough to accurately
distinguish between an intended touch and the touch of an
adjacent pad. Use of frequencies as low as 50 kHz may also
be possible depending upon the type of glass or covering or
the thicl-rness thereof used for the touch pad. However. in
cases where there is little or no surface contamination. the

frequency of operation can go well below 50 kHz.
Ultimately. the frequency chosen will be a tradeolf between
the likelihood of surface contamination and the cost of going
to higher frequencies to prevent cross talk due to such
contamination. The following analysis illustrates one
example of how a frequency may be calculated based on the
typical parameters used to construct a touch switch and the
typical impedance of a contaminant. such as rain water. In
the analysis below a 10 to 1 ratio of water to glass impedance
is sought.

To eliminate crosstalk due to condensation of water on the

glass. the impedance of body (Z3) and glass (Z3) combina-
tion must be much lower than impedance of water (Zw).
Since the impedance of glass is much higher than body
impedance. 23 will be considered only. Therefore.

1oLz,|<|z...r Eq. 3

where.

c,.m=2 pF z...=1 Mo

2‘: 1 : 7.96><io|°EEEI 3

10x( )<lMfl

Therefore.

f>796 kr-rz

Having provided a basis for the use of higher frequencies.
the basic consnuction of the electronic switching circuit
constructed in accordance with a first embodiment of the

present invention is now described with reference to FIG. 4.
The electronic switching circuit includes a voltage regulator
100 including input lines 101 and 102 for receiving a 24 V
AC line voltage and a line 103 for grounding the circuit.
Voltage regulator 100 converts the received AC voltage to a
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DC voltage and supplies a regulated S V DC power to an
oscillator 200 via lines 104 and 105. Voltage regulator also
supplies oscillator 200 with 26 V DC power via line 106.
The details of voltage regulator 100 are discussed below

5 with reference to FIG. 5.
Upon being powered by voltage regulator 100. oscillator

200 generates a square wave with a frequency of 50 kHz.
and preferably greater than 800 kHz. and having an ampli-
tude of 26 V peak. The square wave generated by oscillator
200 is supplied via line 201 to a floating common generator
300. a touch pad shield plate 460. a touch circuit 400. and
a microcontroller S00. Oscillator 200 is described below
with reference to FIG. 6.

Floating common generator 300 receives the 26 V peak
square wave from oscillator 200 and outputs a regulated
floating common that is 5 volts below the square wave
output from oscillator 200 and has the same phase and
frequency as the received square wave. This floating com-
mon output is supplied to touch circuit 400 and rnicrocon-
troller 500 via line 301 such that the output square wave
from oscillator 200 and floating common output from float-
ing common generator 300 provide power to touch circuit
400 and microcontroller 500. Details of floating common
generator 300 are discussed below with reference to FIG. 7.

Touch circuit 400 senses capacitance from a touch pad
450 via line 451 and outputs a signal to microcontroller 500
via line 40] upon detecting a capacitance to ground at touch
pad 450 that exceeds a threshold value. The details of touch
circuit 400 are described below with reference to FIG. 8.

Upon receiving an indication from touch circuit 400 that
a suflicient capacitance to ground (typically at least 20 pF)
is present at touch pad 450, microcontroller S00 outputs a
signal to a load-controlling microcontroller 600 via line 501.
which is preferably a two way optical coupling bus. Micro-
controller 600 then responds in a predetarnined manner to
control a load 700. Having generally described the basic
construction of the first embodiment. the preferred detailed
construction of the depicted components will now be
described with FIGS. 5-8. In cases where the number of
lines to be switched is low. microcontroller 600 can be

replaced by additional optical coupling lines. The number of
lines to be switched will dictate whether it is more cost

effective to multiplex over a two line optical bus such as line
501 and use a microcontroller to demultiplex. or to use a
multiplicity of optical coupling lines. Other considerations
such as reliability and power consumption may also affect
this choice. In this preferred embodiment. the use of a single
pair of optical coupling paths (line 501) and a microcon-
troller 600. is shown to emphasize the capability to switch
a large number of lines.

A preferred circuit for implementing a voltage regulator
100 is shown in FIG. 5. Voltage regulator 100 preferably
includes an AC/DC convertor 110 for generating 29 V to 36
V unregulated DC on line 119. This unregulated DC power
is supplied to a 5 V DC regulator 120 and to a 26 V DC
regnrlator 130. AC/DC convertor 110 includes diodes 112.
114. 116. and 118. which rectify the supplied 24 VAC power
provided on power lines 101 and 102. The anode of the first
diode 112 is coupled to power line 101 and to the cathode of
the second diode 114. The cathode of the first diode 112 is

coupled to output line 119. The anode of the second diode
114 is coupled to ground via line 103 and to the anode of the
fourth diode 118. The anode of the third diode 116 is coupled
to the cathode of the fourth diode 118 and to power line 102.
The cathode of the third diode 116 is coupled to line 119 and
to the cathode of the first diode 112. The anode of the fourth

diode 118 is coupled to ground via line 103. Diodes 112. 114.
116. and 118 are preferably diodes having part no. lN4002
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available from LITEON. AC/DC convertor 110 also prefer-
ably includes a capacitor 115 for filtering the rectified output
of the diodes. Capacitor 115 is preferably a [000 iiF capaci-
tor coupled between output line 119 and ground via line 103.

The 5 V regulator 120 preferably includes a 500 Q resistor
122 coupled between line 119 and 5 V output line 104. and
a zener diode 124. a first capacitor 126. and second capacitor
128 all connected and parallel between output power lines
104 and 105. Preferably. zener diode 124 is a 5.1 V zener
diode having part no. lN4733A available from LITEON.
first capacitor 126 has a capacitance of 10 pF. and second
capacitor 128 has a capacitance of 0.1 iiF.

The 26 V regulator 130 preferably includes a transistor
134 having a collector connected to line 119 via a first
resistor 132. a base connected to line 119 via a second

resistor 136. and an emitter coupled to the regulated 26 V
output power line 106. The 26 V regulator 130 also prefer-
ably includes a capacitor 137 and zener diode 138 connected
in parallel between the base of transistor 134 and ground line
103. Preferably. first resistor 132 is a 20 (2. 0.5 W resistor.
second resistor 136 is a 1 kfl. 0.5 W resistor. capacitor 137
is a 0.1 |.lF capacitor. and zener diode 138 is a 27 V. 0.5 W
diode having part no. lN5254B available from LITEON. It
will be apparent to those skilled in the art. that various
components of voltage regulator 100 may be added or
excluded depending upon the source of power available to
power the oscillator 200. For example. if the available power
is a 110 V AC 60 Hz commercial power line. a transformer
may be added to convert the 110 V AC power to 24 V AC.
Alternatively. if a DC battery is used. the AC/DC convertor
among other components may be eliminated.

A preferred example of an 800 kHz oscillator is shown in
FIG. 6. Oscillator 200 prefaably includes a square wave
generator 210. which is powered by 5 V regulator 120 via
lines 104 and 105. for generating a 5 V peak square wave
having the desired frequency. and a bufler circuit 230
powered by 26 V regulator 130 via line 106 for bulfering the
output of square wave generator 210 and boosting its peak
from 5 V to 26V while maintaining the preferred frequency.
Square wave generator 210 is preferably an astable multi-
vibrator constructed with at least two serially connected
invertor gates 212 and 214. and optionally. a third serially
connected invertor gate 216. Invertor gates 212. 214 and 216
are preferably provided in a single integrated circuit desig-
nated as part 74HC04 available from National Serniconduc-
tor. The output of the first invertor gate 212 is coupled to it’s
input via resistors 218 and 222 and is coupled to the output
of the second invertor gate 214 via a capacitor 224. The
input of the second invertor gate 214 is directly connected to
the output of the first invertor gate 212 and the output of the
second invertor gate 214 is directly connected to the input of
the optional third invertor gate 216. To provide an 800 kHz
output. resistor 218 preferably has a 10.0 k.Q value. resistor
222 preferably has a 1.78 k.Q value. and capacitor 224 is
preferably a 220 pF capacitor.

The 5 V peak square wave generated by square wave
generator 210 is supplied from either the output of invertor
gate 214 or the output of optional invertor gate 216 to the
base of a first transistor 238 via a first resistor 232 connected
and parallel a capacitor 234. The base of first transistor 238
is connected to the 26 V regulated DC power line 106 via a
second resistor 236. The collector of first transistor 238 is
connected to 26 V power line 106 via a third resistor 240 and
to the base of a second transistor 244. The emitter of first

transistor 238 is coupled to ground and to it's own collector
and the base of second transistor 244 via a fourth resistor
242. The collector of the second transistor 244 is connected
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directly to 26 V power line 106 and the emitter of second
transistor 244 is connected to ground via a fifth resistor 246.
Second transistor 244 provides the 26 V peak square wave
on output line 201. which is connected to it’s emitter. In
operation. the square wave signal applied to the base of
transistor 238 causes the collector of transistor 238 to swing
between near to the DC supply 106 voltage and the
collector-emitter saturation voltage. Capacitor 234 is pro-
vided to improve the turning off of transistor 238. Transistor
244 along with resistors 242 and 246 are used to buffer the
square wave signal generated by transistor 238. In a pre-
ferred embodiment. the values of the resistors and capacitor
are as follows: first resistor 232 is 5.1 kfl. capacitor 234 is
0.0047 uF. second resistor 236 is 1 M9. third resistor 240 is
1.6 kfl. fourth resistor 242 is 100 kn. and fifth resistor 246
is 4.7 1:9. Preferably. transistors 238 and 244 are those
identified as part no. ZYX600 available from ZETEX. In this
configuration. the oscillator 200 sources 80 mA to the
floating common generator 300 such that together they
supply a floating 5 V DC to power touch circuit(s) 400.
microcontroller S00. and Schmitt triggered gates 420 (FIG.
8). As will be apparent to those skilled in the art. the values
of the resistors and capacitors utilized in oscillator 200 may
be varied from those disclosed above to provide for different
oscillator output frequencies. As discussed above. however.
oscillator 200 is preferably constructed so as to output a
square wave having a frequency of 50 kHz or greater. and
more preferably. of 800 kHz or greater. In some cases it may
be necessary to use lower gain bandwidth product transistors
or filtration to achieve a softer roll-ofl" of the square edges to
reduce high frequency noise emissions. When this is done
the amplitude of the oscillator voltage can be increased to
compensate.

The preferred construction of floating ground generator
300 is shown in FIG. 7 includes a zener diode 310 having a
cathode connected to the oscillator output on line 201 and an
anode connected to floating ground output line 301 and to
ground via resistor 316 and diode 318. Floating ground
generator 300 also preferably includes a first capacitor 312
and a second capacitor 314 connected in parallel with zener
diode 310. In the preferred embodiment. zener diode 310 is
a 5.1 V zener diode identified by part no. 1N4733A available
from LITEON. capacitor 312 is a 47 uF tantalum capacitor.
capacitor 314 is a 0.1 uF capacitor. resistor 316 is a 270 Q
resistor. and diode 318 is a diode identified as part no.
lN9l4B available from LITEON.

Touch circuit 400. as shown in FIG. 8. preferably includes
a transistor 410 having a base connected to touch pad 450
viaresistor 413 and line 451. an em.itter coupled to oscillator
output line 201. and a collector coupled to floating ground
line 301 via a pulse stretcher circuit 417. which includes a
resistor 416 and a capacitor 418 connected in parallel. To

susceptibility to noise. the physical length of the
path between the touch pad450 and the base of the transistor
410. must be held to aminirnum Additionally. RC filters can
be placed in line 401 between the output of the touch circuit
400 and the input of the microcontroller 500 to give addi-
tional EMIJRFI immunity. Additionally. the higher the
frequency. the higher the gain bandwidth product that is
required in transistor 410. The gain bandwidth product must
be suificient to guarantee that the oscillator turns on during
oscillator High pulses. A further trade-off is to use higher
gain bandwidth product to allow lower oscillator voltages or
higher oscillator voltages to all allow a lower gain band-
width product transistor to be used. The combination of
oscillator voltage. frequency and transistor gain bandwidth
product that is used will necessarily vary with the cost.
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safety and reliability requirements of a given application.
The present combination was chosen to keep the oscillator
voltage down and allow operation at 800 kHz to minimize
cross talk. At higher frequencies a higher gain bandwidth
product transistor would be required in both the oscillator
200 and detection 400 circuits. Touch circuit 400 also

preferably includes resistor 412 and a diode 414 having an
anode connected to the base of transistor 410 and to resistor
413. and a cathode connected to the emitter of transistor 410
and to a resistor 412 connected in parallel with diode 414
between the base and emitter of transistor 410. The pulse
stretcher circuit 417 is identified as such because the sensi-

tivity of the touch circuit may be increased or decreased by
Varying the resistance of resistor 416. The base of transistor
410 is connected via resistor 413 to line 451 connected to

touch pad 450.
Additionally. touch circuit 400 may include at least one

Schrnitt triggered gate 420 powered by the voltage differ-
ence existing between oscillator line 201 and 301. and
having an input terminal coupled to the collector of transis-
tor 410 and an output coupled to microcontroller 500 via
output line 401. Schmitt triggered invertor gate 420 is
optionally provided to improve the rise time of the touch
switch output and to bufier the output Preferably. transistor
410 is part no. BC858CL available from Motorola. resistor
412 is a 12 MS). resistor. diode 414 is part no. lN9l4B
available from Diodes. Inc.. resistor 416 is a 470 kn resistor.

capacitor 418 is a 0.001 pl-7 capacitor. and resistor 413 is a
10 k.Q resistor.

As stated above. the operator’s body includes a capaci-
tance to ground. which may range in a typical person from
between 20 to 300 pF. The base terminal of transistor 410 is
coupled to it’s emitter by resistor 412 such that unless
capacitance is present by the user touching the touch pad
450. transistor 410 will not be forward biased and will not
conduct. Thus. when touch pad 450 is not touched, the
output signal at the collector terminal of transistor 410 and
across pulse stretcha circuit 417 will be zero volts. When.
however. a person touches the touch pad 450. that person’s
body capacitance to ground couples the base of transistor
410 to ground 103 through resistor 413. thereby forward
biasing transistor 410 into conduction. This charges capaci-
tor 418 providing a positive DC voltage with respect to the
line 301 and causes the output of the Sclnnitt trigger 420 to
go low. Diode 414 is coupled across the base to emitter
junction of transistor 410 to clamp the base emitter reverse
bias voltage to -0.7 V and also reduce the forward recovery
and tI.1rn-on time.

Touch pad 450 includes a substrate on which a plurality
of electrically conductive plate members are mounted on
one surface thereof. The substrate is an insulator and the

plates are spaced apart in order to insulate the plates from
one another and from ground. Also. positioned on the
substrate is a guard band. generally shown as 460. Guard
band 460 is a grid of conductor segments extending between
adjacent pairs of plate members. All conductor segments are
physically interconnected to define a plurality of spaces with
one plate member positioned centrally within each space.
Components of the touch circuit may be positioned on the
side of substrate opposite plate members and guard band
460

A planar dielectric member is spaced from the substrate
facing plate members. The dielectric member is made from
a non-porous insulating material such as polycarbonate or
glass. A plurality of electrically conductive spring contacts
are sandwiched between the inner surface of the dielectric
member and the substrate. An indicia layer may be adhered
to the inner surface of the dielectric member to provide an
indication of the function of each input portion.
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As mentioned above. interface between the dielectric

member and a conductive plate is a metallic spring contact
that is attached to the back of the dielectric member. The

spring contacts offer advantages at high temperature
extremes. However. for sufiiciently narrow temperature
ranges. conductive polymer foam pads cut to the size of the
touch pads are preferably used to fill the gap between
conductive pad and dielectric layer. The function of the
spring contacts or conductive foam pads is to eliminate that
capacitive contribution of tire air filled gap between the
conductive pads and the overlying dielectric layer.

A problem with capacity responsive keyboards is the
tendency of switches that are closely positioned in a key-
board system to inadvertently become actuated even though
the user is touching an adjacent switch. Furthermore. this
problem is greatly aggravated by the presence of contami-
nation on the outer surface of dielectric member. Contami-
nation such as skin oil or moisture causes erratic keyboard
operation and multiple switches will turn on even though
one switch is touched. By operating at a high frequency such
as 100 kHz or 800 kHz. the impedance of the series
combination of body and glass capacitance are lowered as
compared to the impedance of contamination present on the
glass thereby reducing crosstalk.

If glass thickness is smaller than 3/16 inch. the touch circuit
becomes more sensitive to body capacitance. There are two
ways to adjust the sensitivity so that crosstalk does not
occur: remove diode 414 and/or reduce the resistance of

resistor 416. Increasing the resistance of resistor 416 would
allow usage of thicker glass. However. this resistance pref-
erably should not go above 750 kn. This is because of the
maximum low input voltage of 0.8 V and input leakage
current of I i.LA at the Schmitt trigger gate 420.

The oscillator circuitry shown in FIG. 6 is very stable over
the temperature range of —-40° C. to 105° C. The output of
the touch switch circuitry drops at a rate of approximately 40
mV/°C. when temperature falls below 0° C. If application
requires operation at low temperatures (—40° C.). the fol-
lowing three methods may be used to increase the output of
the switch: increase the oscillators regulated supply
voltage. increase the resistance of resistor 416. and use a
higher gain transistor 410. All of these methods would
increase sensitivity at high temperatures. Another way to
correct this problem is to use a thermistor to vary the
regulated supply voltage as a function of temperature.

Since the input power is regulated down to 26 V DC.
variation of power (24 V ACi10% or 29 V DC to 36 V DC)
does not affect circuit operation. Table 3 below shows the
measured output voltage of the switch for various supply
voltages.

TABLE 3

SUPPLY VOLTAGE SWITCH OUTPUT

36VDC
35VDC
34VDC
33VDC
32VDC
3lVDC
3OVDC
29VDC

4.96 V
4.96 V
4.95 V
4.95 V
4.94 V
4.93 V
4.93 V
4.92 V

PSRR=6 rnV/V:—45 :1]!

In order to deterrnine the efiect of body capacitance on
circuit operation. the circuit of FIG. 3 was used to simulate
glass. water resistance. and body capacitance. The following
two conditions were simulated and tested:
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l~——-The maximum body capacitance that does not cause
crosswalk when:

Temperature=105“ C.
Supply Voltage;36VDC
Glass Capacitance=2 pF
Water Resistance——330 k to 1 MS)

2—The minimum capacitance to turn on a switch when:
Temperature=O° C.
Supply Voltage=29VDC
Glass Capacitance=2 pF

3-—Operation at room temperature.
Table 4 below shows the signal and noise voltages at the

switch output for diiferent values of body capacitance and
contamination resistance.

TABLE 4

CONTAM-
JNATION

RE- BODY CAPACITANCE

srsnwcn 20 pF 220 pr 330 pl-7 550 pF 1230 pF
330 kn S: 5.1 V S: 5.1 V S: 5.1 V

N: 2.0 V N: 4.0 V N: 4.5 V
S: 5.1 V S: 5.1 V 5: 5.1V
N: 0.2 V N: 0.6 V N: 0.7 V

1 M1) S: 5.1 V S: 5.1 V 5: 5.1V
(Condensed N: 0.1 V N: 0.1 V N: 0.1 V

Water)
NONE

S: 5.1 V
N: 4.9 V
S: 5.1 V
N: 0.8 V
S: 5.1V
N: 0.1 V

5: 5.1V
N: 5.0V
S: 5.1V
N: 0.8V
S: 5.1 V
N: 0.1V

5001(1)

S: 5.1 V S: 5.1 V S: 5.1 V S: 5.1 V S: 5.! V
N: 10 mV N: 10 mV N: 10 mV N: 10 mV N: 10 mV

S = Signal (TOUCH)
N = Noise (NO TOUCH)
supply voltage = 36 VDC
temperature = lD5" C.

With contamination resistance of 1 M9 or more. the
circuit is insensitive to body capacitance variations and has
a minimum signal—to-noise ratio of -34 dB. With no
contamination. signal-to—noise ratio is approximately -54
dB. The graph in FIG. 9 shows the signal-to-noise ratio
versus body capacitance. for diiferent values of contamina-
tion resistance at 105° C. The minimum body capacitance to
turn on a switch is 20 pF.

At room temperature, crosstalk decreases because of gain
drop of transistor 410. Table 5 below shows that at room
temperature. the circuit rejects 250 kfl of contamination.
independent of body capacitance. Below 250 kfl, body
capacitance will affect crosstalk

TABLE 5

CONTAM-
INATION

R.E- BODY CAPACITANCE

SISTANCE 20 pF 220 pr 330 1317
S: 5.1 V
N: 1.2V

550 [:17 1230 pl-"
S: 5.1V
N: 1.8 V

l S: 5.1V
.5 N: 0.5 V
1
1
l

200k.Q S: 5.1 V S: 5.1V
N: 1.0V
S: 5.1 V :5.
N: 0.1V :0
S: 5.1 V :5.
N: 0.1V '10.
S: 5.1 V :5.
N: 0.1 V :0.

S: 5.1 V

250 1:9.

330 kn S: 5.1 V
N: 0.1 V
S: 5.1 V

(Condensed 1 N: 0.1 V
Water)

S = Signal (TOUCH)
N = Noise (NO TOUCH)
supply voltage = 36 VDC
temperature = 25° C.

The graph of FIG. 10 shows the measured signal—to—noise
ratio versus body capacitance. for diiferent contamination
resistance values at room temperature.
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The particular advantages of the preceding circuit over
that of existing touch detection circuits such as that dis-
closed in L'.S. Pat. No. 4.758.735. are the use of diode 414

(selected for high speed) to minimize forward recovery time
rather than merely provide reverse polarity protection (as
with the slower type of diode used in the existing circuits)
and the omission of a capacitor coupled across the base to
emitter junction of the detection transistor 410 to make the
circuit more sensitive and operable with a lower oscillator
amplitude and higher oscillator frequency. These features
along with appropriate choices in component values make
possible operation at significantly higher frequencies (>50 to
800 kHz) than are seen in existing an (60 to 1000 Hz). At
frequencies at or near 800 kHz. the 20-300 pF of capaci~
tance to ground offered by the human body presents a
considerably lower impedance than the primarily resistive
impedance of skin oil or water films that may appear on the
dielectric layer overlying the conductive touch pads. This
allows the peak voltage of a pad that is touched to come
considerably closer to ground than adjacent pads which will
have a voltage drop across any contaminating film layer that
is providing a conductive path to the area that is touched.
The enhanced sensitivity oifered by the omission of any
capacitor between the base and emitter of the detection
transistor 410. allows the threshold of detection to be set

much closer to ground than would be the case otherwise.
This allows discrimination between the pad that is touched
and adjacent pads that might be pulled towards ground via
the conductive path to the touch formed by a contaminating
film. This high frequency regime of operation offers a
considerable advantage relative to the existing art in terms of
immunity to surface contaminants such as skin oil and
moisture.

A multiple touch pad circuit constructed in accordance
with the second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11. In the

second embodiment of FIG. 11. components similar to those
in the first embodiment in FIG. 4 are designated with the
same references numerals and will not be discussed in detail.

The multiple touch pad circuit is a variation of the first
embodiment in that it includes an array of touch circuits
designated as 9001 through 900,,,,,. which. as shown. include
both the touch circuit 400 shown in FIGS. 4 and 8 and the

input touch terminal pad 451 (FIG. 4). Microcontroller 500
selects each row of the touch circuits 9001 to 900,”, by
providing the signal from oscillator 200 to selected rows of
touch circuits. In this manner. microcontroller 500 can

sequentially activate the touch circuit rows and associate me
received inputs from the columns of the array with the
activated touch circuit(s). To keep the path length 451
between the touch pad 450 and the base to the detection
transistor 410 to a minimum. the detection circuits 900 are

physically located directly beneath the touch pads. To sim-
plify assembly. a flexible circuit board such as vended by
Sheldahl Inc. or Circuit Etching Technics. Inc. can be used
for this purpose. Ideally. the printed circuit will be fixed
directly against the surface (typically glass) bearing the
conductive touch pads to eliminate air gaps and the need for
conductive foam pads and spring contacts which were used
to fill air gaps.

For this second embodiment. the oscillator 200 of the first

embodiment may be slightly modified from that shown in
FIG. 6 to include a transistor (not shown) coupled between
the oscillator output and ground with it’s base connected to
microcontroller 600 such that microcontroller 600 may
selectively disable the output of oscillator 200.

The use of a high frequency in accordance with the
present invention provides distinct advantages for circuits
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such as the multiple touch pad circuit of the present inven-
tion due to the manner in which crosstalk is substantially
reduced without requiring any physical structure to isolate
the touch terminals. Further. the reduction in crosstalk

afforded by the present invention. allows the touch terminals
in the array to be more closely spaced together.

A third embodiment of the present invention. which
provides touch circuit redundancy. is described below with
reference to FIGS. 12-14. As shown in FIG. 12. the switch-

ing circuit according to the third embodiment includes a
voltage regulator 1100 for regulating power supplied by 24
V DC power lines 1101 and 1102 with ground connection
1103. for supplying the regulated power to an oscillator 1200
via lines 1104 and 1107.

Oscillator 1200 supplies a continuous and periodic signal
to touch circuits 1400a and 1400b via line 1201. Preferably.
the frequency of the oscillator output signal is at least 100
kHz. and more preferably. at least 800 kHz. The two touch
circuits 1400a and 1400!: are identical in construction and

both receive the output of touch terminal 1450 via line 1451.
A detailed description of the preferred voltage regulator
circuit 1100. oscillator 1200. and touch circuits 1400a and

1400b is provided below with reference to FIG. 13 following
the description of the remaining portion of the third embodi—
ment.

The output of the first touch circuit 1400a is supplied to
a first driver circuit 1500 via line 1401a while the output of
the second touch circuit 1400b is supplied to a second driver
circuit 1600 via line 1401b. The two driver circuits 1500 and

1600 are provided to drive first and second serially con-
nected switching transistors 1700 and 1710. The switching
transistors 1700 and 1710 must both be conducting to supply
power to a relay switch 1800. Thus. if one of touch circuits
1400a and 1400b does not detect a touch of touch terminal

1450, one of switching transistors 1700 and 1710 will not
conduct and power will not be supplied to relay switch 1800.
The preferred construction of driver circuits 1500 and 1600
and relay switch 1800 are described below with reference to
FIG. 14.

As shown in FIG. 13. voltage regulator 1100 may be
constructed by providing a first capacitor 1110 and a varistor
1112 connected in parallel across input power terminals
1101 and 1102. Preferably. return power terminal 1102 is
connected via line 1103 to ground. Varistor 1112 is used to
protect the circuit for over-voltage conditions. Also con-
nected in parallel with first capacitor 1110 and varistor 1112.
are the serially connected combination of a fuse 1114. a
diode 1116. a resistor 1118 and two parallel connected
capacitors 1120 and 1122. The voltage regulator 1100 is
reverse polarity protected by diode 1116 and current limited
by resistor 1118. Capacitors 1120 and 1122 provide filtering.

Voltage regulator 1100 ftnther includes a zener diode
1128 having it’s cathode connected to a node between
resistor 1118 and capacitors 1120 and 1122 and to output
power line 1104. The anode of zener diode 1128 is coupled
to output power common line 1107 and to ground line 1103
via two serially connected resistors 1124 and 1126. Zener
diode 1128 and resistors 1124 and 1126 generate regulated
15 V DC. T‘wo capacitors 1130 and 1132 are connected in
parallel with zener diode 1128 between power lines 1104
and 1107. Capacitors 1130 and 1132 provide filtering and
decoupling. respectively. Preferably. capacitor 1110 has a
capacitance of 1000 pF. 1000V. varistor 1112 is part no.
S14K2S available from Siemens. fuse 1114 is a ‘AA fuse.

diode 1116 is part no. 1N4002 available from LITEON.
resistor 1118 has a resistance of 109. 1/2W. capacitor 1120
has a capacitance of 22 pF. 35V. capacitor 1122 has a
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capacitance of 0.1 pF. zener diode 1128 is part no. lN4744A
available from LIFEON. resistor 1124 has a resistance of

22052. resistor 1126 has a resistance of 2209. capacitor 1130
has a capacitance of l pF. 25V. and capacitor 1132 has a
capacitance of 0.1 pF.

Oscillator 1200 is preferably comprised of a first invertor
gate 1210 having it’s input coupled to it's output via
resistors 1214 and 1216. and a second invertor gate 1212
having it’s input coupled to the output of first invertor gate
1210 and it’s output coupled to it’s input via a capacitor
1218 and resistor 1216. The oscillating output of the second
invertor gate 1212 is bulfered via transistor 1226. which has
it‘s base connected to the output of second invertor gate
1212 via resistor 1220 and capacitor 1222. which are con-
nected in parallel therebetween. The base of transistor 1226
is also coupled to power line 1104 via a resistor 1224. The
emitter of transistor 1226 is connected to power line 1104
and the collector is connected to power line 1107 via a
resistor 1230. to the anode of a diode 1228. and to the

oscillator output line 1201. Diode 1228 has it's cathode
connected to power line 1104 and is used to protect transistor
1226.

Preferably. invertor gates 1210 and 1212 are provided by
part no. CD40lO6B available from Harris. resistor 1214 has
a resistance of 10 kn. resistor 1216 has a resistance of 1.13

kfl. 1%. capacitor 1218 has a capacitance of 220 pF. resistor
1220 has a resistance of 4.7 kfl. capacitor 1222 has a
capacitance of 220 pF. resistor 1224 has a resistance of 100
1:9. transistor 1226 is part no. MMBTA70l_ available from
Motorola. diode 1228 is part no. RLS4-448 available from
LITEON. and resistor 1230 has a resistance of 3.3 kfl.

'I‘wo touch circuits 1400a and 1400b are provided in
parallel to provide redundancy so that if one fails. the relay
drivers are disabled. Because the touch circuits 1400a and

14001: are identical. only one of the touch circuits will now
be described. Touch circuit 1400a preferably includes two
resistors 1410a and 1412a coupled in series between touch
terminal output line 1451 and the base of a bipolar PNP
transistor 1420a. Transistor 1420a has it’s emitter connected

to the oscillator output line 1201 and it’s collector connected
to power common line 1107 via a resistor 1422a. Touch
Circuit 1400:: further includes a diode 1414a, a capacitor
1416a, and a resistor 1418a all connected in parallel
between the base of transistor 1420a and the emitter thereof.

which is connected to oscillator output line 1201. Touch
circuit 1400a also includes a diode 1424a having it’s anode
connected to the collector of transistor 1420a and it’s

cathode connected to touch circuit output line 1401a via a
resistor 1426a.

Preferably. resistor 1410a has a resistance of 5.1 kfl.
resistor 14174: has aresistance of 5.1 1:52. diode 1414a is part
no, RLS4448 available from LI'TEON. capacitor 1416a has
a capacitance of 240 pF. resistor 1418a has a resistance of 12
MQ. transistor 1420a is part no. BC857CL available from
Motorola. resistor 1422a has a resistance of 100 1:9. diode

1424a is part no. RLS4448 available from LITEON. and
resistor 1426a has a resistance of 100 kn.

The preferred detailed construction of the first and second
driver circuits 1500 and 1600 will now be described with

reference to FIG. 14. In first driver circuit 1500. the output
line 1401a of first touch circuit 14004 is connected to power
common line 1107 via a resistor 1510 and also via a

capacitor 1512 connected in parallel therewith. The output
line 1401a is also connected to the inverting input terminal
of an operational amplifier 1514. The non-inverting input
terminal of operational amplifier 1514 is connected to line
1502. which runs between first and second driver circuits
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1500 and 1600 and is connected to power line 1104 Via a
resistor 1626. The output of op amp 1514 is connected to
power line 1104 via a resistor 1518 and to the input of a
Schrnitt trigger invertor gate 1516. The output of Schmitt
trigger invertor gate 1516 is connected to the input of a
second Schrnitt trigger invertor gate 1526 via a resistor
1520. A diode 1522 is connected in parallel with resistor
1520 with it’s cathode connected to the output of invertor
gate 1516 and it’s anode connected to the input of invertor
gate 1526 and to power common line 1107 via capacitor
1524. The output of invertor gate 1526 is connected to the
base of bipolar PNP switching transistor 1700 via a resistor
1528. The base of transistor 1700 is also connected to power
common line 1107 via a capacitor 1532 and to power line
1104 and it’s emitter via a resistor 1530.

Preferably. resistor 1510 has a resistance of 10 M9.
capacitor 1512 has a capacitance of 0.01 111-‘. op amp
comparator 1514 is part no. LM393 available from National
Semiconductor. invertor gate 1516 is part no. CD40106B
available from Harris. resistor 1518 has a resistance of 10
1:52. resistor 1520 has a resistance of 1 M9. diode 1522 is

part no. RLS4448 available from LITEON. capacitor 1524
has a capacitance of 0.22 pF. invertor gate 1526 is part no.
CD40106 available from Harris. resistor 1528 has a resis-
tance of 12 kn. resistor 1530 has a resistance of 100 kfl.
capacitor 1532 has a capacitance of 0.01 uF. and transistor
1700 is part no. MMBT1fi6L available from Motorola.

In second driver circuit 1600, the output line 1401b of
second touch circuit 140012 is connected to power common
line 1107 via a resistor 1610 and also via a capacitor 1612
oonnected in parallel therewith. The output line 1401b is
also connected to the inverting input terminal of an opera-
tional amplifier 1614. The non-inveifing input terminal of
operational amplifier 1614 is connected to line 1502. which
is connected to power line 1104 via resistor 1626. The
non-inverting input terminal of op amp 1614 is also con-
nected to power common line 1107 via a capacitor 1616 and
a resistor 1618. which are connected in parallel. The output
of op amp 1614 is connected to power line 1104 via aresistor
1630 and to the coupled inputs of a Schrnitt trigger invertor
gate 1628. The output of op amp 1614 is also connected to
it’s non-inverting input terminal via a resistor 1624. The
output of Schrnitt trigger invertor NAND gate 1628 is
connected to the input of a second Schmitt trigger invertor
gate 1638 via a resistor 1632. A diode 1634 is connected in
parallel with resistor 1632 with it’s cathode connected to the
output of invertor NAND gate 1628 and it’s anode con-
nected to the input of invertor NAND gate 1638 and to
power common line 1107 via a capacitor 1636. The output
of invertor gate 1638 is connected to the base of switching
bipolar PNP transistor 1710 via a resistor 1640. The base of
transistor 1710 is also connected to power common line
1107 via a capacitor 1642 and to power line 1104 via a
resistor 1644. Second driver circuit 1600 also preferably
includes capacitors 1620 and 1622 connected in parallel
between it’s connections to power lines 1104 and 1107.

Preferably. resistor 1610 has a resistance of 10 MR.
capacitor 1612 has a capacitance of 0.01 pF. op amp
comparator 1614 is part no. LM393 available from National
Semiconductor. capacitor 1616 has a capacitance of 0.01 |.IF.
resistor 1618 has a resistance of 20 1:9. capacitor 1620 has
a capacitance of 0.1 uF. capacitor 1622 has a capacitance of
0.1 uF. resistor 1624 has a resistance of 100 kl). resistor
1626 has a resistance of 10 1:9. invertor NAND gate 1628
is part no. CD4093B available from Harris. resistor 1630 has
a resistance of 10 k9. resistor 1632 has a resistance of 1

MD. diode 1634 is part no. RLS4448 available from
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LITEON. capacitor 1636 has a capacitance of 0.22 |.IF.
invertor NAND gate 1638 is part no. CD-l»O93B available
from Harris. resistor 1640 has a resistance of 12 k9.

capacitor 1642 has a capacitance of 0.01 uF. resistor 1644
has a resistance of 100 kl). and transistor 1710 is part no.
MMBTASGL available from Motorola.

In operation. the output of transistor 1420a (FIG. 13)
taken at it’s collector is rectified by diode 1424a and a DC
level is generated by resistors 1426a and 1510 and capacitor
1512 (a DC level of the output of transistor 1420!) is
generated by resistors 1426b and 1610 and capacitor 1612).
When this DC level exceeds the upper threshold voltage of
op amp comparator 1514 (1614). the output of schmitt
triggered invertor gate 1516 inverter NAND gate 1628
(1628) goes high which charges capacitor 1524 (1636)
through resistor 1520 (1632). Gates 1516 and 1526 (1628
and 1638). resistor 1520 (1632). and capacitor 152.4 (1636)
provide debounce in a conventional manner. Diode 1522
(1634) is used to provide fast release when the palm of the
hand is removed from the touch terminal 1450. The output
of the debounce circuitry drives transistor 1700 (1710).
Resistor 1528 (1640) and capacitor 1532 (1642) are used to
filter noise. Both touch circuits must be functional in order
to drive the relay switch 1800. Also. if one of the transistors
1700 or 1710 fails. the relay will not be adivated.

Relay switch 1800 may be any conventional relay. An
example of such a relay is shown in FIG. 14. Relay switch
1800 may include a relay coil 1810 coupled between the
selective power supply 1711 of transistors 1700 and 1710
and ground. and a pair of magnetically responsive switches
that switch from normally closed terminals 1805 and 1807
to normally open terminals 1801 and 1803 when the relay
coil is energized. Azener diode 1815 may be placed in series
with a diode 1820 to reduce stress on the relay coil 1810 and
to protect transistor 1710 when transistors 1700 and 1710
switch 013’.

Although the touch circuits of the third embodiment are
disclosed as operating a relay switch via driver circuits. it
will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the outputs
of touch circuits 1400a and 1400b could be supplied to a
microcontroller in the manner discussed above with respectto the first embodiment.

The palm button switch of the present invention uses two
redundant touch switch circuits. such as shown in FIG. 12.
to disable relay drivers if one of the touch switch circuits
fails and redundant relay driver circuitry to turn olf a relay
switch if one of the driver circuits fails.

Alternatively. the circuitry shown in FIG. 4 could be used.
In another embodiment a method to prevent inadvertent
actuations is to require a multi-step process. Referring to
FIG. 19. a device is shown having a first palm button 2201.
a second palm button 2202. and an indicator light 2205.
Palm button 2201 has to be activated first and then button
2202 has to be activated within a 2 second time window

before a desired actuation can occur. The 90 degree orien-
tation of the two buttons makes it extremely diflicult to
accidently touch both with an arm and an elbow or other
such physical combination. An added advantage is that the
motion required to move the hand from bulion 2201 to
button 2202 can provide some relief from fatigue in the
forearm by the resulting muscle flexure that would otherwise
not occur if the hand had to be kept near a single button for
extended periods of time. A further redundancy can be
achieved by requiring simultaneous operation of two such
devices. one for each hand. This provides further safeguards
against inadvertent actuations and forces the operator to
have both hands in a desired safe location once a desired
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actuation occurs. A further option is to provide one or more
IEDS 2205 or audible annunciators for visual or audible

feedback to the operator. Specifically. in FIG. 19 the LED
2205 will come on when button 2201 has been successfully
activated to cue the operator that it is time to move to button
2202. Where required a second LED with a dilferent color
than the first (yellow for the first LED and red for the
second) can be provided to provide visual confirmation that
the second button 2202 has been activated or that the

required combination of the two buttons has been activated.
‘Two difierent audible tone or sound generators could also be
used in lieu of the LEDs to provide feedback to the operator.
In industrial or other challenging settings. the housing is
made of high strength polycarbonate (or other high strength
non-metallic material) to meet high impact and vibration
requirements. preferably NEMA 4. A further option is to
provide lighting for the switches to allow operation in the
dark.

In a variation of the multi-step process. two touch plates
within a housing (one vertical and one horizontal) are used
to provide a two—step turn—on. Referring to FIGS. 20A—C.
the first step to actuate the output relay 2310. is initiated
when the operator inserts his hands and touches the vertical
touch sensor 2301 with the dorsal side of the hands. A yellow
LED 2304 on top of the device show the successful comple-
tion of the first step. The second step is to flip the hand over
and touch the horizontal touch sensor 2302 with the palmar
side of the hand. Ared LED 2305 on top of the device shows
the completion of the two step t11rn—on and activation of
output relay 2310. The flipping action of the hand in the
second step causes the forearm muscles to flex. thereby
reducing stilfness and fatigue. Also. the hands. and arms can
rest on the run bar until the machine cycle is complete. The
second step of the two-step turn-on must occur within some
predetermined time (for example 2 seconds) after the release
of vertical touch sensor or the first step must be repeated. In
this proposed embodiment. the second step provides an
added stimulus and reduces operator errors due to mental
and physical fatigue. The top cover prevents actuation of
two devices by the use of one hand and elbow of the same
arm. as required by ANSI Standard B 1 l. 19- 1990. The enclo-
sure must be a high strength polycarbonate module to meet
the high impact and vibration requirements of the industry.
preferably NEMA 4. In both embodiments. high frequency
switching is used to desensitize the unit against moisture and
contaminants that could generate a path between the button
and grounded chassis. The palm button may be formed as the
flat palm button shown in FIGS. 15A-C or as a dome-shaped
palm button shown in FIG. 16. The button is made of a brass
plate 1910 (1930) and can be covered with a plastic or glass
1925 (1933) cover or membrane to desensitize the unit even
more against contaminants and other inadvertent actuation.
The plastic cover 1925 (1933) acts as a dielectric and
capacitance is varied as a function of the area of the plastic
being touched. Therefore. if button is touched by finger. a
much smaller series capacitance is generated as opposed to
button being touched by the palm of a hand. This capaci~
tance is placed in series with the capacitance of the body to
ground when the button is touched. Since the capacitance of
the body to ground is much larger than the capacitance
generated by the button. the functionality of the unit is
independent of the variations in body capacitance to ground
from person to person. The other factor that needs to be
considered here is body resistance. If the button is not
covered with an insulator such as plastic. the unit would
become sensitive to body resistance. Body resistance to
ground. changes as a function of moisture in the work area.
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skin dryness. floor structure. and shoes. By using a plastic
cover. the unit is made insensitive to variations of body
resistance and capacitance. The shape of the button is also a
factor in sensitivity. If the button is flat. less of the button
area would be covered by the palm of the hand as opposed
to a dome shape button that matches the contour of the palm.
Therefore. if the button is dome-shaped. the unit can be even
more desensitized against inadvertent operation.

By providing a large space for hand insertion and switch
activation and a flat or dome shape button where the palm of
the hand rests while machine cycle is in process. stress on
the forearms is ergonomically reduced. The palm button of
the present invention can be activated with or without
gloves. The zero force palm button of the present invention
may be used to activate electric. pneumatic. air clutch. and
hydraulic equipment such as punch presses. molding
machines. etc.

As shown in FIGS. 15A—C. the fiat palm button may
include a plastic housing 1917 having an optional metallic
enclosure 1922 for surface mounting. The button also may
include a flush mount surface 1915 and optional guarding
1920.

The circuit board 1935 used with the palm button of the
present invention may be packaged on two printed circuit
boards. One board for power and relay and the other for
touch switches and relay drivers. The touch circuit on the
touch switch board is interfaced to the button through a
screw that also holds the button in place. The power/relay
board is interfaced to the touch switch board through a three
pin right angle connector. Wiring to the unit is done through
a seven position terminal block on the power/relay board.
The power/relay board is designed for 24 V DC input power
and provides two double—throw relay contacts. However. it
can be modified to accommodate different power inputs and
switch outputs. For example. a transformer may be added to
the power board so that the unit is powered 1l0VAC/
220VAC instead of 24 V DC. Also. the relays may be
replaced with other outputs such as digital or 4-20 m.A
outputs.

The touch circuit components can be integrated in a
custom IC 2000. as shown in FIG. 17. to facilitate manu-
facturing and to reduce cost Components 413. 412. 414,
410. 418. and 420 are similar to those of circuit 400 shown
in FIG. 8. Preferably. resistor 2004 has a resistance of 470
kfl and diode 2002 has characteristics similar to part no.
lN4l48 available from LITEON. Resistors 2008 and 2006

are used to adjust the sensitivity. Diode 2002 at the output
of 420. allows the IC to be used in applications where
several touch circuit IC’s are multiplexed

As shown in FIG. 18. a sleep circuit 2100 may be added
to the oscillator circuit 200 (FIG. 6) to allow microcontroller
600 to turn off the oscillator circuit 200. The disabling of
oscillator circuit 200 is done to reduce drainage of capacitor
126 in the regulator circuit 120 during brown outs. The
circuit diagram shown in FIG. 18 is a modified version of
circuit 200 in FIG. 6. During normal operation microcon—
troller 600 pulls the input of gate 2116 to ground and causes
the output of gate 2116 to go high (power line 104).
Therefore. transistor 2110 is biased on and oscillator 200 is

functional. When in a sleep mode. microcontroller 600
sources the input to gate 2116 high and causes the output of
gate 2116 to go low which turns off transistor 2110 and pulls
the input of gate 212 low. Therefore. the oscillator will stop
oscillating and drainage on capacitor 126 decreases consid-
erably.

The above described embodiments were chosen for pur-
poses of describing but one application of the present
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invention. It will be understood by those who practice the
invention and by those skilled in the art. that various
modifications and improvements may be made to the inven-
tion without departing from the spirit or scope of the
invention as defined by the appended claims.

The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive

property or privilege is claimed are defined as follows:
1. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit

comprising:
an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a

frequency of 50 kHz or greater:
an input touch terminal having a dielectric cover defining

an area for an operator to provide an input by proximity
and touch. an operator’s body capacitance to ground as
sensed through said input touch terminal varying as a
function of the area of said input touch terminal that is
proximate the operator’s body; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator. and
coupled to said input touch terminal. said detector
circuit being responsive to signals from said oscillator
and the presence of an operator's body capacitance to
ground coupled to said touch terminal when proximal
or touched by an operator to provide a control output
signal. wherein said detector circuit includes means for
generating said control signal when the sensed body
capacitance to ground exceeds a threshold level in
order to prevent unintended activation based upon an
operator’s inadvertent proximity and touch with said
input touch terminal.

2. The switching circuit as defined in claim 1. wherein
said oscillator provides a periodic output signal having a
frequency of 800 kHz or greater.

3. The switching circuit as defined in claim 1 and further
including a DC power supply for supplying power to said
oscillator and a ground.

4. The switching circuit as defined in claim 1. wherein
said periodic output signal provided by said oscillator is a
square wave output signal. said oscillator includes a square
wave generator for generating a square wave. and a plurality
of active elements coupled to an output of said square wave
generator to buifer and improve the shape of the square wave
output therefrom.

5. The switching circuit as defined in claim 1. wherein
said detector circuit includes a microcontroller and a charge
pump circuit coupled between said input touch terminal and
said microcontroller.

6. The switching circuit as defined in claim 1. wherein
said detector circuit includes a rnicrocontroller and a touch

circuit coupled between said input touch terminal and said
microconlroller.

7. The switching circuit as defined in claim 6 and further
including a plurality of said input touch terminals and a
plurality of said touch circuits respectively associated with
said input touch terminals.

8. The switching circuit as defined in claim 7. wherein
said microcontroller selectively applies said periodic output
signals received from said oscillator to each of said touch
circuits to separately activate each touch circuit.

9. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a
frequency of 50 kHz or greater:

an input touch terminal defining an area for an operator to
provide an input by proximity and touch;

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator. and

lC
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coupled to said input touch terminal. said detector
circuit being responsive to signals from said oscillator
and the presence of an operator’s body capacitance to
ground coupled to said touch terminal when proximal
or touched by an operator to provide a control output
signal; and

a floating common generator coupled to said oscillator for
receiving said square wave output signal. said floating
common generator generating a floating common ref
erence for said detector circuit that is set at a fixed

Voltage below and tracks the square wave output signal.
10. The switching circuit as defined in claim 9. wherein

said detector circuit is powered by said square wave output
signal provided by said oscillator and by said floating
common reference provided by said floating common gen-
erator thereby increasing the sensitivity of said detector
circuit to proximity and touching of said touch terminal by
an operator‘s body.

11. The switching circuit as defined in claim 10. wherein
said detector circuit includes a rnicrocontroller and a charge
pump circuit coupled between said input touch terminal and
said microcontroller. by an operator’s body. wherein said
charge pump circuit includes at least one high speed diode
coupled between said oscillator and said touch terminal. for
enhancing a sensitivity at which said charge pump responds
to sensed body capacitance at said touch terminal for higher
frequencies.

12. A proximity and touch controlled switching circuit
comprising:

an oscillator providing a square wave output signal having
a frequency of 50 kHz or greater;

a touch terminal having a dielectric cover defining an
input terminal for coupling to an operator’s body
capacitance to ground; and

a charge pump circuit coupled to said oscillator for
receiving said square wave output signal. and coupled
to said touch terminal. said charge pump circuit having
an output terminal that supplies an output signal having
a voltage that varies when said touch terminal is
proximal or touched by an operator’s body. the voltage
of said output signal varies as a function of the area of
said touch terminal that is proximal or touched by an
operator.

wherein said charge pump circuit includes at least one
high speed diode coupled between said oscillator and
said touch terminal. for enhancing a sensitivity at
which said charge pump responds to sensed body
capacitance to ground at said touch terminal for higher
frequencies.

13. The proximity and touch controlled circuit as defined
in claim 12 and further including a DC power supply for
supplying power to said oscillator and a ground.

14. The proximity and touch controlled circuit as defined
in claim 12. wherein said oscillator includes a square wave
generator for generating a square wave. and a plurality of
active elements coupled to an output of said square wave
generator to bufier and improve the shape of the square wave
output therefrom.

15. The proximity and touch controlled circuit as defined
in claim 12. wherein said oscillator provides a periodic
output signal having a frequency of 800 kHz or greater.

16. A proximity and touch controlled switching circuit
comprising:

an oscillator providing a square wave output signal having
a frequency of 50 kHz or greater;

a touch terminal defining an input terminal for coupling to
an operator’s body capacitance to ground;
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a charge pump circuit coupled to said oscillator for
receiving said square wave output signal. and coupled
to said touch terminal. said charge pump circuit having
an output terminal that supplies an output signal having
a voltage that varies when said touch terminal is
proximal or touched by an operator’s body: and

a floating common generator coupled to said oscillator for
receiving said square wave output signal. said floating
common generator generating a floating common ref-
erence for said charge pump circuit that is set at a fixed
voltage below and tracks said square wave output
signal.

wherein said charge pump circuit includes at least one
high speed diode coupled between said oscillator and
said touch terminal. for enhancing a sensitivity at
which said charge pump responds to sensed body
capacitance to ground at said touch terminal for higher
frequencies.

17. The proximity and touch controlled circuit as defined
in claim 16. wherein said charge pump circuit is powered by
said square wave output signal provided by said oscillator
and by said floating common reference provided by said
floating common generator thereby increasing the sensitivity
of said charge pump circuit to proximity and touching of
said touch terminal by an operator’s body.

18. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a
predefined frequency;

a plurality of input touch terminals defining adjacent areas
on a dielectric substrate for an operator to provide
inputs by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator. and
coupled to said input touch terminals. said detector
circuit being responsive to signals from said oscillator
and the presence of an operator’s body capacitance to
ground coupled said touch terminals when proximal or
touched by an operator to provide a control output
signal.

wherein said predefined frequency of said oscillator is
selected to decrease the impedance of said dielectric
substrate relative to the impedance of any contaminate
that may create an electrical on said dielectric substrate
path between said adjacent areas. and wherein said
detector circuit compares the sensed body capacitance
to ground proximate an input touch terminal to a
threshold level to prevent inadvertent generation of the
control output signal.

19. The switching circuit as defined in claim 18. wherein
said oscillator provides a periodic output signal having a
fiequency of 800 kHz or greater.

20. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a
predefined frequency:

a dome—shaped touch terminal defining an area for an
operator to provide an input by proximity and touch.
wherein the dome shape of the touch terminal is
constructed to ergonomically fit the palm of a human
hand: and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator. and
coupled to said touch terminal. said detector circuit
being responsive to signals from said oscillator and the
presence of an operator’s body capacitance to ground

28

coupled to said touch terminal when proximal or
touched by an operator to provide a control output
signal. said detector circuit including means for dis-
criminating between a proximity and touch of said
dome-shaped touch terminal by the palm of a human
hand and a proximity and touch by a human finger.

21. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a
predefined frequency;

a touch terminal defining an area for an operator to
provide an input by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator. and
coupled to said touch terminal. said detector circuit
being responsive to signals from said oscillator and the
presence of an operator’s body capacitance to ground
coupled to said touch terminal when proximal or
touched by an operator to provide a control output
signal. said detector circuit including discriminating
means for discriminating between a proximity and
touch of said touch terminal covering substantially all
of said area of said touch terminal and a proximity and
touch covering less than substantially all of said area of
said touch terminal.

22. ‘The switching circuit as defined in claim 21. wherein
said touch terminal includes a dome-shaped dielectric cover.

23. The switching circuit as defined in claim 21. wherein
said touch terminal includes a palm-sized dielectric cover.

24. The switching circuit as defined in claim 23. wherein
said discriminating means determines that a proximity and
touch of said touch terminal covers substantially all of said
area of said touch terminal when said dielectric cover is

proximal or touched with the palm of an operator’s hand and
determines that a proximity or touch covers less than sub-
stantially all of said area of said touch terminal when said
dielectric eovm is proximal or touched with one of an
operator’s fingers.

25. The switching circuit as defined in claim 21. wherein
said discriminating means discriminates between a proxim-
ity and touch of said touch terminal covering substantially
all of said area of said touch terminal and a proximity and
touch covering less than substantially all of said area of said
touch terminal based upon a sensed level of body capaci-
tance to ground proximate said touch terminal.

26. ‘The switching circuit as defined in claim 21. wherein
said coupling of capacitance to ground occurs when an
operator’s body is proximate. but not touching. said touch
terminal.

27. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
for a controlled device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a
predefined frequency;

first and second touch terminals defining areas for an
operator to provide an input by proximity and touch‘.
and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator. and
coupled to said first and second touch terminals. said
detector circuit being responsive to signals from said
oscillator and the presence of an operator’s body
capacitance to ground coupled to said first and second
touch terminals when proximal or touched by an opera-
tor to provide a control output signal for actuation of
the controlled device. said detector circuit being con-
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figured to generate said control output signal when said
an operator is proximzd or touches said second touch
terminal after the operator is proximal or touches said
first touch terminal.

28. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 27. wherein said detector circuit gener-
ates said control signal only when an operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal within a predetermined
time period after the operator is proximal or touches said
first touch terminal.

29. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 27. wherein said first and second touch

terminals are adapted to be mounted on different surfaces of
the controlled device.

30

30. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 27. wherein said first and second touch

terminals are adapted to be mounted on non-parallel planar
surfaces of the controlled device.

31. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 27. wherein said first and second touch

terminals are adapted to be mounted on perpendicular planar
surfaces of the controlled device.

32. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 27 and further including an indicator for
indicating when said detector circuit determines that an
operator is proximal or touches said first touch terminal.

3!: * * =¥ *
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EX PARTE

REEXAMINATION CERTIFICATE
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THE PAT,;N1 IS HER ‘BY AM ‘ND D AS
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l\/latter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appeared in the
patent, but has been deleted and is no longer a part of the
patent; matter printed in italics indicates additions made
to the patent.
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Claims 18, 27, 28 and 32 are determined to be patentable as
amended.

New claims 33-39 are added and determined to be

patentable.
Claims 1-17, 19-26 and 29-31 were not reexamined.

18. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a .
predefined frequency;

a microcontroller using theperiodic output signalfrom the
oscillator, the microcontroller selectivelyproviding sig-
nal outputfrequencies to a plurality ofsmall sized input
touch terminals ofa keypad;

[a] the plurality ofsmall sized input touch terminals defin-
ing adjacent areas on a dielectric substrate for an opera-
tor to provide inputs by proximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator, and
coupled to said input touch terminals, said detector cir-
cuit being responsive to signals from said oscillator via
said microcontroller and [the] a presence of an opera-
tor’s body capacitance to ground coupled to said touch
terminals when proximal or touched by [an] the operator
to provide a control output signal,

wherein said predefined frequency of said oscillator [is]
and said signal output frequencies are selected to
decrease [the] afirst impedance of said dielectric sub-
strate relative to [the] a second impedance of any con-
taminate that may create an electrical path on said
dielectric substrate between said adjacent areas defined
by theplurality ofsmall sized input touch terminals, and
wherein said detector circuit compares [the] a sensed
body capacitance change to ground proximate an input ,
touch temiinal to a threshold level to prevent inadvertent
generation of the control output signal.

27. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit for
a controlled keypad device comprising:

an oscillator providing a periodic output signal having a
predefined frequency;

a microcontroller using theperiodic output signalfrom the
oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing sig-
nal outputfiequencies to a closely spaced array ofinput
touch terminals of a keypad, the input touch terminals
comprisingfirst and second input touch terminals;

the first and second input touch terminals defining areas for
an operator to provide an input by proximity and touch;
and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator, and
coupled to said first a11d second touch terminals, said

2

detector circuit being responsive to signals from said
oscillator via said microcontroller and [the] a presence
of an operator’s body capacitance to ground coupled to
said first and second touch terminals when proximal or
touched by [an] the operator to provide a control output
signal for actuation ofthe controlled keypad device, said
detector circuit being configured to generate said control
output signal when [an] the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal after the operator is
proximal or touches said first touch terminal.

28. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 27, wherein said detector circuit generates
said control signal only when [an] the operator is proximal or
touches said second touch terminal within a predetermined
time period after the operator is proximal or touches said first
touch terminal.

32. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 27 and further including an indicator for
indicating when said detector circuit determines that [an] the

‘ operator is proximal or touches said first touch terminal.
33. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit

as defined in claim I 8,ji/rther comprising wherein said detec-
tor circuit compares the sensed body capacitance change
caused by the body capacitance decreasing an input touch
terminal signal on the detector to ground when proximate to
the input touch terminal to a second threshold level to ger1er—
ate the control output signal.

34. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim I 8,further comprising wherein said detec-
tor circuit compares the sensed body capacitance change
caused by the body capacitance decreasing an input touch
terminal signal amplitude on the detector to ground when
proximate to the input touch terminal to a second threshold
level to generate the control output signal.

35. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 2 7, wherein when the second touch termi-
nal is not touched on its defining area by the operator to
provide input, the control output signal is prevented.

3 6. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 27 andfurther including an indicatorfor
indicating when said detector circuit determines that the
operator is proximal or touches said second touch terminal.

3 7. A capacitive responsive electronic switching circuitfor
a controlled device comprising:

an oscillator providing aperiodic output signal having a
predefinedfrequency. wherein an oscillator voltage is
greater than a supply voltage;

a microcontroller using theperiodic output signalfrom the
oscillator, the microcontroller selectively providing sig-
nal outputfrequencies to a closely spaced array ofinput
touch terminals ofa keypad, the input touch terminals
comprisingfirst and second input touch terminals;

the‘/irst and second touch terminals defining areasfor an
operator toprovide an input byproximity and touch; and

a detector circuit coupled to said oscillator for receiving
said periodic output signal from said oscillator, and
coupled to saidfirst and second touch terminals, said
detector circuit being responsive to signals from said
oscillator via said microcontroller and apresence ofan
operator’s body capacitance to ground coupled to said
first and second touch terminals when proximal or
touched by the operator to provide a control output
signalfor actuation ofthe controlled device, said detec-
tor circuit being configured to generate said control
output signal when the operator is proximal or touches
said second touch terminal after the operator is proxi-
mal or touches saidfirst touch terminal.
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38. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 3 7, wherein feedback to the operator is
provided by an indicator activated by the microcontroller
after the operator touches the second touch terminal.

39. The capacitive responsive electronic switching circuit
as defined in claim 37.

wherein said detector circuit compares a sensed body
capacitance change caused by the body capacitance
decreasing a second touch terminal signal on the deter-
tor to ground when proximate to the second touch ter-
minal to a threshold level to generate the control output
signal, and

whereinfeedback to the operator isprovided by an indica-
tor activated by the microcontroller afler the operator
touches the second touch terminal.

>I< >1‘ * >16 *
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process) an application. Confidentialityis governed by35 U.S.C. 122and 37 CFR1.11 and1.14. Thiscollection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submittingthe completed application form to the USPTO Time will vary depending upon the individual case Any comments on the amount
of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent tothe Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office, US. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESSSEND
TO: Commissioner tor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Ifyozi need assistance in completing lheform, call I-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTO/AIA/96 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(c[

3_ From: John M. Washeleski To. Nartron Corporation

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 028804 ‘Frame 0075

4_ From. Stephen R.W. Cooper

, or for which a copy thereof is attached.

TO. Nartron Corporation

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 028804 , Frame 0137 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

5_ From. Nartron Corporation TO. UUSI, LLC

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 023679 , Frame 0803 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Fleel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet( ).

As required by 37 CFR 3.73(c)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the
assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment
Division in accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08]

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

/Brian A. Car|son/ December 24, 2013
Signature Date

Brian A. Carlson

Printed or Typed Name

37,793

Title or Registration Number

[Page 2 of 2]
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that yoube given certain informationin connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, pleasebe advised that: (1) the general authority forthe collection of thisinformation is 35
U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and(3) the principal purpose forwhich the
information isused by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related
to a patent applicationor patent. If you do not furnish the requested information,the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office may not be able to process and/or examineyour submission,which may result in termination of proceedings
or abandonment of the applicationor expiration of the patent.

The informationprovided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is
required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the
course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has
requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency
having need for the informationin order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required
to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a( ).
A record related to an |nternationa|Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for
purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act
(42 U.S.C. 218( )).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency’s
responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under
authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA
regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or
Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
151. Further, arecord may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the
public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to
public inspection or an issued patent.
A record from thissystem of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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PTOISBIBD (11-I18)
Approved fer use fhl'OlIg§"l 1113012011. OMB 066143035

US. Patent and Trademark’ Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under lire Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a colleclion of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

POWER OF ATTORNEY T0 PROSECUTE APPLlCAT|ONS BEFORE THE USPTO

thereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in theiapplication identified in the attached statement under
37 CFR 3.73 b .

I hereby appoint:

Practitioners associated with line Customer Number: 25962
OR

El Praclilloner(s) named below (if more than ten palent practitioners are to be named. then a cuslnmer number must be used):
Regisiration ' Registration

Number Number

as‘allorney(s) or ag'ent(s) to represent the undersigned before the United
any and all patenl applications assigned 95;); to the undersigned according to the USPTO assignment records or assignment documents
attached to this fonn inaccordanoe with 37 CFR 3.73(b).

Please change the correspondence address for the application identified in the aitached ‘statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) to:

The address associated with Customer Number: 25962
OR

Firm of
Individual Name

T Telephone

Assignee Name and Address:

UUSI, LLC
5000 North US Highway 131, Twenty-Second Floor
Reed City. Michigan 49677

A copy of this form, together with a statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) (Farm P—‘l'0ISBI96 or equivalent) is required to be
filed in each application in which this form is used. The statement under 37 CFR 3.7302) may be completed by «me of
the practitioners appointed in this form if the appointed practitioner is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee,

= a - llcation in which this Power of Attome is to be flied.

SI 9. ATURE of Assignae of Record

ual whose si ‘ ' .s‘ a tie is supplied below is authorized to act on behalf ofthevassigrxee
wu-

Name ormn A. Rautiola Telephone 23l~832~5525

Title Manager
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.31, 1.32 and 1.33. The information is requlred in obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is lo file (and
by the USPTO to process) an application. Canfidenlialiiy is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 87 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collecticn is estimated to take 3 minutes
to complete. including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending unon the individual case. Any
commanls on ma -amounl of time you require to complete this, lorm andlor suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent lo the Chief lnlormaiicn Officer.
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce. P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. Do NOTSEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS 70 rats ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and selectoption 2.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

U.S. Patent No.: 5,796,183 B1 , Docket No.: 5796183RX2

Issued: August 18, 1998 Inventors: Hourmand et al.

Filed: January 31, 1996 ' Patent Owner: UUSI, LLC

Control No. TBD Examiner: TBD

For: Capacitive Responsive Electronic Switching Circuit

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Dear Sir:

Patent Owner wishes to bring to the attention of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

the information noted on the enclosed form, which may be considered material to the

reexamination of the above-identified patent. Patent Owner makes no assertion that a prior art

search has been made or that any of the cited references are prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102. In

some instances, publications that are not prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102 have been cited as they

may discuss prior art systems and may provide insight into the state of the art at the time of the

invention.

Respectfully submitted,

December 24, 2013 /Brian A. Carlson/
Date Brian A. Carlson

Reg. No. 37,793

SLATER & MATSIL, L.L.P.

17950 Preston Rd., Ste. 1000

Dallas, Texas 75252
Tel.: 972-732-1001

docketing @ slater—matsil.com
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DOC code: IDS PTOlSBl08a (01-10). . . . . A df th h 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed U_S_ Patent and Tragzggfk Oc;;:(:.eUl:lE,%EPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Number

Filing Date

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor Byron Hourmand

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number 5796183RX

U.S.PATENTS

Pages,Co|umns,Lines where

Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

E>_<amjner ' Patent Number ' Issue Date Name of Patentee or ApplicantInitial of cited Document

4766368 1988-08-23

4825385 1989-04-25 Dolph, et al.

5305017 1994-04-19 Gerpheide

5337353 1994-08-09

5463388 1995-10-31 Boie, et al.

5565658 1996-10-15 Gerpheide, et al.

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Pages,Co|umns,Lines where

Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Publication Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant
Number Code1 Date of cited Document

EFS Web 2.1.17
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Application Number

Filing Date

First Named Inventor Byron Hourmand

Art Unit

Examiner Name I
Attorney Docket Number 579618:-‘.RX

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button. Add

Examiner Cite Foreign Document

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS Rem°Ve

Pages,Co|umns,Lines
where Relevant

Passages or Relevant

Figures Appear

Name of Patentee or

Applicant of cited
Document

Kind Publication

Code4 Date

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button Add

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS R9m°Ve

Examiner
|nitia|s*

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s),
publisher, city and/or country where published.

BUXTON, B., "31.1: Invited Paper: A Touching Story: A Personal Perspective on the History of Touch Interfaces Past
and Future," Society for Information Display (SID) Symposium Digest of Technical Papers, Vol. 41, No. 1, Session 31,
May 2010, pp. 444-448.

HINCKLEY, K_, et al., "38.2: Direct Display Interaction via Simultaneous Pen + Mu|ti—touch |nput," Society for
Information Display (SID) Symposium Digest of Technical Papers, Vol. 41, No. 1, Session 38, May 2010, pp. 537-540.

LEE, S., "A Fast Mu|tip|e—Touch—Sensitive Input Device," University of Toronto, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Master Thesis, October 1984, 118 pages.

HILLIS, W.D., "A High-Resolution Imaging Touch Sensor," The International Journal of Robotics Research, Vol. 1, No.
2, Summer (June - Aug.) 1982, pp. 33-44.

LEE, S.K., et al., "A Multi-Touch Three Dimensional Touch—Sensitive Tablet," Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference
on Human Factors in Computing Systems, April 1985, pp. 21-25.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR1.99)

Application Number

Filing Date

Art Unit

Byron Hourmand

Examiner Name I
Attorney Docket Number 579618:-‘.RX

HLADY, A.M., "A touch sensitive X—Y position encoder for computer input," Proceedings of the Fall Joint Computer
Conference, November 18-20, 1969, pp. 545-551.

SASAKI, L., et al., "A Touch-Sensitive Input Device," International Computer Music Conference Proceedings,
November 1981, pp. 293-296.

CALLAHAN, J., et al., "An Empirical Comparison of Pie vs. Linear Menus," Human Factors in Computing Systems:
Chicago '88 Conference Proceedings: May 15-19, 1988, Washington DC: Special Issue of the SIGCHI Bulletin, New
York, Association for Computing Machinery, pp. 95-100.

CASIO, AT-550 Advertisement, published in Popular Science by On The Run, February 1984, p.-129.

CASIO, "Module No. 320," AT-550 Owner's Manual, at least as early as December 1984, 14 pages.

SMITH, S.D., et al., "Bit-slice microprocessors in h.f. digital communications," The Radio and Electronic Engineer, Vol.
51, No. 6, June 1981, pp. 299-301.

BOIE, R.A., "Capacitive Impedance Readout Tactile Image Sensor," Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference
on Robotics and Automation, Vol. 1, March 1984, pp. 370-372.

THOMPSON, C., "Clive Thompson on The Breakthrough Myth," Wired Magazine, http:l/wvvw.wired.com/
magazinel2011/07/st_thompson_breakthrough, August 2011, 3 pages.

"|nnovation in Information Technology," National Research Council of the National Academies, Computer Science and
Telecommunications Board, Division on Engineering and Physical Sciences, http://www.nap.edu/catalog/10795.html,
2003, 85 pages.

BUXTON, W., et al., "|ssues and Techniques in Touch—Sensitive Tablet Input," Proceedings of SIGGRAPH '85, Vol. 19,
No. 3, July 22-26, 1985, pp. 215-223.

EFS Web 2.1.17

BUXTON, W., et al., "Large Displays in Automotive Design," IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications, July/August
2000, pp. 68-75.
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

Application Number

Filing Date

First Named Inventor Byron Hourmand
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR1.99)
Art Unit

Examiner Name I
Attorney Docket Number 579618:-‘.RX

BUXTON, W., "Lexical and Pragmatic Considerations of Input Structures," ACM SIGGRAPH Computer Graphics, Vol.
17, No. 1, January 1983, pp. 31-37.

BETTS, P., et al., "Light Beam Matrix Input Terminal," IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin, October 1966, pp. 493-494.

BUXTON, B., "Mu|ti-Touch Systems that I Have Known and Loved," downloaded from http://www.bi||buxton.com/
mu|titouchOverview.htm|, January 12, 2007, 22 pages.

HEROT, C.F., et al., "One-Point Touch Input of Vector Information for Computer Displays," Proceedings of the 5th
Annual Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques, August 23-25, 1978, pp. 210-216.

WOLFELD, J.A., "Real Time Control of a Robot Tacticle Sensor," University of Pennslyvania, Department of Computer
& Information Science, Technical Reports (CIS), Master Thesis, http:l/repository.upenn.edulcis reports/678, August
1981, 68 pages.

LEWIS, J.R., "Reaping the Benefits of Modern Usability Evaluation: The Simon Story," Advances in Applied
Ergonomics: Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Applied Ergonomics, ICAE May 21-24, 1996, pp.
752-755.

NAKATANI, L.H., et al., "Soft Machines: A Philosophy of User—Computer Interface Design," Proceedings ofthe SIGCHI
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, December 1983, Chicago, pp. 19-23.

RUBINE, D.H., "The Automatic Recognition of Gestures," Carnegie Mellon University, Master Thesis, CMU-
CS-91-202, December, 1991, 285 pages.

KU RTENBACH, G.P., "The Design and Evaluation of Marking Menus," University of Toronto, Graduate Department of
Computer Science, Master Thesis, May 1993, 201 pages.

HOPKINS, D., "The Design and Implementation of Pie Menus," originally published in Dr. Dobb's Journal, December
1991, lead cover story, user interface issue, reproduced at www.DonHopkins.com, 8 pages.

EFS Web 2.1.17

BUXTON, B., "The Long Nose of |nnovation," Bloomberg Businessweek, Innovation & Design, January 2, 2008, 3
pages, downloaded from: http:I/www.businessweek.com/storiesl2008-01-02/the-Iong-nose-of-innovationbusinessweek-
business-news-stock-market-and-financialadvice.
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Application Number

Filing Date
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR1.99)

First Named Inventor Byron Hourmand

Art Unit

Examiner Name |
Attorney Docket Number 579618:-‘.RX

BUXTON, B., "The Mad Dash Toward Touch Technology," Bloomberg Businessweek, Innovation & Design, October
21, 2009, 3 pages, downloaded from: http:l/www.businessweek.com/innovate/content/oct2009/Id20091021_629186.
htm.

"The Sensor Frame Graphic Manipulator," NASA Phase II Final Report, NASA-CR-194243, May 8, 1992, 28 pages.

IZADI, S., et al., "ThinSight: A Thin Form—Factor Interactive Surface Technology," Communications of the ACM,
Research Highlights, Vol. 52, No. 12, December 2009, pp. 90-98.

KRUEGER, M.W., et al., "VIDEOPLACE - An Artificial Reality," Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems, April 1985, pp. 35-40.

BROWN, E., et al., "Windows on Tablets as a Means of Achieving Virtual Input Devices," Proceedings of the IFIP
TC13 Third International Conference on Human—Computer Interaction, August 27-31, 1990, in D. Diaper, et al. (Eds),
Human—Computer Interaction - INTERACT '90, Amsterdam: Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North Holland), 11
pages.

"A Multi-Touch Three Dimensional Touch-Sensitive Tablet," http:/lwww.youtube.com/watch?v=Arrus9CxUIA,
November 18, 2009, 1 page.

"Casio AT—550 Touch Screen Calculator Watch (1984)," http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhVAsqhfhqU, May 24,
2012, 1 page.

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button Add

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

Examiner Signature Date Considered

*EXAM|NER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind ofdocument by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.‘l6 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here if
English language translation is attached.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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Application Number

Filing Date
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR1.99)

First Named Inventor Byron Hourmand

Art Unit

Examiner Name |
Attorney Docket Number 579618:-‘.RX

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate se|ection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

D from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

Z A certification statement is not submitted herewith.
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.

Signature lBrian A. Carlsonl Date (YYYY—MM-DD) 2013-12-24

Name/Print Brian A. Carlson Registration Number

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.

EFS Web 2.1.17
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and Microsoft rfnce, gave 2. S€,t‘i-1)1L’S ha‘ 331. t-1) intei‘esi: in t<mci1
interfaces especially those that iiicorporztte multi-touch. ‘Since them,
much, 1’T1l1it1~iO‘.1Ci!, and the v esturehasted interfaces that they

k.
77

freq‘ ently emp’l<>y., heme heceme ciese to “must~h;t\/e Teatttres in
{several market seg_:r\“-tents, inehuiiitg m0't7i1e devices, desktop
(5(‘:mp1iES}’S5 laptops: and ..arge format disp]; ye1
What is ‘qmi ,=,y itiissed atn-t>ne_st 1 newtbtttiti in,te\‘est »— but ails-3
ty]3'ea1 of Vimtzzt‘ ail “new” teclmoiegies -- i’i()W far back these
tectmiqiies and tmhnnirigies go [1] Fer example, the use 0ftm1e‘:1
-inp:-.1t as 5 means tn int3t'aet with eemputer: hegzm, at least, in the mid—
SE6-(ts, with -early W :c1<,1*s-eirg done by {BM [3'| in Ottawa (Zstn.r1d?{4:,
and the University of Eltineis I: By the early 1970s, a number of
difE'ei‘ent technele-_;;ies had been

3-

panel titspiay. iifiriurtesy , weisity of tiiitteis,
Urban Chanipaigtt Found in RS: 39/2/'30, Box COL .. , Folder C01. 1;‘,-
13 Computer Ed. Research Lab / PLATO 1952-7-1)

By 15.972, tt:~t1ch eens had Eeft the his and tzontpiiter centers and
entered selects! grad smomzs as part ofthe PLATO IV
system, iittisttmteti in i"ig1.1t‘r: . ‘Thiti. was 231E the mute i'erti;i,rk2th‘:e
when one censideis ti '1 E’LAT(} EV not e-tiiy preceded the
appearance ef the parse COt1pt1[‘*I and local 11etWo1'ks, its
1‘e1atiVe,‘:,y wide (i€]3i()y}’t”1:'iE]t§ happened when Xerox PARC was just
startirtg work, an the A,‘:,tU computer!

Tltrotigit the 19705-§*§Os 2. ntttnbet‘ ot'aijtiere11t teehn-zikigies were

. U

the xmpe of

devehrped to suppt:-rt touch (rmeh as capacitive resistive, Eight
'ttert'uption, and stir’-face acoustic wave), and £1 huthher of
different cetitpatiies were founded to eernmerciaiize these
tecrtinetegies. }3Ixarttples incttide, Elogirmiiitrs, C23J‘t(:-ii Touch, and
Micrsfleu Systems.

As the opiittntis fttnr the interfacte tiesigtier grew, so did the
grznixttarity of out titiéerstet iing of the at"f(>i‘(i2ti1ces (if Eh“
ztvaitzzhle ter:hm),10_t;ies and teehttiqttes. Nitkiltlalii an-:3 R(‘)i],t”iiCi,1 36;,
fi)r exuntpie, gt‘-ve Voice tn the 110i;i(:i3 of “soft mzvzrhines , what

,.

they defined as:

using the .\:_j.»:;<er;2i::!r'c‘ z:'omZ>r'/zzriian q;‘" .rea-/Jime
cunzpztter g:*r.'pr’.2ic.s to cir's;L>.r'ay ”3:;-/i controls," and :1
fGIx.(:.-7”.’ 5.:-reen tr, :1 mm‘:'oIs op m’0.I’e .7"
mm'emz.r>7za./ ham’ '

HOWEV as Ciustave Fiauhert said. "G-36 is in the details,” and
getting the details 'vV1'()11g eeutti tmfi-<6 a good teettiiotegy 1(>e<
teailv had —— as was the case with how cursor control was
imptememed on the early Apeti-.1) w0i"1<:';1ati-zms, {if-ling an
Eisigrzaptaics teuchpad.

2. Lest Ahmg the ‘Way
From the tune of PLATO IV to close to 2t'}O(), the use of teuch~
sensing screens and tablets settied into a nuniher or 1no1'e—01‘-less
niche ma1‘]»;ets. Tot:chpads/tah},ets; (touch sensors not motinteti
dtrectiy over 3. dirtpiay) taeczinte mustt \'ism‘:e an 1ap1.(,»g):i, where
they were (said are) the dc-rminant teehnotegy used for cursor
central. Touch screens were iargeijy’ spiit into three main
segments, kiosks (hieiuding ATM mztehihes), peii1t—e-f—sa1e
devices (res1.aut-ants and retail, for example‘, and mehile dev“
(starting with PDAS, but :15 earig as 199?? as we shzait dis; ..
mebiie ptiottes).

h/[t11T_V of these market: were mat very {iem-ending in terms»: of
richness of the intemetion techniques employed. Kiosks.
exztmpte, adopted mainty simpie tmt<:h—:0—se]ect opera iiens
the same time: however, there was remarkable \>mrk which is
Wei]--hntivm and hence \v<.vt'th hightighting.

Figure 2: The PF-8006 Data Bank .’1;‘984). Characters can be
enteret} by printing them an the teuehpati with 3 finger.

S(;;::i€zjufi'JI‘ .’n]'(')rma1‘i0n Dz'.s'pZay (SID) Sympmiimz Z3igee,9t (gfTe'c:izni;:ra'l Pa_;)e>r,;\‘. ]‘«/flay 1 0., Vuhtme 41(1), Session 31, 444448.
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Take, for example. the Casio PF—8000, shown in Figure 2. This
was a PDA that incorporated an address book and a calculator. It
was released in 1984, which is when I got mine. As can be seen
hi the photo, the right side of the unit consists of a touchpad.

One of the ways that you could enter numbers was to tap them out
on a virtual keyboard - defined by the white grid on the touchpad.
More interesting, however, was the ability to enter alphanumeric
information by tracing it out on the touchpad with your finger.
You Wrote each character on top of the previous one
(segmentation was determined by the time interval between
characters), so tl1e whole touchpad surface was used for each
character.

Lest one discount the relevance of this device because it used a

touchpad, rather than touchscreen, in the same year, Casio
released a calculator watch, the AT—550. The watch’s crystal was
a touch screen. Numbers and operators are “written” on the
crystal, hi the same manner as the PF -8000.

Figure 3: The Simon (1993). The phone’s screen shows the
display for setting the clock to world time. Interaction was via
the touch screen, using either finger or stylus. L-R, the lower
3 images show (a) the desktop icons for accessing applications;
(b) the phone dial pad; (c) the manual section for handling
sketches and faxes. To place in context, there was no web
browser: the VVorld VVide VVeb had not yet happened yet!

Now flash forward and consider these devices in ligl1t of today’s
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world of texting and TWITTER. A few minutes of experience
with the PF—8000 or the AT—550 make it clear that one can easily
enter alphanumeric text without looking at the device. That is, the
character recognition offers essentially the same eyes -free
attribute that one has with touch typing on a QWERTY keyboard
— something that I call “touch writing”. Despite its relevance, this
is something that is pretty 111ucl1 unavailable 011 any of today’s
mobile touch-entry devices. It is somewhat sobering to realize that
Casio was able to do this in products commercially available 25
years ago — the same year that the very first Apple Macintosh
computer was released!

Another important example is what I believe to be the world’s
first smartphone: the Simon [7], shown in Figure 3. This was
developed jointly by IBM a11d Bell South, and first shown in
1993. How much this first smartphone anticipated the phones of
today is only matched by how little it is known

The Simon had only two physical controls: the on/off switch and
the volume control. Everything else was controlled by the full-
screen touch display — which like the Palm Pilot (wl1icl1 appeared
in 1996) — supported botl1 finger and stylus control.

Ir1 addition to products, early innovative work was being
undertaken ir1 various research labs. Some of the most creative

work is, likewise, little known. It was done by Chris Herot and
Guy W'einzapfel at the Architecture Machine Group at MIT- the
predecessor to MIT’s Media Lab [8].

Their work is one of the first attempts to extend the range of touch
sensing beyond just horizontal and vertical position. By mounting
the touch—screen overlay on strain gauges, they were also able to
sense vector information in six different dimensions. as illustrated

ir1 Figure 4: force in x, y, and Z, as well as torque about the x, y,
and z axes.
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Figure 4: Multidimensional Touchscreen (1978): In addition
to sensing position, this touchscreen [8] was capable of sensing
6 degrees of force vector information, including x, y, z, x-
torque, y-torque, and z-torque.
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Of these additional dimensions, sensing force in 7 (pressure) is the
only one that has gained any prominence, and even that is rare.
But that speaks to the nature of the beast: the challenge is,the
harder one pushes, the more friction there is in sliding the finger
along the surface. Hence. there is an inherent conflict between
forcevs. gesture articulation with touch interfaces.
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This is one area where sensing technology can make a difference.
Capacitive sensing has a useful attribute in this regard, as was
demonstrated by Buxton, Hill and Rowley [9], among others. It
goes like this: if you push hard against a surface with your finger,
the force tends to cause the fingertip to spread across the surface.
Hence, there is a strong correlation between pressure and surface
area. Fruthermore, wl1ile capacitive technologies cannot sense
pressure, per se, capacitance does vary with the area of contact.
Hence, the technology can sense an approximation of pr'ess1.u‘e —
what I call “degree of touch”. Knowing this means that the user
can control the degree of touch by pressing lightly and varying the
contact area. Thus, the user can assert degree of touch while
avoiding the friction normally associated with pressure. Yet, just
like pressure, this attribute is seldom exploited by interaction
designers.

581150!‘ B
“is

i SansnrA

iew From Sensor A View From Sensor 5

Figure 5: Sensor Frame: A prototype optical touch sensor
that detects not only location, but also angle of approach[11|.

In terms of exploring less commonly considered dimensions of
touch sensing. I want to mention a novel approach to optical
sensing of touch begun at Carnegie Mellon University by
McAvinney [10]. and developed fLLrther by Sensor Frame [11].
What they developed by 1988 was a device that used imaging
across the display surface to sense touch location. However,
1L11lil(C the light interruption techniques used with PLATO IV, this
system — the Sensor Cube — used what were essentially cameras to
detect the finger(s) in the volume above the display, rather than
just at the display surface. Hence, as is illustrated in Figure 5, the
angle of approach as well of the location of the finger could be
determined.

3. Multi-Touch
The Sensor Cube had one other attribute that is sufficiently
important to be worth a section on its own: the ability to sense
simultaneously the location of multiple points of contact — multi-
touch. This also has a history.

In 1984 our group at the University of Toronto developed a
capacitive multi-touch tablet capable of sensing degree of touch
independently for’ multiple points of contact [12]. Our initial goal in
this work was to make a digital hand Cl.1‘Ll111 — a musical percussion
instrument. Since this was, I believe, the first multi-touch device
reported in the peer-reviewed literature, it is often given credit for
being the first multi-touch device. Such is not the case.

The roots of multi-touch lie partially in attempts to construct
tactile sensors in robotics. Examples include W'olfeld [13] and
Boie [14]. However, to the best of my research, the first use of
rnulti-toucl1 technology for manual control of a digital system was
performed by Nimish Metha as part of his MSc thesis at the
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University of Toronto [15]. This system has additional interest
since it is the first use that I have found of capturing touch by
using a video camera to optically capture shadows from the
underside of a translucent surface — anticipating many current
multi-touch systems, including Microsoft Surface. Just to
emphasize this point, Metha’s system was not only used to
capture the shadows of fingers, but to capture and recognize
shapes of objects as well!

However. to the best of my research, the frst multi-touch display
— the first sensor capable of simultaneously capturing multiple
touch-points on a display — grew out of the aforementioned work
on tactile sensors for robotics by Bob Boie.

After presenting our rnulti—touch tablet at SIGCHI in 1985, I was
approached by Lloyd Nakatani of Bell Labs, Murray Hill, N.J . He
invited me to visit the lab to see what they were doing. What I
saw when I did so was a capacitive rnulti—touch screen that Boie
had developed. Besides being transparent (ours was an opaque
tablet), the performance of this device — in terms of response time
— was far beyond what we had accomplished. Seeing the
superiority of their system prompted me to stop working or1 the
hardware part of the problem, and focus or1 the software. My
assrunption, hope, and expectation was that we would soon be
able to get access to the Bell Labs technology. This turned out
not to be the case, which was too had, and the Bell Labs
contribution went largely unknown in the larger community —
although it was openly shown to me, as well as others [16].

4. A Sponge Without Water
Thus far, the common factor in virtually all of the work discussed
is a desire to extend the range of hrunan capability that can be
captured by touch technologies. The reality is that the simple
poke-to-select techniques and soft keypads seen in early systems -
while useful - only scratched the surface of both the possible and
the desirable.

One of the pioneers at really pushing the botuidaries of capturing
human gesture, and thereby laying the foundation for a great deal
of current work, is Myron Krueger [l7][18].

\ \\\ A V xx

‘

Figure 6: Myron Krueger’s Pioneering VIDEODESK, early
work using rich gestures. A tvvo-handed pinch gesture is used
to govern the shape of the closed object.

Myron’s work was all about capturing human gesture, and
demonstrating how it can be effectively used. He used a video
camera to sense the current pose/action of the user, and then
employed digital processing to isolate the human silhouette from
the background. The silhouette was then analyzed and gestures
extracted. These were then interpreted appropriately to bring
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about the intended response hi the system. One such silhouette is
illustrated in Figure 6. Here, two hands are used to control the
shape of a closed object. The tips of all four extended fingers
affect the shape — two from each hand in this case.

What is important to recognize in approaching Krueger’s work is
that the technology he used was secondary. It was a means to an
end, not the end itself. The underlying point was all about the
gesture, not the specifics of how it was captured. Hence, while
his work did not sense touch, per se, it is relevant nevertheless.

The primary thing that does differentiate Krueger’s work from
touch systems is that contact with the physical device was not
sensed. Hence, proximity, gesture, and/or dwell time — rather
than physical contact — was required to initiate or terminate
events. However major or minor one views the consequences of
such differences, the fact remains that anyone practiced in the art
of touch systems. and familiar with Krueger’s work, was able to
immediately adapt his work to this technology — and he explicitly
wrote about its applicability to touch systems [18].

There is yet another class of gesture that has early roots, and
which is also having significant impact on touch—based systems.
It is that class of gestures where the resulting action is a function
of both where one touches, and what direction(s) one
strokes/moves. once having made contact. A common example of
this found in many of today’s mobile phones is the ability to move
forward or backward from one image to another by touching the
image and quickly sliding the finger left or right on the screen.

An early (1999) example of this technique was in a product called
PortfolioWall [19], shown ir1 Figure 7. What is important is that this
gesture is a specific instance of a broader class of interaction
techniques known generically as radial menus. Simply stated, radial
menus characterize a class of interaction where the response to an
action is a function of botl1 where you touched, and the direction that
you move in the gesture after that toucl1. The options used in viewing
images using the PortfolioWall are shown in Figure 8.

The PortfolioWall (1999). A sliding gesture to the
left or right on top of the image moved to the next or previous
image, respectively.

In addition to the left and right strokes, the radial menu shown
supported the following gestures. A stroke up to the right
enabled annotation, while a stroke down to the rigl1t enabled one
to scale or crop the image. A stroke down closed the image and
brought one back to the thumbnail view, while down to the left
toggled between Play and Pause as a slideshow viewer. The
menu was only displayed if one touched and held, without
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moving. Since the actions were easily learned, they were
normally articulated without any graphical feedback — thereby
illustrating the tight relationship between radial menus and their
(hi this case). associated eyes-free gestures.

Figure 8: Radial Menu in PortfolioVV-all. The options when
viewing a full sized image are shown by the menu.

Radial menus have a long history, beginning with the PIXIE system
of Wiseman, Lemke and Hiles [20]. After a period of neglect, they
were brought back into practice by Callahan. Hopkins, Weiser and
Shneiderman [21], Hopkins [22], and Kurtenbach [23]. for example.
The key attribute that distinguishes them from conventional linear
menus is that selection of action is determined by direction not
distance. As hiunan beings, we are 11ot “wired” to make fine
judgments of linear distance without looking. Yet, we are wired to
be able to easily articulate gestures, eyes free, in any one of the
eight primary and secondary directions of the compass. Therein
lays the key to understanding that one should not think about radial
menus as “just” menus. They also define a class of direction-based
gestural interaction. And to emphasize this point, the work of
Hopkins and Kurtenbach, cited above, and the PortfolioWall, makes
clear that they work even if there is no menu displayed during theiruse.

The use of stroke direction to control the direction and type of
scrolling on some current mobile devices (such as scrolling
vertically, horizontally, or bi—dimensional dragging, depending on
the direction of the stroke), is a good example of this, and
demonstrates the relevance of radial menus to systems today.

5. Moving Forward: Touch is a Means,
Not an End

Touch technologies are going to continue to evolve in terms of what
they can sense and how they are used. Among other things, we are
going to see ever more integration of the sensing technology with
the display [24]. But while the technologies will continue to
evolve, what must not get lost along the way is that it is just that, a
technology, a means to an end. As Ihave discussed elsewhere [25],
the conceptual model of the user interface is more important than
the technology, and by that measure, two interfaces using different
technologies (only one of which is touch) may l1ave more in
common than two where both do use touch.

Furthermore, while touch sensing can bring great value to an
interface, even greater value can often be gained when it is used in
combination, even simultaneously, with other technologies such
as a stylus [26]. Again: everything is best for something and
worst for something else.
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is. Coneiusimts

Fmm hegirmings Such as these have emerged the tnuch
tec1mo1ogies whrch are mving such strong impact today —
these and :2 1m of eutstandirlg Work from number -3-f other
re:'erar"hers, and eng'meers whose w(ar1< I had to
neg. st in . E summary, Withrtz this hist.(.»ry 1ie
1tnpor=.att=. lessons and —:otatri1mtions that lave the potential to
inform our st :11 deerstehs and in 'in,:_.{ zfbuut these
te4:1mo1egies, and their effective use going t"e1'w:-.16.

Finally, there is something in this 11istoryt11at can he1p shed 11g11t in
our 1111e1i€IS1Et:”]d11]g of the ,‘-,’\a11J]'€ of inno 311011. The 1ength of time
that it has taken for these technologies to reach "prime time" 15 the
norm, not the exceptior Imrevatiort in our industry almost
zftways cmtacterized by s , .1 “‘1oh,g hose" — with 20+ years being
the norm [1 " Hence, this paper sentes a second funetton as a
reminder th the 1'ouixdati-.)n of the next ten 3'‘ “ of 1J11i()\/L‘.t1()J1
were almost Certainly p1a:1tec1 over the past ten 3:415, and are just
waiting there to be cultivated.
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38.2: Direct Display Interaction via Simultaneous Pen + Multi-touch Input

Ken Hinckley, Michel Pahud, and Bill Buxton
Microsoft Research, Redmond, WA 98052

Abstract
Current developments hint at a rapidly approachingfuture where
simultaneous pen + multi-touch input becomes the gold standard
for direct interaction on displays. We are motivated by a desire to
extend pen and multi-touch input modalities, including their use
in concert, to enable users to take better advantage ofeach.

1. Introduction
We are witnessing a shift towards displays that unify input and
output on surfaces that sense as well as emit. In such systems the
user interacts through direct manual input, that is, directly on the
display with his hands. By contrast, traditional graphical
interfaces employ indirect manual input [5] using a relative
pointing device (mouse) and a cursor. This shift has led to
renewed interest in both touch and pen input. When integrated
with a display, both pen and touch are direct input modalities,
albeit through a physical intermediary in the case of the pen. In
what shall become a theme here, this is botl1 a strength and a
weakness for the pen— as is the lack of an intermediary for touch.
Having two opposing sides makes a coin no less valuable.

Despite rapture with the iPhone (and now iPad), multi-touch is not
the whole story. Every modality, including touch, is best for
something and worst for something else. The tasks demanded of
knowledge workers are rich and highly varied [l,l3l. As such one
device cannot suit all tasks equally well. Your finger is no more
suited for signing a contract, or drawing a sketch on a napkin,
than is a pen for turning the page in a book, or holding your place
in a manuscript. With the impetus to do everything with touch, we
must underscore this point. The pen has a role to play as well.

But why the pen? Can’t one type faster than one can handwrite?
Yes, but only if our metric for creative output is in the cold
calculus of words-per-minute. What is it that you wish to write‘?
Are you making high-level comments on a manuscript‘? If so,
composing your thoughts is likely to devolve into minutiae with a
keyboard, whereas with a pen, brief annotations in context
implicitly emphasize the important points. Likewise, if a pen is a
poor choice to compose a business memo, then a keyboard is an
equally poor choice to generate a breadth of design sketches
[4,l6]. That one form of work output is often valued more than
the other in professional life is a deeper reflection on our society
than it is o11 the effectiveness of the pen as an input device.

"he transition to direct input is manifest in form factors ranging
from hand—helds, slates, desktops, table—tops, and wall—mounted
devices. The iPhone, Tablet PC, Wacom Cintiq, Microsoft
Surface, and Smartboard are, respectively, examples of each.
These examples include both pen and touch devices, but seldom
does the same system support both. Even more seldom can one
use both together [2,l8,l9], as with a stylus in the preferred hand
and touch with the nonpreferred hand (Fig. 1). Here, we pursue
pen and touch as conlplementary rather than competitive inputs.

Our research is based on the premise that pen+touch systems
present new challenges and opportunities for the designer. Our
hypothesis is that the combination of pen and touch yields a richer
design space of natural gestures than multi-touch input alone.
When a system does not have to provide coverage of all possible

functions with a single input modality, implicitly this leads one to
ask where each modality should be used to best advantage, where
a particular modality should not be used, and in what cases
modalities should perhaps be treated interchangeably. To explore
these issues, we prototyped a digital drafting table on the
Microsoft Surface, using multi-touch and an lR-emitting pen. We
developed an application for note-taking and mark-up that
supports the key functions of writing, annotation, selection,

gregation of oh'ects

\

s \:x..
Figure eroles of pen, touc ,an mu lII10 a pen touch.

An earlier generation of devices, such as the Palm Pilot (1996),
supported both pen and touch. Users could punch the on—screen
calculator with their fingers, or enter Graffiti script with the
stylus. Clear lessons were that the best input modality depended
on the task, and that this made a significant difference to the user.
However, these devices were not pen AND touch, but rather pen
exclusive-or (XOR) touch. They sensed only a single point of
contact, and could not distinguish touch from pen inputs. Hence
we lost an opportunity for meaningful exploration of multimodal
interface approaches that combine pen and touch. But a new
generation of digitizers is now emerging [7] that can sense multi-
touch inputs while simultaneously distinguishing pen from touch.

Why is any of this important and not just a technological quibble?
The answer lies 11ot i11 technology, but in the l1u1na11 mecl1anis111
itself, how we are wired, and how 01.1.1‘ motor, sensory, and
cognitive skills have evolved. These are the underpinnings of a
natural user experience, not any particular technology or device.

We have multiple fingers for a reason. VVe do not just point, but
we also grasp and manipulate. Furthermore, our nonpreferred
hand is not a poor approximation of our preferred hand; rather, it
is as skilled at the specialized role that it performs as the preferred
hand is at its own role [8]. For a wide class of everyday actions,
our hands have evolved to complement one another. People are
also predisposed to manipulate physical objects and employ
manual tools. Once again, handedness plays an important role. As
a simple example, when writing, we hold the pencil in our
preferred hand and manipulate the paper with our nonpreferred
hand. If we translate this example to a computer screen, we might
write on a tablet, electronic whiteboard, or desk with a stylus, and
directly manipulate the underlying virtual document, map, or
photo with our nonpreferred hand using touch input.

The leap of faith we ask, and believe is justified, is to assume that
the richness of such examples that exist in the physical world is
matched by analogous transactions in the digital domain. By
building on human behaviors and perceptual mechanisms, a
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foundation of physically—grounded interactions enables natural,
engaging, and novel non—physical interactions to be designed. It is
the implications of this leap that motivate our research, and the
purpose of this paper is to share the insights that we have gained.

2. Asymmetric Division of Labor
Let’s proceed by pushing a bit harder on our pencil and paper
example, by asking you to consider the following question: Which
hand do you write with, your right or your left? Now, whether
you answer “right” or “left,” you are wrong. The answer is “Yes!”
This is not a trick question. Rather the question is ill—posed.
People write with both hands as demonstrated by Guiard:

. ,. .z..,.

Figure 2. Guiard — transfer paper experiment [8]

Wl1at the above figure shows is the result of taking dictation on a
sheet of paper. But on the right, we see the impressions left by the
pen on a sheet of transfer paper surreptitiously left underneath.
"hat is, it records the movements of the pen relative to the desk.
"his reveals that the nonpreferred hand sets theframe ofreference
for the action of the preferred hand; the nonpreferred hand
repeatedly repositions and reorients the page so as to optimize the
working space of the preferred hand [8]. This further implies that
the nonpreferred handprecedes the preferred hand in its action.

Guiard’s key insight was to turn the classic question asked in the
study of handedness upside-down. Rather than asking which hand
was best for a task— right or left— Guiard observed that most, if
not all, manual interactions fundamentally involve both hands,
with a differentiation of the roles between the hands. The correct

question to ask then becomes: “What is the logic of the division of
labor between the preferred and nonpreferred hands?”

Likewise, if in interface design we find ourselves asking which is
best— touch or pen— then once again we must recognize an ill-
posed question. The question is not which is best, but rather, What
should be the division oflabor between pen and touch in interface
design? To begin to answer this question, we must consider the
design properties of pen and touch as input modalities.

3. Properties Shared by Pen and Touch
We stated above that every input modality is best for something
and worst for something else. Ultimately it is the designer’s job to
know what to use when, for whom, for what, and why. From a
technology standpoint much of this turns on a nuanced
understanding of the properties of an input modality. To offer
insight into the main issues, the following tableau summarizes
interaction properties shared by pen and touch. We do not
characterize these properties as “pros” and “cons,” as l1as been
attempted elsewhere [2], to accentuate our belief that almost any
property of a device ca11 be advantageous i11 interaction design.

This limited survey shows that pen and touch, while sharing
common ground as direct input modalities, also exhibit many
important differences, and these again differ substantially from
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the properties of indirect pointing devices such as the mouse.
Indeed, this calls into serious question the commonplace strategy
of operating systems to treat all pointing devices as “mice”— that
is. interchangeable “virtual devices” [5]. Consider yourself, armed
with this tableau. as licensed to fire on the spot anyone in your
organization who refers to pen and touch inputs as “the mouse”-
or at least to deliver a well-deserved tongue-lashing.
PROPERTY

oderate

l Tripod grip / Ieverarm affords lNominaI target width for rapid
lprecision, writing, sketching. lpointing is ’“ 15 mm [17]).

i ither hand / Both hands
Elementary ap, Drag, Draw Path ap, Hold, Drag Finger, Pinch

Activation on—Zero ero (capacitive touch)

Force Tip switch/ minimum pressure. lResistive touch requires force.

False lPa|m Rejection (while writing) l"Midas Touch Problem"
Positive Palm triggers accidental inputs, Fingers brush screen, finger on
INPUTS fingers drag on screen, etc. lscreen while holding device, etc.

Figure 3. Tableau of design properties for pen and touch.

4. Graceful Degradation
We now consider stationary versus mobile usage contexts.
Desktop, table, and wall displays are necessarily stationary, but
form-factors such as slates transition between mobile and

stationary use. To design a consistent user experience spanning all
of these form factors, we seek a conceptual model that supports
graceful degradation between stationary and mobile usage. For
the latter the nonpreferred hand is largely occupied by holding the
device itself, whereas for the former we wish to support efficient
bimanual interactions that leverage the full potential of human
hands, as well as simultaneous pen + touch input.

For example, with physical notebooks we have observed that
people deftly tuck the pen between the fingers of the preflzrred
hand wl1ile flipping pages or grasping scraps of paper [11].
Ilence, users can effectively perform multi-touch gestures, such as
pinching, while holding the pen tucked between the fingers, and
thereby derive significant value even from unimanual interactions
that interleave pen and touch inputs as needed. It is important to
obseive here that a mobile usage model, which assigns care
operations to unimanual touch with the preferred hand, also
serves a stationary usage model that instead assigns these tasks to
touch with the nonpreferred hand. Bimanual pen + touch gestures
can then be articulated in cooperation with the preferred hand to
support more efficient interaction as well as advanced gestures.

5. Recognition and Modes
The next distinction we draw is that of ink vs. command input.
The specter of recognition arises as soon as one contemplates
marking a virtual sheet of paper. Does drawing a mark leave an
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ink stroke, is it immediately converted to text, or is it perhaps
recognized as a command, such as a gesture to make copies, move
objects, or turn the page? Ascribing intent to the motions of an
input device is a fundamental problem. People often seem to
assume that recognition can overcome this problem. In our view,
it does not and will not. But let’s back up a moment. Who is it that
111ust do the recognition, a11d why? Rarely does a user say “I wish
this sheet ofpaper could understand what is written on it. Notes
in a notebook are for oneself. Annotations on a document are

offered as feedback to another person. Significant value arises
from experiences where it is a human who recognizes the marks.

Let’s say that we do wish to recognize some strokes as gestures.
Implicit in this statement is the need to distinguish a command
mode for gestures as distinct from ink mode for leaving marks on
the digital paper. Holding a button on the pen, or tapping on a
lasso-selection icon, for example, are classic ways of mode
switching between ink and commands in pen interfaces [I 5]. One
often hears that “modes are bad,” but modes are necessary to
provide rich interfaces [10] that don’t depend on the success of
brittle recognition techniques. The key is to rapidly switch modes
in a manner that is minimally demanding of the user’s cognitive
resources. Here, pen+touch has much to offer.

If we assign pen to ink mode and touch to command mode, the
design then puts the mode switch in the user ’s hands. For
example, in our prototype the user can jot notes with the pen, but
then pinch with two fingers to zoom, swipe across the margin to
flip pages, or use a single finger to drag objects such as photos.
That is, when considered as unimodal inputs, the logic of the
division of labor between pen and touch is that the pen writes, and
touch manipulates. The mode switch occurs implicitly depending
on whether the user interacts with pen or touch. As a desirable
side-benefit, this strategy also can dispense with many ancillary
interface widgets, such as toolbars stuffed with icons. This leaves
more display space for the user’s work, while reducing the
distraction of secondary controls.

Drawing on all that has preceded, We now see how our approach
falls into place along the dimensions that we have identified:
0 Pen vs. touch modalities have differentiated effects in the

interface. Ink mode is assigned to the pen, while multi—touch
articulates commands: the pen writes, and touch manipulates.
The user can efficiently interleave pen and touch inputs with
the preferred hand for mobile, unimanual usage scenarios;
Designing core tasks for unimanual touch serves mobility
while also enabling stationary bimanual interaction that
instead assigns these tasks to the nonpreferred hand;
These benefits are derived While leaving open the possibility
of bimanual manipulations with simultaneous pen and touch.

It is in the consideration of this final point, where some of the
111ost novel possibilities may lie, that we now turn our discussion.

6. From Elementary Inputs to Phrases
The preceding interactions that interleave pen and touch may
suffice to justify further investment in pen+touch displays.
However, we now consider creative ways for interaction designs
to leverage simultaneous pen and multi—touch interactions to
support new capabilities for multimodal bimanual interaction.
Let’s consider a typical direct-manipulation pen interface for
copying an object such as a photo on a digital notebook page [12].
To copy the photo a11d place it at a desired position, the user must:
1. Switch the penfrom ink mode to command mode;
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Select a photo by tapping or lassoing it with the pen;
Invoke Copy by selecting a command from a context menu
associated with the selectedphoto;

4. Invoke the Paste command to place the copy onto the page:
5. Drag the copy to the desired location on the page;
6. Return the pen to ink mode.

Now, let’s contrast this with how our system implements a
simultaneous pen+touch gesture for copying a photo. All the steps
required by the canonical direct—manipulation approach can be
phrased into a single pen+touch bimanual gesture as follows:
1. Holdphoto and drag ojfa copy with the pen (Fig. 1, right).

Is this really just one step? Our observations of users suggest that
this dedicated pen+touch gesture corresponds closely to the user’s
mental model of the common use case where one wants to create

and place a copy of an object [14]. Hence, the gesture feels like a
unitary action to the user, despite invocation of multiple input
events on the devices. Consistent with Guiard [8], holding touch
precedes the action of the pen, a11d frames the context of
subsequent actions of the pen held in the preferred hand.

Not only does this approach have fewer steps, but by its very
nature it encapsulates all the steps into a single gestural phrase. It
is syntactically simpler and precludes many types of errors,
including mode errors, that can occur with a traditional approach.

Where does the syntactical simplification come from? First, note
that holding a fniger on the photo integrates object selection with
the transition to gesture mode. This combines two steps. Once the
photo is held with a finger, dragging off a copy with the pen
embeds three different pieces of information: the Copy command
(verb), what is to be copied (direct object), and where it is to be
copied to (indirect object) [14]. Finally, closure is inherent hi the
means used to nitroduce the phrase: simply releasing the
nonpreferred hand from the screen returns the system to its default
state mode), where the pen once again writes. The muscular
tension from maintaining touch on the photo is the glue that holds
all of these steps together. The muscular tension also has the
virtue that it provides continuous proprioceptive feedback to the
user that the system is in a temporary state, or mode, Where the
action of the pen will be interpreted differently.

We focus on the copy gesture above, but our system implements
many pen+touch gestures. For example, users can employ the pen
to slice photos by holding a photo with a finger, and then crossing
the photo with the pen to define a freeform cut path. Or one may
draw a straightedge by holding a photo and stroking the pen along
its edge. One may even combine these actions into compound
phrases, such as by holding an object and then slicing along the
straightedge thus defined (Fig. 4). This illustrates the richness of
the vocabulary that users mav articulate with our approach.

Figure 4. A pen+touch phrase: slice photo along a straightedge.

Earlier in the discussion above we stated a principle: the division
of labor between pen and touch for unimodal inputs is that the pen
writes, and touch manipulates. Now, we can articulate how our
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